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1 HIGH-PRESSURE TUBULAR LDPE REACTORS - AN 
INTRODUCTION 
" All life is based on big molecules ..." declares noted chemist Hans-Georg Elias [3], cele­
brating the importance of polymers in nature. Indeed, polymers such as DNA, RNA, proteins 
etc., play a pivotal role in building life. Civilized man has, over the centuries, been successful in 
utilizing natural polymers to meet his basic needs of food, clothing and shelter. Polymers have 
thus been an integral part of human existence in one way or the other throughout its develop­
ment. With the advent of modern technology, polymers have come to play a more important 
role in society. Ever since the first synthetic polymers were made, science and technology have 
seen advances in leaps and bounds. A number of synthetic polymers - Nylon, Polyethylene, 
Poly-vinyl chloride - to name just a few, have radically changed our ways of life and have 
improved our standards of living significantly. 
The success of synthetic polymers is largely due to the fact that their properties can 
be accurately tailored to meet specific needs. Rapid progress made in polymer science and 
technology has facilitated such tailoring across a wide range of scales - starting from molecular 
"tinkering" all the way upto industrial manufacture. Polymer production processes are unique 
in their inherent complexity and the successful operation of a polymer reactor is - more often 
than not - an art in itself. 
The subject of this work is the industrial manufacture of one of the most commercially 
successful polymers in human history - low-density polyethylene (LDPE). LDPE is a very 
important commercial and household polymer. Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic of the molecular 
structure of a typical LDPE molecule. As can be observed, LDPE consists of repeating units 
of ethyl or butyl groups. Moreover, two different kinds of branches can be observed on the 
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Table 1.1 Properties of commercial LDPE [1]. 
Property Range 
Density (g/cm3) 0.91-0.94 
Melting temperature (°C) 98-115 
Melt flow index (g/10min.) 0.2-50 
Tensile modulus (psi) 25,000-50,000 
Tensile yield stress (psi) 1300-2800 
"backbone" : short-chained and long-chained. Many of the desirable properties of LDPE are 
due to its numerous short-chain branches which give rise to a flexible product with a low melting 
temperature. Table 1.1 lists the property-ranges for commercial LDPE varieties. The excellent 
mechanical and thermal properties possessed by LDPE have rendered it an essential component 
in a number of different applications. 
The principle uses of LDPE are in: 
• Domestic shopping bags, food containers, shrink-wrap and trash bags, 
• laboratory squeeze bottles, 
• agricultural ground covers, greenhouse covers, 
• wire and cable insulation and 
• car-door panels. 
History of LDPE synthesis 
The first known laboratory synthesis of LDPE was by von Pechmann, who accidentally 
produced the polymer in 1898 while heating diazomethane [1], In the early 1930s, the British 
company Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) established an extensive research program to in­
vestigate the high-pressure chemistry of organic compounds such as ethylene. On 29 March 
1933, ICI chemists Eric Fawcett and Reginald Gibson were attempting a high-temperature 
(~ 170°C) reaction between ethylene and benzaldehyde at high pressure 1400atm). The 
3 
Long-chain branches Back-bone 
CH2CH2 
11 
ÇH.CH: — 
CHCH; 
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Short-chain branches 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of LDPE chain structure - monomer unit (left); 
short- and long-chained branches (right). 
experiments did not work as planned - however, the chemists detected small quantities of a 
"white waxy solid" coating the walls of the high-pressure cylinder which was recognized cor­
rectly as a polymer of ethylene. When the experiment was repeated with ethylene alone, the 
ethylene underwent rapid explosive decomposition and it was decided that this investigation be 
not pursued till appropriate equipment was designed [4]. 
The first feasible high-pressure process for LDPE synthesis was discovered by Michael 
Perrin in 1935 at ICI. A pilot plant was commissioned in 1937 and the advent of the war 
found new uses for the polymer. By 1942, commercial production was in full-swing with two 
commissioned lines. In the United States, Union Carbide and DuPont were the first to obtain 
licenses from ICI to begin industrial production in 1943, soon overtaking ICI. Today, a number of 
companies worldwide have installed and successfully operate high-pressure processes for LDPE 
production. Commercial LDPE production involves the free-radical polymerization of ethylene 
in one of the two principal types of manufacturing processes : the high-pressure tubular process 
and the high-pressure autoclave process. Our focus will be the high-pressure tubular LDPE 
reactor (HPTLR). 
High-pressure tubular LDPE reactors (HPTLR) 
High-pressure tubular reactor technology was the first process to be developed for the com­
mercial production of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) at ICI [4]. HPTLRs around the world 
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produce roughly about 50% of the total LDPE production in the world. These reactors typically 
have very large aspect ratios, i.e, the reactor tube has a very small diameter (max.dia. ~ 7cm) 
and have lengths in the range 1000 — 1500 m. Free-radical polymerization of ethylene to LDPE 
takes place in the presence of organic peroxide (and to a much lower extent, oxygen) initiators. 
Let us consider an HPTLR shown schematically in Fig. 1.2. Free-radical polymerization 
is typically carried out at temperatures in the 150 — 190°C range and pressures anywhere 
between 2000 and 3000 atm. The initiator (usually a mixture of organic peroxides) is injected 
into the preheated monomer (as shown in Fig. 1.2) and free-radical polymerization of ethylene 
commences to produce LDPE. The reactor itself is composed of three zones: the pre-heating 
zone, the reaction zone and the cooling and separation zone. In the reaction zone, the highly 
exothermic polymerization occurs under this high pressure and results in increasing reaction 
temperatures. A cooling jacket around the reaction tube provides the necessary cooling. Typical 
monomer conversions are in the range 15 — 20% so that the output from the reaction zone 
contains a considerable amount of monomer. Monomer separated from the product in the 
separation zone is recycled to enhance conversion. A kick valve at the reactor exit is operated 
at regular intervals to pressure-pulse the reactor in an attempt to prevent polymer-rich deposits 
near the reactor walls that would impede heat-transfer. 
Monomer 
Preheat 
zone 
Initiators 
Reaction 
M Kick-valve 
I Separation] 
Monomer 
recycle 
Product 
^removal 
Compressor 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of a high-pressure tubular LDPE reactor (HPTLR) 
(left) and initiator injection in the HPTLR (right). 
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Despite its widespread use, the high-pressure tubular LDPE reactor (HPTLR) still poses 
a number of operational challenges to plant engineers. This is largely due to the complex 
physico-chemical phenomena that occur in the HPTLR, their intricate connection to polymer 
quality and their sensitive dependence on process conditions. As a result, the HPTLR has been 
the subject of modeling studies carried out by a number of workers - industrial and academic 
alike - since the early 1960's. Since LDPE quality is considerably influenced by the polymer 
molecular weight distribution (MWD) [5], a central theme in most HPTLR models that have 
appeared in the literature is the correct prediction of the molecular weight distribution (MWD) 
of the polymer [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Moment methods such as those proposed by Katz and 
Seidel [12, 13], have been used in models relating monomer conversion to MWD. 
Due to the industrial origin of the problem, modeling efforts through the 1970's and 80's 
have considered the traditional plug-flow model for the HPTLR [7, 8], Although backmixing 
has been given some importance in some of the earlier HPTLR models [6], mixing at the 
molecular scale or micromixing has not been given due importance until recently. The advent of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has facilitated the use of micromixing models in describing 
turbulent reactive flows. Fox [14] developed a framework within which micromixing models 
could be seamlessly integrated within CFD simulations. Tsai and Fox [15] proposed an approach 
based on probability density functions (PDF) within the CFD framework to develop a model 
for the HPTLR. Kolhapure et al [16] investigated the effects of micromixing on reactions in 
a one-dimensional industrial HPTLR model. The scope and goal of this work is to describe 
a comprehensive dynamic model for the HPTLR that accounts for micromixing and other 
important physico-chemical phenomena. 
The importance of micromixing in the context of the HPTLR deserves further comment. 
A major safety concern during HPTLR operation is that of reactor runaway due to the de­
composition of ethylene monomer ("decomp") at temperatures exceeding 350°C. Hollar and 
Ehrlich [17], suggest that decomp could occur due to hot-spots in the reactor caused by poor 
micromixing. Shown in Fig. 1.3 are two extremities of micromixing quality in the reactor. In the 
first case, wherein micromixing is poor and is confined to small pockets of fluid, local hotspots 
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Reactor 
runaway 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of initiator injection in the HPTLR. 
develop due to high rates of reaction. Higher rates of reaction lead to a corresponding decrease 
in reaction timescales, which, in combination with the exothermicity of the reactions, leads to 
rapid temperature rise within the hotspot. In extreme cases, the local temperature rise may 
be sufficient for decomp onset - leading to reactor runaway. On the other extremity, i.e., that 
of good micromixing, local hotspots do not appear and the temperatures in the reactor can 
be contained well within safety limits. It follows that it is important for the plant engineer to 
understand exactly how process conditions affect micromixing if he/she must exercise effective 
control over the latter. 
Another important aspect of HPTLR operation controlled by micromixing is initiator 
productivity. As noted by van der Molen and van Heerden [18], imperfect micromixing can 
have a significant effect on initiator productivity at higher temperatures. In addition to poor 
micromixing, reactor runaway could be caused due to impurities in the reaction mixture, peri­
odic pulsing (i.e., kick-valve operation), mechanical failure in the initiator pumps, etc. When 
mechanical failures occur in the initiator injection pumps, it is highly probable that spurts of 
the initiator (or initiator mixture) are injected into the monomer stream. As a result, local 
reaction rates near the initiator injection point increase rapidly leading to steep temperature 
rises and potential decomp. From a safety viewpoint, it is therefore very important to maintain 
stringent control over the initiator pumps and to have alternative control strategies should a 
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pump fail. Another important situation that could potentially lead to decomps involves dy­
namic operations in the reactor. It is not uncommon for HPTLRs to be operated at conditions 
wherein very high temperatures and pressures - potentially unsafe situations - are employed 
either for increased conversion or for meeting specified product qualities. When dynamic oper­
ations such as pressure-pulsing or grade-changes are carried out, even very small fluctuations 
in the process variables could lead to potential reactor runaway. 
From the above discussion, it is clear that our goals in developing a comprehensive dy­
namic model for the HPTLR should be the following: 
• to attempt an adequately detailed description of the MWD and the manner in which it 
is affected by process conditions, 
• to include the effect of micromixing on free-radical polymerization reactions, 
• to delineate the set of process conditions that are conducive for safe reactor operation i.e., 
those that prevent decomp onset, 
• to include reliable and consistent descriptions of the dynamic phenomena in the reactor. 
Outline of thesis 
An outline of the chapters is perhaps useful at this point. In chapter 2, a review of literature 
is presented with a view to describe and compare efforts made over the past few decades to 
model tubular LDPE reactors. In chapter 3, our dynamic model for the HPTLR is described. 
The PDF-based approach is described and the mathematical equations governing the model are 
derived. Chapter 4 gives a detailed explanation of the numerical solution strategies employed 
in simulating the model. Chapter 5 deals with model validation with plant data and in chapter 
6 we describe the dynamic and steady-state behavior of the model under different parameter 
settings. Finally, in chapter 7, broad conclusions are drawn about the HPTLR based on our 
model studies and some recommendations are made for future studies. 
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In this chapter, a survey of literature pertinent to HPTLR models is presented. The goal 
of the survey is to highlight relevant research in turbulent mixing, PDF methods in turbulent 
reacting flows, LDPE and ethylene decomposition kinetics, numerical solution of partial dif­
ferential equations (PDE) and sensitivity analysis and model validation etc., since the present 
study lies at the junction of all these fields. 
In the first section of the survey, a review of efforts made over the past few decades in 
modeling HPTLR is presented. Various aspects of modeling such as kinetic schemes, character­
ization of polymer properties, molecular weight distribution (MWD), and the effect of reactor 
operating conditions on product quality and reactor operation are discussed. The survey is 
done with a view to present the general approaches adopted in the modeling process and to 
outline some important difficulties encountered. This is followed by a review of progress made 
in applying PDF methods to model turbulent reactive flows. The section describes some key 
results obtained in the past two decades with emphasis on presumed PDF methods. Since 
turbulent mixing plays a pivotal role in describing such flows, special emphasis is placed on the 
treatment of turbulent mixing in terms of PDF methods [19, 20, 14]. The final sections of the 
chapter are devoted to reviewing methods developed for efficient sensitivity analysis of models. 
In doing so, specific emphasis has been placed on statistical design of computer experiments 
(DOE). 
Industrial LDPE reactor models 
Industrial LDPE production is largely done in high-pressure autoclaves or tubular reactors 
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In particular, continuous long tubular reactors (with plug-flow patterns) have 
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been used widely for this purpose since development by Union Carbide and BASF almost half 
a century ago [9]. However, despite their widespread use and the accumulated knowledge about 
" nominal" operating conditions, complete understanding of the physico-chemical phenomena 
occurring inside such reactors still remains elusive. Over the past few decades, various workers 
- engineers and chemists alike - have sought to model the HPTLR with varying degrees of 
success. An exhaustive review of all such research is beyond the scope of this work and we have 
attempted here to summarize key efforts relevant to our study. 
According to Ray and Laurence [5], polymer quality is characterized by the MWD to a 
significant extent. Most of the interesting properties of polymers are due to their MWD. As 
a result, a central theme in all modeling efforts directed at LDPE production is the molecular 
weight distribution (MWD) of the polymer. A rigorous approach to determining the same 
was originally proposed using the method of moments by Hulburt and Katz [21]. Almost all 
subsequent studies in this field have, in one way or other, related to this work. Though the 
primary focus of these authors was on nucleation and growth kinetics usually encountered in 
crystal growth studies, they noted that their approach could be easily extended to include 
other kinds of " particles". The crux of this work lies in the development of a Liouville equation 
for the number density of particles in a phase-space (the dimensions of which are the spatial 
location of the particle and the quantities that characterize its quality). The number density 
distribution in the phase-space can be characterized by the first few moments of the same. The 
Liouville equation is then reduced to an infinite set of differential equations for the moments 
(viewed as functions of spatial location of the particle). An empirical form for the distribution 
function (F-distribution) is assumed to arrive at a finite set of moments. A Laguerre-series was 
then used to expand the assumed F-distribution and derive an expression for the higher-order 
moments in terms of the lower-order moments. 
A method for following the moments of polymer size distribution in time was put forth 
by Katz and Seidel [12] . The authors considered a kinetic scheme that includes the basic 
reactions of initiation, propagation and termination by combination. With this kinetic scheme 
they discovered that the relationship between conversion and polymer size distribution was 
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controlled by a suitable defined dimensionless group. Moreover, they found that the polymer 
size decreased when chain-transfer and termination by disproportionation were also considered. 
Following this, Seidel and Katz [13], described a dynamic analysis of branching in free-radical 
polymerization in terms of the moments of the polymer size distributions, the mean number 
of branches and the rate of polymerization. Their study closely followed the method proposed 
by Hulburt and Katz [21] . An important result of this study was that chain-transfer reactions 
have the effect of broadening the final product MWD. 
Ehrlich and Mortimer [22] presented an exhaustive treatment of the fundamentals of ethy­
lene polymerization. In this work, these authors discuss the phase-equilibria and the elementary 
reactions involved in the free-radical homopolymerization of ethylene. They also analyzed the 
major polymerization processes. However, the focus of this work was directed towards the 
kinetics involved and in analyzing experimental rate data. An important conclusion that these 
authors drew was that all "thermal" initiation of the monomer could be attributed to oxygen 
(even when present in trace amounts). This work also mentions that at the temperatures and 
pressures encountered in commercial polymerization processes, the monomer and polymer form 
a single fluid phase. This fact has been used in many subsequent modeling studies. 
Agrawal and Han [6] performed a modeling study of an LDPE tubular reactor with axial 
mixing (TRAM). This work was the first of its kind since earlier efforts at modeling LDPE 
tubular reactors used plug-flow models. The authors argued that axial mixing in such reactors 
is of significance due to the pressure pulsing at the reactor exit. A functional analytic approach 
was used to determine uniqueness of the steady-states of the non-linear differential equations 
that represent the model. The main conclusions of the work were that axial mixing affects both 
reactor operation and MWD, chain-transfer reactions broaden the MWD, inlet temperatures 
of the reaction mixture and coolant water have a profound effect on reactor operation and that 
initiator concentrations affect temperature profiles significantly. 
Chen et al [7] proposed a simplified model assuming plug-flow and absence of axial mixing. 
The reactions were assumed to occur in a single supercritical phase and the existence of a lam­
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inar polymer-rich phase in the near-wall region of the reactor is not accounted for. As a result, 
this model does not consider pulsing at the reactor outlet. The kinetics consider initiation by 
organic peroxide free-radicals, propagation, and termination by combination, thermal degrada­
tion and by chain-transfer (/3-scission). The model, however, does not assume the free-radicals 
as being in a (quasi-) steady state and balance equations for the same are considered. 
The work of Lee and Marano [23] was aimed at understanding the relationship between 
conversion of monomer and the MWD of the polymer. In addition to this, these authors 
investigated the sensitivity of this relationship to operating parameters such as the choice of 
initiator system, heat-transfer system and the solvent system. The kinetics used in this work 
were based on those proposed by Ehrlich and Mortimer [22] . A salient result that these authors 
obtained was that the initiator is the most important parameter in the system. Besides dictating 
the initiator amount for a given conversion, the initiator type also determines the MWD in the 
final product. Another significant result of this study was that there exist optimal and unstable 
operating regions for the heat-transfer duty. 
Hollar and Ehrlich [17] pointed out the importance of ethylene decomposition which 
occurs at temperatures exceeding 350°C. In this work, these authors suggest that decomp 
could occur due to poor mixing leading to hot-spots in the reactor. Another scenario that these 
authors propose as a reason for decomp is that of poor heat-transfer due to polymer buildup 
near the walls. Their kinetic model included monomer self-initiation and the presence of an 
initiator derived from ethylene interaction with trace amounts of oxygen in the system near the 
peak temperature. These authors concluded that poor heat-transfer and thermal initiation of 
monomer are significant causes of reactor runaway. 
Villermaux and Blavier [24] described, in a series of articles, a method based on the 
tendency model to determine the quality (i.e., the MWD) of polymers. In the tendency ap­
proach, the quality of the polymer is described by chemical properties or characters and kinetic 
equations are developed for the same. The chemical properties considered are the location of 
double bonds, long- and short-chain branching points and terminal double bonds. The authors 
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compared property predictions made by the tendency model with those obtained from detailed 
analytical models. In [25], the authors extended their work by applying the general kinetic 
equations obtained (for any polymer) in this approach to the homogeneous polymerization of 
styrene. 
Lorenzini et al [26] extended the tendency-model approach to study M WD in indus­
trial LDPE production. The kinetic model considered reactions such as initiation (chemical 
means), propagation, chain-transfer, long- and short-chain branching, transfer to solvent and 
termination by disproportionate. The polymerization mixture was described in terms of con­
centrations of chemical species and concentrations of pseudo-components such as moments of 
the M WD, long-and short-chain branching points. Mass-balance equations were developed for 
both these kinds of species. In [27], the same authors proposed methods for determining the 
model parameters and kinetic coefficients involved in the model considered. 
Shirodkar and Tsien [8] developed a one- or two-zone tubular reactor model. The kinetic 
scheme used by these authors was based on Lee and Marano [23] . These authors used known 
reactor heat-transfer profiles in their model to closely emulate real-time operating conditions. 
Model predictions for the molecular weight distribution (MWD) agreed well with reactor data. 
Moreover, the model was capable of predicting the (local) sensitivity of reactor output and 
product properties to the input variables. 
Brandolin et al [9], in an effort to establish reliable kinetic data, proposed a model based 
on earlier efforts assuming plug-flow and single-phase reaction. Balance equations were devel­
oped for the free-radicals species also without invoking the Quasi-steady-state-approximation 
(QSSA). The kinetic scheme considered initiation by oxygen, propagation, and termination by 
combination, thermal degradation and chain-transfer. The kinetic constants were determined 
using a non-linear regression analysis of data obtained from two different reactor configurations. 
The model was successful in predicting reactor states and product properties. Based on their 
earlier work, these authors proposed an extensive model in [10]. The extended model incorpo­
rated realistic features such as multiple initiator injections and included typical heat-transfer 
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coefficients obtained from plant data. The effect of the pressure pulse on reactor behavior was 
also considered, though dynamic effects were not studied. One of the conclusions that these 
authors drew from their study was that the spatial profiles of the physical properties depend 
significantly on the initiation mixture. 
Zabisky et al [28] attempted a comprehensive model for the LDPE tubular reactor in 
which they considered a kinetic scheme based on the terminal model for copolymerization. The 
model did not account for axial mixing and cite the same reasons as Chen et al [7] for this 
assumption. The moment equations for the MWD are solved using a log-normal approximation 
instead of the Hulburt and Katz closure [21]. Further, the model considers the pressure-valve 
pulsing as a throttling phenomenon and uses the Joule-Thompson coefficient to convert the 
pressure drop across the valve into a temperature drop. It must be noted that these authors 
do not consider dynamic effects of the pressure pulsing in the reactor. 
Kiparrisides et al [11] presented a comprehensive mathematical model for LDPE poly­
merization in tubular reactors. In this work, the authors described various kinetic schemes 
proposed for ethylene homo- and co-polymerization processes. The model did not consider 
ethylene decomposition kinetics and neglected the effects of axial mixing. These authors con­
sidered spatial pressure profiles as having an important effect on reactor dynamics. Sensitivity 
analysis and optimization studies were also carried out in this work. 
Zhang et al [29] studied the runaway behavior (due to ethylene decomposition) observed 
in LDPE autoclaves using a perfectly stirred tank reactor. The kinetic model included a scheme 
for ethylene decomposition (based on the free-radicals involved) and was able to determine con­
ditions that typically led to decomps. These authors conducted a stability analysis of the model 
which indicated the safe operating conditions for the operating variables. Zhang and Ray [30] 
used a compartmental model to study the role of imperfect mixing in determining reactor sta­
bility, product MWD characteristics and polymer composition in a variety of polymerization 
systems. Ray and Villa [31] reviewed typical non-linear dynamics associated with polymeriza­
tion systems. This work further emphasized that imperfect mixing plays a significant role in 
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determining multiplicity of steady-states and sustained oscillations. 
It is to be noted that in all the modeling efforts (directed at tubular LDPE reactors) reviewed 
so far, there has been relatively low emphasis placed on the dynamic behavior of the HPTLR 
and on turbulent (micro)mixing. It has been known since Danckwerts' pioneering work that 
micromixing is an important phenomenon in turbulent flows whose significance increases in 
the context of reacting flows. It is surprising that this phenomenon has not been given due 
importance in the context of the HPTLR models till recent times. Over the past 25 years, 
significant advances have been made in developing efficient approaches to treat the problem of 
turbulent mixing and its effect on chemical reactions. In the next section, we discuss in some 
detail the probability density function (PDF) approach to turbulent reactive flows. Special 
emphasis is placed in discussing studies that have used this approach in developing HPTLR 
models. 
PDF methods and their application to LDPE reactors 
Probability density function (PDF) methods have proven to be an effective alternative 
to conventional techniques [32, 33] in treating turbulent reactive flows. These methods are 
based on a statistical treatment of the randomness (both spatial and temporal) involved in 
such flows. The scope of this section is limited to surveying literature relevant to application of 
PDF methods to LDPE polymerization processes, in particular, to tubular reactors. In order to 
set the stage, however, a review of important advances made in modeling turbulent mixing will 
be presented. Following this, an approach proposed by Fox [14] that combines PDF methods 
with CFD (computational fluid dynamics)-based micromixing models for industrial reactors is 
described. A review of work done following this approach in modeling LDPE reactors is then 
presented. 
Many industrial processes take place under conditions wherein micromixing and chemical 
kinetics closely interact with each other, i.e., the degree of micromixing influences the extent 
of reaction [34, 35] . The introduction of mixing as an important and integral part of chemical 
reaction engineering was formally done by P.V.Danckwerts [36]. Following these pioneer efforts, 
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a great number of articles have appeared in the literature describing models for micromixing. 
Most of these models are based on ideas of segregation and residence-time-distribution (RTD) 
and are said to follow the "chemical reaction engineering approach" [33]. 
A fairly recent review of mixing models was made by Baldyga and Pohorecki [34]. In this 
work, the authors describe the notions of macro-, meso- and micromixing and outline the impor­
tance of the interaction between micromixing and chemical reactions. These authors describe 
a plethora of micromixing models and evaluate their relative advantages and disadvantages. 
The reader is referred to this work for details on the workings of micromixing models. The 
remainder of the discussion in this section will focus on introducing the few models that are 
relevant to our present study. 
A widely used model is the interaction-by-exchange-with-the-mean (IEM) model [37]. In 
this model, each feed stream is associated with an eddy which acts as a well-mixed chemical 
reactor. Each of these eddies interacts (i.e., exchanges mass) with a mean environment (whose 
concentration coincides with that of the outlet stream). The exchange process (describing the 
micromixing) is a first-order process (driven by concentration difference) between the mean-
environment and each eddy. The eddies do not interact with each other directly. An exchange 
coefficient 7 is used to characterize the transfer and is termed the micromixing rate. 
The generalized micromixing model (GMM) proposed by Villermaux and Falk [35] en­
compasses many earlier micromixing models. In this formulation, mixing is viewed as occurring 
in four different stages : erosion of fresh fluid, dilution of eroded fluid into a reacting cloud, 
incorporation of fluid from the bulk into the reacting cloud and interaction between eddies 
resulting from erosion. Conceptually, the mixing process is described in terms of interactions 
between four different environments. A variety of expressions can be used to describe the 
exchange of fluids and this choice determines mixing behavior. 
Fox [19] discussed the applicability of probability density function (PDF) methods as an 
alternative approach for treating turbulent micromixing. In [14], he developed an approach for 
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implementing micromixing models into the eulerian equations of computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD). The approach consists in modeling turbulent micromixing from a knowledge of physical 
quantities characterizing the turbulent velocity field. In effect, this approach involves "coupling" 
the scalar field to the velocity field. The GMM model [35] was used to describe the micromixing 
and the various environments in the model can be viewed as distinct "modes" in a finite-mode 
approximation of the joint-scalar composition PDF. The approach was implemented in this 
work to study a series-parallel reaction in a tubular reactor. 
Tsai and Fox [15] used the PDF approach to study the effect of turbulent mixing on initia­
tor efficiency in the HPTLR. They developed a model for the HPTLR by deriving the associated 
joint-composition-PDF evolution equations. The equations were solved using "transported-
PDF" methods. A simple kinetic scheme was used in their model and these authors were able 
to demonstrate that micromixing plays a crucial role in determining initiator efficiency. 
Tsai et al [38] following Fox [14], developed the finite-mode PDF (FMPDF) approach for 
turbulent reactive flows. By validating model predictions against experimental data obtained 
for simple reactions, these authors showed that the FMPDF approach could be used as an 
effective tool to describe the mixing-chemistry interactions. They further found that solutions 
obtained using the FMPDF approach agreed well with those obtained using transported PDF 
methods and concluded that the FMPDF solution strategy is a computationally more viable 
alternative to transported PDF methods. 
Kolhapure and Fox [16] implemented the approach of Tsai et al [38] to develop a steady-
state model for the HPTLR. These authors found that imperfect mixing reduced the overall con­
version of the monomer and might also cause hotspots (which may trigger decomps). Kolhapure 
[39] showed that this approach was a computationally efficient alternative to transported-PDF 
methods. 
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Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis (SA), loosely defined [40], studies the relationships between informa­
tion flowing in and out of the model. Thus, the aim of SA is to determine 
• the relative importance of the model parameters and inputs in determining output, 
• the extent to which uncertainty in the input affects the output. 
The core of any model analysis is the evaluation of the model itself. In other words, any 
information about the model behavior can be obtained only when the model is "run", i.e., 
a posteriori. A set of such runs can be termed a computer experiment. Since most models 
involve parameters in some form, model evaluation involves assigning appropriate values to 
these parameters. A systematic method for assigning parameter values is necessary to facilitate 
analysis. Statistical methods for design of computer experiments (DOE) provide the desired 
systematic methodology of model evaluation. 
Statistical experimental designs have enjoyed widespread use in physical experiments. 
However, design of computer experiments is a comparatively new area and the earliest work 
in this direction, by McKay et al [41] was published only two decades ago. In this work, the 
authors compared three different methods (simple random sampling, stratified sampling and 
latin hypercube sampling) to select input conditions for evaluating a flow model. These authors 
concluded that statistical quantities could be used to analyze output from computer codes when 
sampling techniques were employed in input parameter selection. The important contribution 
of this work is the use of latin hypercube sampling (an extension of latin squares sampling used 
in physical experiments). 
Sacks et al [42, 43] outlined the importance of incorporating statistical design methods 
in computer experiments. These authors proposed methods by which output from the model 
(evaluated using inputs obtained from the design) could be used to predict model response 
over all of input parameter space. They also note that "despite some similarities to physical 
experiments, then, the lack of random (or replication) error leads to important distinctions" 
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between computer and physical experiments. In deterministic computer experiments, there is no 
random error and this allows for the model complexity to be expressed. Moreover, the concepts 
of blocking, replication and randomization are not relevant in such situations. However, these 
authors point out that statistics does play a major role in determining the selection of inputs 
at which the model evaluations are to be performed and in subsequent analysis. 
In the general case, a model can be dependent on hundreds of different parameters. 
However, if one were to apply the Pareto principle (or the 80-20 rule), according to which "in 
anything, there a vital few and trivial many", to the modeling process, one finds that model 
behavior is determined by a dominant subset of the original parameter set. Thus, for efficient 
analysis of models that are inherently expensive (computationally) to evaluate, a preliminary 
screening must be carries out to determine this subset. Morris [44], proposed a method based 
on factorial sampling to perform efficient screening analysis of models. The method belongs to a 
general class of experimental designs called one-factor-at-a-time (OAT) methods. The method 
relies on determining elementary effects which measure the changes in the "output due solely 
to changes in a particular input". The method can distinguish between unimportant, linear 
and non-linear/interactive effects of model inputs/parameters. 
Welch et al [45] extend the methods proposed by Sacks et al [42, 43] to design screening 
experiments. The focus of their work was building a metamodel that predicts model behavior 
at "untested" inputs. The method is based on modeling the output of the computer code as a 
realization of a stochastic process. According to the authors, the method is flexible in that it 
allows non-linear and interaction effects to emerge. Moreover, the method provides a statistical 
basis for determining the subset of important factors. In addition, the design is efficient since 
the output data is used in screening and metamodel building. 
Efficient screening methods for models (especially with > 20 parameters) based on group­
ing techniques have been proposed. The advantage of such methods is that of economy in terms 
of number of model evaluations. Andres [46] proposed a method called the iterated fractional 
factorial design (IFFD) for screening experiments. The method randomly divides the set of 
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parameters into a predetermined number of subsets or groups (hence the name "grouping" 
technique). A sample is a set of runs and a number of samples comprise the computer experi­
ment. For this reason, the method is also called a sampling technique. Quantitative estimates 
provide the effect of a particular input along with interactive and non-linear effects. The per­
tinent details of sample generation, model evaluation and subsequent analysis are discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
Bettonvil [47] proposed a design for group-screening based on sequential bifurcation. The 
method is similar to the IFFD method (reference) in that it uses grouping; however, the success 
of this method depends on a priori knowledge of the "signs" of the effects of the factors. In other 
words, one needs to know whether a particular factor increases/decreases the output variable 
of interest, in order to successfully apply this method. This requirement sometimes proves too 
restrictive and consequently undermines its utility in the general case. However, according to 
these authors, the method works very efficiently whenever the nature of the effect of the factor 
is known. 
It is necessary at this point to introduce the notions of global and local sensitivities. 
Global sensitivity is defined as the sensitivity of the output towards variation in a particular 
factor when all other factors are also varying. Local sensitivity is defined as the sensitivity of 
the output towards variation in a particular factor when only that factor is varying. A variety 
of methods for determining global sensitivities are available of which the Fourier amplitude 
sensitivity test (FAST) [48] is widely used. This method is variance-based, and determines how 
variance in the input(s) influences variance in the output. 
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3 A COMPREHENSIVE DYNAMIC HPTLR MODEL 
Introduction and scope 
Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and its variants are increasingly finding applications in 
novel technologies, giving rise to a growing demand for more efficient HPTLR designs. The 
development of such processes will be accelerated by an improved understanding of the under­
lying physico-chemical processes at different scales. A comprehensive dynamic model for the 
HPTLR will be an effective tool in facilitating this process and the construction and validation 
of such a model is the focus of this work. In this chapter we will describe our model and derive 
the pertinent mathematical equations. 
A comprehensive model for the high-pressure tubular LDPE reactor should consider phys­
ical phenomena such as turbulent mixing and heat-transfer, along with the relevant chemical 
kinetics. After a brief explanation of the scope of the model, the mathematical equations for 
the model are developed. The FMPDF approach is briefly discussed and the relevant transport 
equations are then presented. The transport equations are composed of terms each of which 
describes a physico-chemical phenomenon in the reactor. The various phenomena considered 
in the development of the model are then described. The final section of the chapter presents 
the HPTLR model equations in their final form. 
A statement on the scope and purpose of the reactor model is perhaps necessary before 
delving into the details of the same. It is quite clear that there are atleast two prominent 
approaches in modeling chemical reactors - the traditional chemical reaction engineering ap­
proach and the relatively more modern CFD (computational fluid dynamics) approach. The 
relative merits and shortcomings of these approaches are explained in sufficient detail in [33]. 
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The major point of departure between these two approaches is that while the former relies 
on macroscopic quantities such as residence times for reactor modeling, the latter depends on 
detailed descriptions of the flow field in the reactor for the same purpose. Clearly, one can 
expect to gain a considerable amount of information regarding the interactions between flow 
and chemical reactions from the CFD approach. However, the information comes at a cost -
CFD methods are computationally more expensive and in some cases prohibitively so. As a 
result, sustained research efforts are being focused on developing novel modeling approaches 
that combine the virtues of these two approaches. 
The comprehensive HPTLR model developed in this study combines the CFD-PDF (prob­
ability density function) approach widely used in turbulent reactive flow studies, resulting in an 
accurate and computationally efficient tool for studying reactor dynamics. A clear and detailed 
presentation of the PDF approach to treat turbulent reactive flows is beyond the scope of this 
work and the interested reader is referred to [49, 33] for excellent treatments of the same. 
Historically, models for the high-pressure LDPE tubular process have focused on the 
steady-state behavior of the reactor [6, 7, 11]. Studies on the dynamic behavior of the HPTLR 
are almost non-existent in the open literature. This is not entirely unexpected since the empha­
sis in many of these models has been on accurate prediction of the product MWD (molecular 
weight distribution) at steady-state. However, a number of dynamical processes, not the least 
of which is the kick-valve pressure pulsing, are at work in the reactor continuously. These 
processes have a significant effect on the dynamical behavior of the HPTLR and should be 
studied. Furthermore, the significance of reactor stability and dynamics in the high pressure 
tubular process has been recognized quite early as these reactors are known to display complex 
unstable behavior [50]. With increasing production demands typical HPTLRs operate close to 
stability boundaries. Reactor dynamics must be understood well in order to devise strategies 
for safe operation in such situations. Thus, the dynamic model that we develop here aims to 
capture the most important dynamic phenomena in the HPTLR. 
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The high-pressure free-radical polymerization of ethylene is dependent significantly on 
the nature and the quantity of initiator injected. It is well recognized that the extent to which 
the initiator influences the polymerization reaction can be measured by two quantities - ini­
tiator efficiency and initiator productivity [51]. Whereas the free-radical initiation mechanism 
primarily dictates the initiator efficiency, initiator productivity is dependent on process condi­
tions such as pressure, temperature and more importantly on turbulent mixing [18]. Due to 
poor mixing, the highly undesirable ethylene decomposition ("decomp") is sometimes favored 
in the near inlet regions at high injection temperatures [52]. As a result, turbulent mixing must 
be correctly described for reliable model predictions of reactor behavior. 
Invariably, a number of assumptions had to be made in developing the model to retain 
some degree of simplicity. To begin with, the model describes the reactor as a one-dimensional 
reactor with non-ideal flow. Computationally, the one-dimensional model is economical and also 
allows for simple numerical solution algorithms to be implemented. However, this simplification 
is not without its disadvantages. Constraining the description to a single dimension (i.e., the 
axial flow direction) reduces the model's ability to predict dynamics in the radial direction, 
especially near the reactor walls. Additionally, the model makes some simplifying assumptions 
about the nature of the turbulent flow in the reactor. In effect, they eliminate the necessity of 
solving for the velocity field, leading to considerable savings in computational expense. A list 
of the other major assumptions that we have made in formulating the model follows: 
• Polymerization occurs in a single supercritical phase, 
• Low Mach number (Ma < 0.1), nearly incompressible flow that is described adequately 
by the Navier-Stokes equations, 
• One-dimensional turbulent pipe flow and a uniform velocity field, 
• Statistical quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy ( k )  and turbulent kinetic energy 
dissipation (e) are independent of position, 
• Rate constants of chemical reactions are influenced by viscosity effects, 
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• Free-radicals generated by the LDPE reactions do not interact with those generated by 
the decomp reactions, 
• Initiator efficiencies remain constant over the entire length of the reactor. 
It must be noted that eventhough these assumptions are not unusual [6, 11, 10], the range 
of length and time scales involved in the polymerization process may necessitate a more detailed 
treatment in certain situations. Another point worth noting here is that it has been shown by 
Kolhapure [39] that the assumption of fully developed turbulent pipe flow in the HPTLR is 
reasonable. 
Derivation of the mathematical model 
In this section, we will derive the mathematical model for the tubular reactor from the basic 
conservation equations. Assuming that the fluid is a continuum, the conservation equations for 
momentum, scalar compositions and mass are respectively, 
lir + U^  = -D*. V2*. + s*. to (3-2) 
V . U  =  0, (3.3) 
where 
T«=* (1|+ Hr) (3-4) 
with Ui being the velocity field, P the pressure and p the fluid density. <p is the ^-dimensional 
vector of scalars carried by the fluid. In the context of the HPTLR model, these scalars are the 
concentrations of the initiator and monomer, polymer moments, reaction temperature etc. At 
present, however, we will consider the nature of the equations. At very high Reynolds numbers 
(with moderate Schmidt numbers 5c), the flow is turbulent and direct solution of the coupled 
Navier-Stokes and scalar transport equations becomes difficult even for very simple geometries. 
Fortunately, however, the statistical averages of the velocity and scalar fields are practically of 
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more interest and are the subject of study in most computational modeling strategies. Typically, 
the velocity field [/; and the scalar field <p are 'decomposed' in the following manner: 
Ui = (Ui) + u[, (j>k = (4>k) + (j)'k, (3.5) 
where (Ui) and (4>k) are the statistical or "Reynolds'-averaged" velocity and scalar fields and 
u[ and cj>'k are the corresponding random fluctuations about the averages. Sufficiently advanced 
computational models are available for the solution of both the velocity and scalar averages 
and the interested reader is referred to Pope [49] and Fox[33]. 
Since the flow field has been explicitly assumed to be fully developed turbulent pipe flow, 
it is not necessary to solve the Reynolds'-averaged equations for the flow. However, the averaged 
scalar conservation equations given by 
« <«> + + <*• <«> • <3-6> 
must be solved. The terms on the left-hand-side (LHS) that involve describe convective 
mixing (macromixing). On the right-hand-side (RHS), the terms involving (u[ (4>a)) describe 
mesomixing whereas those involving describe molecular/micro mixing. The last term on 
the RHS which involves (S^ (</>)) is the statistically averaged source term which accounts for 
chemical reactions etc. 
It is immediately clear that atleast two terms in the above equation depend on the 
turbulent velocity field, indicating that the scalar field depend upon the flow field. Indeed, it 
is well known that the turbulent flow field plays a major role in turbulent dispersion of the 
scalars [53]. In the scalar transport equation, the mesomixing term is usually modeled using a 
gradient-diffusion term: 
(3.7) 
with Dt  = vt/aa- The turbulent Schmidt number aa is assigned a value of 0.7. 
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Equation 3.6 is difficult to solve due to the term (S^ (</>)), corresponding to the averaged 
chemical source term. Since this term is, in general, highly nonlinear, 
(Sk, (4»))f-WW), (3.8) 
and there is no general expression for this term. This is the closure problem in reacting flows. 
A number of closure strategies have been proposed but not have been successful in the general 
case [54]. An effective method to handle the averaged source term properly is thus key to the 
solution of the scalar transport equation. Probability density function (PDF) methods provide 
an effective means to compute the averaged chemical source term [32, 33]. In the following 
section, we describe the one-point composition PDF equation. 
One-point composition joint PDF 
The one-point composition PDF transport equation is given by [33], 
i f +H+iE 
d 
^0 
rQ 
d2 ( < f > g )  
dxidxi 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
A gradient-diffusion model is used to close the term involving scalar-conditioned velocity fluc­
tuations, i.e., (u{ | ip). Thus, 
(Ui  I V>) = (3.11) 
With this model in place, the PDF transport equation becomes 
d r
'£kw*+s<*)l* (3.12) 
The only terms in the above equation that are not in closed form are those that involve the 
molecular diffusivity FQ. These terms describe mixing at a molecular level, i.e., micromixing. 
Any one of the micromixing models that have appeared in literature can be used to close this 
term. One such model, which is widely used in chemical engineering, is the interaction-by-
exchange-with-the-mean (IEM) or least-mean-squares-estimation (LMSE) model [37]. This is a 
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phenomenological (age-based) model which describes micromixing as a first-order process. The 
mathematical equation for the model is 
-jr — ((<&*) — 4>a) = 7 ((&*) — <t>a) , (3.13) 
at T,), 
where <f>a is the instantaneous scalar concentration, (</;Q) the local-mean scalar composition, 7 is 
the micromixing rate and is the micromixing time-scale. The micromixing rate is a lumped 
parameter and is defined as 
where (</>'2) is the scalar variance and is its dissipation rate. The value of 7 is typically 
not known a priori and must be provided by a separate model for £$ [14]. A common model­
ing approach which invokes the so-called equilibrium hypothesis is described below. With the 
micromixing model for the molecular diffusion term, the one-point joint composition PDF in 
closed form is as follows: 
# + r^ ' - " dt dx{ dxidxi dip a 
Finite-mode presumed PDF (FMPDF) formulation 
— ((</>£*) — 4>a) U + S (t/>) 
-
T4> 
(3.15) 
Equation 3.15 can be solved using Monte Carlo simulation procedures, also termed as "trans­
ported PDF" methods [55, 33]. However, these methods can be computationally expensive 
especially when the number of species involved in the reaction scheme is large. Alternative 
strategies for the solution of these equations have therefore been proposed. The finite-mode 
PDF approach (FMPDF) originally proposed by Fox [14] and later on developed by Tsai et 
al [38] is one such approach which has enjoyed success in a number of problems. In the FMPDF 
approach, the one-point joint composition PDF can be presumed to have the following form: 
f j ,  (t/>; x,t) = ^ 2PnY[5 (<j)an - V>Q), (3.16) 
71=1 a=l 
where <f)an defines a "mode" of the FMPDF, pn is the probability associated with each mode, 
Ne is the number of modes and Ns is the total number of scalars in the system. Using this 
form, the PDF transport equation can be reformulated in terms of transport equations for the 
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FMPDF variables, i.e., pn and 4>an. This can be done by formally substituting the expression 
for the PDF given by Eqn. 3.16 in Eqn. 3.15. A detailed and more general derivation of the 
transport equations for the FMPDF variables is presented in Fox [33]. For the purpose at hand, 
it suffices to present the dynamical form of the FMPDF equations: 
^ ^ + g (<# (3.17) 
where 4> is a vector whose elements are the model variables. The above equation defines a system 
of partial differential equations (PDE) and is similar in structure to the convection-diffusion-
reaction type equations. We see that apart from the convection (([/) and turbulent-diffusion 
(rT|^) terms, there are other terms in the model equations. The term that involves M models 
the molecular-level mixing in the HPTLR. The quantity 7 is the micromixing rate defined in 
the previous section. The term S (</>) includes the source terms due to chemical reaction, 
heat-transfer, etc., and describes the effect of these physico-chemical phenomena on reactor 
behavior. 
Dimensionless form of the FMPDF equations 
The first step in tailoring the general FMPDF evolution equations to the HPTLR is to non-
dimensionalize the FMPDF equations given above. This is to ensure that the model equations 
are uniformly scaled. We choose the following non-dimensional quantities: 
x* = —- t* = — (3.18) 
dp Tq 
where dp is the inner-diameter of the reactor pipe, tq = ko/so is the integral time scale based on 
the uniform mean velocity field (U)0. The uniform mean velocity field can be computed from 
the monomer mass flow rate Qo by assuming a constant density po and constant cross-sectional 
area Ap for the reactor pipe. With the assumption that the turbulent velocity fluctuations (u'0) 
are 10% of the mean velocity ((Z7)0), ko and eq can be estimated using Launder and Spalding's 
model [56], i.e., 
o  o  , 3 / 2  
^ 0  =  ^  W ) ) 2  =  2  t 0 - 1  ( ^ o ) 2 '  £ o  =  ~ d ~ '  ( 3 - 1 9 )  
to = — = 8.165 ^ . (3.20) 
Eo \ U / o  
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Finally, the unsteady mean velocity ((£/)) is modeled as 
([/) = (C/)o/3(z,f) (3.21) 
where (3 (x*,t) is a dimensionless field that models velocity fluctuations due to pressure pulsing. 
Noting that 
< f >  T O  _ < 1 0 „ d p  
4 ^ v8-165(4r8'165ft (3-22) 
where and Sct take on standard values [56, 49], non-dimensionalization of Eqn. 3.17 yields, 
+ 8.165/3 — 0.1286 + tqS (<j>). (3.24) 
Note that in the above equation, we have dropped the for simplicity of notation. Henceforth, 
to avoid confusion, we will use x and t to refer to the dimensionless spatial and temporal 
variables. In the above equation, is a model parameter (the mixing model constant) that 
determines the rate at which micromixing proceeds. It is related to the micromixing rate 7 
introduced above through the relation 
Q, = T07. (3.25) 
In fact, the quantity plays a more fundamental role in modeling the micromixing term. As 
mentioned above, the micromixing rate 7 must be provided by a separate model for £$. A 
widely used model for the scalar dissipation rate is the equilibrium hypothesis given by 
^ (3.26) 
M 
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and e is its dissipation rate. We immediately see that 
the quantity is the ratio between the flow and micromixing timescales tq and r^. Fox [57] 
obtained = 2 by fitting multi-environment models to data for pure diffusion in random 
lamellar structures. 
Equation 3.24 gives the general mathematical expression of the HPTLR model. In the 
following sections, we describe each physico-chemical phenomena considered in the model in 
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sufficient detail and present the specific functional form for each of the terms in the equation. 
We begin with the micromixing term, then describe the velocity model f3 and finally describe 
the chemical and heat-transfer source terms which compose S. 
Micromixing 
Micromixing is described using a two-environment micromixing (2EM or simply 2E) model. 
The 2E model belongs to a category of mixing models known as multi-environment mixing 
(MEM) models [35]. Each "environment" in an MEM model is a distinct set of scalar compo­
sitions. Micromixing can be described by fluid exchange between the environments. Fox [14] 
showed that MEM models can be integrated into the FMPDF equations. In essence, the ap­
proach consists of representing each "mode" of the FMPDF representation by an environment. 
Following the approach outlines in [14], it is possible to consistently incorporate the 2E model 
into our HPTLR model equations. The choice of number of environments is guided by the 
E1 : Monomer + initiator (Partially premixed) 
Mixing + reaction 
Fluid element 
exchange E2 : Pure monomer 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of 2E micromixing model. Note that the volume frac­
tions (probabilities) and the compositions of the environments 
change as mixing proceeds. 
number of inlets to the reactor. At the point where the initiator is injected into the reactor, 
we can envisage two environments: environment El consisting of a mixture of monomer and 
initiator and environment E2 consisting of pure monomer (see Fig. 3.1). 
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The two environments are each characterized by a set of local mean scalar compositions 
<pi = {<t>ia}a=l) i = 1)2 where Ns is the total number of scalars and a volume fraction 
Pi, i = 1,2. The global scalar mean compositions are given by </> = p\4>i + P2&2- Thus, the 
vector <f> in Eqn. 3.24 can be re-written as 
0 = [pi 01 02] - (3.27) 
Note that p 2  is determined once p \  is known since P i + P 2  = 1- The FMPDF equations for the 
symmetric 2E model are as follows: 
^ + 8.165^^- = 0.1286^ + + To<3,i (3.28) 
•^Pi0i + 8.165/3 J^pi0i - 0.1286^2^101 + + r0Ms(1) + T0S (0I) (3.29) 
—P202 + 8.165/3—P202 = 0.1286^^202 + + TQM^ + TQS (02) • (3.30) 
Note that with the 2E model, a total of 2iVs +1 transport equations must be solved - one for pi 
and Ns local scalar mean equations in each environment. In the above equations, G, M^r> and 
1Vf(2) are the micromixing functions, and Gs, and M^2> are termed spurious dissipation 
terms which appear as a result of the FMPDF representation of the joint composition PDF. 
As shown in Fig. 3.1, environments El and E2 interact by exchanging fluid elements in 
a manner defined by the micromixing functions and at a rate determined by the mixing rate 7. 
An appropriate micromixing model such as the Interaction-by-exchange-with-the-mean (IEM) 
([37]) model can be used to define the micromixing functions. As mixing and reaction proceed, 
the volume fractions and local mean scalar compositions associated with each environment 
undergo considerable change. The terms G, Gs, and Mj2^ must satisfy 
certain constraints. First, the scalar means (0) must be left unaltered by micromixing. Thus, 
we have 
2 2 
^G„ = 0, ^M(n) = 0, (3.31) 
71=1 71=1 
2 2 
^G, = 0, gMW = 0. (3.32) 
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Subject to these constraints, one may choose any form of the micromixing functions to describe 
the flux between the environments. In our HPTLR model, we have used a "symmetric" 2E 
model wherein the micromixing are given by: 
Gi = 0 Gsi = (7s2P2 - 7$iPi) (3.33) 
M1 = C(j>(p1 (s)2-p2(s)1) M2 = —C4PI(s}2 —p2(s)1) (3.34) 
Ms(1) = (7s2P2(«/>)i - 7slPl (0)2) MS(2) = ~{ls2P2(4>)l - 7slPl(^)2) (3-35) 
7 = = P1P2 ((01) - (</>2))2 (3-36) 
Note that the model is called "symmetric" since G\= G% = 0, i.e., neither environment changes 
its "size" due to micromixing. 
Velocity field during a pressure pulse 
As described earlier, the kick-valve near the reactor outlet is operated at regular intervals of 
time during which a pressure pulse propagates inside the reactor in a direction opposite to that 
of the flow. Due to this, the velocity field undergoes fluctuations during the operation of the 
kick-valve. However, the velocity fluctuations are not spatially uniform and vary with location 
relative to the kick-valve. The maximum velocity fluctuations are observed at the kick-valve 
whereas there are no fluctuations at all near the inlet. This is because near the inlet, the fluid 
velocity is determined by the compressor. Moreover, the velocity fluctuations are observed first 
near the kick-vale and progressively later at locations upstream. In other words, the pressure 
pulsing leads to a velocity wave propagating in the reactor. At any instant t, the velocity profile 
can be given in terms of the ratio (3 (x, t) introduced above: 
'<*•'> = ëfe! = 1 + î!^  M-1' <3'38» 
wherein 
0 ( x , t )  —  t +  ( L / c )  — - j r - ,  (3.39) 
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x is the dimensionless distance from the compressor and L is the total reactor length (= 1040 
m). The quantity c is the velocity of sound in the reaction fluid and can be estimated using the 
equations of state for the reaction mixture. Note that at the kick-valve, i.e., x = L/dp, we have 
so that f3* (6) essentially describes velocity fluctuations at this location. As the reader may have 
noted, the argument of /?*, i.e., 6(x,t), depends both on time t and spatial location x. The 
purpose of 6 (x, t) is to introduce the travelling velocity wave in the reactor discussed above. 
For instance, when t = 0, we have #(0,0) = 0 and 6(L/dp, 0) = Ljc (note that L/dp is the 
dimensionless total reactor length). As a result, (3* and hence (3 exhibit a spatial variation. 
In particular, we observe that the velocity fluctuations at the kick-valve (x = L/dp) "lead" 
those at the inlet (x = 0) by Ljc seconds. Thus, we see that 6(x,t) introduces a travelling 
wave originating from the kick-valve end of the reactor and propagating upstream of the reactor. 
This velocity wave is due to the pressure pulsing in the reactor. Based on plant measurements, 
/3(JL/dp,t) = r (t + l/c) (3.40) 
m 
>  
5 ô 
o 
0.01 tO t1 t2 t3 
Time (s) 
Figure 3.2 (3* as a function of time. 
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(3* (6) is approximated by 
1 s < t0 
1 + mi s t0 < s < ti 
P  ( s )  —  *  +  7 7 1 3  ( s  —  t \ )  t \  <  S  <  t 2  (3.41) 
m4 + 7715 (s - (g) h  <  S  < t 3  
1 <3 < S 
One single cycle of the velocity fluctuation at the kick-valve, i.e., (3* (t + L/c), is shown schemat­
ically in Fig. 3.2. The various parameters used in the model are also shown. The functional 
form chosen for the velocity fluctuations is physically motivated. To illustrate consider what 
happens in the reactor when the kick-valve is operated. When the valve is being opened, the 
pressure at the outlet decreases thereby increasing the velocity. Thus (3* increases as a function 
of time with slope m\ and reaches a value of 1 + 7712 at the end of t\ seconds. As the valve 
is closed, the pressure recovers to its original value. Likewise, the velocity begins to decrease 
(the slope of the linear decrease in time is ms) - however, since the fluid does not respond 
immediately to changes in the pressure, it continues to decrease until it reaches a value of 7714. 
Note that m2 and 7714 must both remain positive since the fluid does not reverse flow direction. 
In the above model for the kick velocity, a number of parameters appear. Assuming values 
for mi, ti, f2 and <3 are specified positive real numbers, the parameters 7712 through 7715 can be 
determined using the relations 
which ensure that the function (3* is continuous in time. Note that assuming mi positive is 
consistent with the notion that velocity increases with time as the kick-valve is opened. Also, 
by definition, 
r /r (s) = (3. (3.43) 
Jto 
Imposing further constraints that m2, 7714 > 0 (since the velocity must remain non-negative for 
m2 = 1 + 77i! t i ,  m4 = m2 + m3 ( t 2  - h ) ,  m4 + m5 ( t 3  -  t 2 )  = 1, (3.42) 
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all x  and t ) ,  we have (for t o  = 0) 
7712 = l + mi *1, 7713 = max (3.44) 
7714 = 77t2 + 77l3 (*2 ~ *l) , m5 = C\ + C2 77l3, (3.45) 
where 
(3.46) 
c4 — ^ 2 2 ^ + (*2 — *l) (*3 - *2) 
2 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
Chemical Kinetics 
In order to construct a realistic model of the chemical reactions occuring in the HPTLR, 
reaction schemes pertaining to polymerization and ethylene decomposition are considered. For 
the free-radical polymerization, the kinetic model is based on the assumption that a terminal 
model is adequate to describe the free-radical mechanism, i.e., the rates of reaction depend 
only upon the monomer unit on which the radical center is located. The main mechanisms 
considered in the kinetic scheme are, as shown in Fig. 3.3, chain initiation, chain propagation, 
chain termination (by disproportionation) and chain transfer (to monomer) : 
• Chain initiation is the process by which the active radical is created. This is assumed 
to be due primarily to reaction with organic peroxide initiators. Though initiation can 
be induced thermally and by reaction with oxygen, the model does not consider these 
initiation mechanisms. 
• Chain propagation occurs when a primary or secondary radical at the growing end of 
a chain reacts with a monomer unit resulting in an increase in the length of the chain. 
This process does not generally involve any branching. The radical gets transferred to 
the growing end of the new, longer chain. 
• Chain branching is said to occur when a terminal radical abstracts a hydrogen atom from 
a pre-existing polymer chain thus terminating growth at the original site and continuing 
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it at a different one. Short chain branches (SCB) are formed by intramolecular chain 
transfer such as back-biting. It is known that SCB increase with increase in temperature 
and decrease in pressure. Long chain branches (LCB) on the other hand, are formed by 
inter molecular chain reactions. High temperatures and low pressures favor the formation 
of LCB. 
• Chain termination, the process by which a chain stops growing, can occur in a number of 
different ways. We consider two specific mechanisms - termination by disproportionation 
and termination by combination. 
Table 3.1 shows the salient reactions that have been considered in the LDPE polymerization 
scheme. 
Long chain branches 
(LCB) Transfer to 
Imtiatiu Backbit 
linear 
Beta-scission 
Short chain 
branches (SCB) 
propagation 
Figure 3.3 Schematic of free-radical polymerization mechanisms consid­
ered in our HPTLR model. 
The various initiation, propagation and termination mechanisms involved in the free-
radical polymerization of polyethylene lead to a distribution of polymer chain lengths and a 
corresponding polymer molecular weight distribution (MWD). In the present model we use 
kinetic equations for the chemical properties of the polymer. The chemical properties are 
determined by 
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3.1 LDPE polymerization reactions considered in the HPTLR 
model. 
Chain initiation 
fini ' kdj . 
Peroxide initiators Ini —> An; 
Ani + M Rj 
Oxygen RH + O2 I 
Chain propagation 
M + R; kp ^ R-i+l 
Chain termination 
Combination Ri + Rj ktc> Pi+j 
Disproportionation Ri + Rj ktC) pr + Pj (DB) 
Chain transfer 
To monomer M + R; P= + Rx (DB) 
To chain transfer agent (CTA) CTA + R; ^4 P; + RCTA 
To polymer Rj + Pj ^ Ps + Rj 
Chain branching 
Backbiting Ri ^ R; (SCB) 
Long-chain branching M + R- R;+i (LCB) 
/3-scission R-+j —^ R; + P~ 
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• Concentrations of classical chemical species such as initiator, monomer, CTA, free-radicals, 
dead-polymer and decomposition products, 
• Pseudo-species such as MWD moments, long- and short-chain branching frequencies, un­
saturated bonds etc., 
• Temperature of reaction mixture. 
For a given chain length i, the nth moments of the free-radical (whose concentration is 
denoted by [R;]) //n, secondary radical (whose concentration is denoted by [R|]) wn and dead 
polymer (whose concentration is denoted by [Pi]) An are defined as follows: 
OO OO OO 
, Wn = ^  , An = [Pi] (3.49) 
i= 1 i= 1 i=l 
It is to be noted that in this approach, kinetic equations are developed for the first and the 
second moments of the polymer MWD. The third-moment is approximated using the closure 
proposed by Hulburt and Katz [21]. The relevant relations are as follows: 
/i3 = —— (2/^2/^0 ~ Mx) A3 = -—— (2A2A0 — Aj), u>3 = (2(V2^O — • (3.50) 
H i f J - o  A1A0 U^lCUo 
The rate expressions for the various species listed above are included in the LDPE reactor 
model as source terms. 
For the ethylene decomposition, a simplified free-radical mechanism that considers initi­
ation, propagation and termination has been used [29]. Kinetic equations have been developed 
for C, CH4, C2H2 and €2% compositions [29]. Table 3.2 shows the main reactions for the 
ethylene decomposition scheme. 
Considering both the polymerization and ethylene decomposition schemes, a total of 28 
scalars can be identified in the system including classical chemical species, pseudo-species such 
as MWD moments, chain branches etc., temperature and free radicals. A total of 12 free radicals 
are involved in the kinetic schemes and their corresponding compositions can be estimated using 
quasi-steady state approximations (QSSA). This reduces the number of system scalars to 16 
for each of which kinetic rate equations must be developed. Source terms for these 16 scalars, 
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Table 3.2 Ethylene decomposition reactions considered in the HPTLR 
model. 
Initiation 2M C2H3 + C2H5 
k2,k^ 
Propagation C2H5 ^ M + H* 
C2H£ + M C2H6 + C2H^ 
H* + M H2 + C2H3 
C2H£ ^  C + CHg 
CH3 + M CH4 + CsHg 
Termination CH3 + CH| C2Hg 
C2H^ + CH3 C2H2 + CH4 
C2HÇ + C2H3 C2H2 + M 
QSSA approximates for the 12 free radicals and the values of kinetic rate constants involved are 
given in Table 3.3. The QSSA estimates for the free-radical species are tabulated in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.5 shows the Arrhenius parameters, i.e., the activation energies and pre-exponential 
factors, for the various kinetic rate constants used in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 
Heat-transfer 
Finally, we consider heat-transfer in the reactor. Figure 3.4 shows the three different mech­
anisms considered for describing heat-transfer in the HPTLR model: 
• Convective heat-transfer between each environment and the reactor wall. Each environ­
ment exchanges heat with the reactor wall according to the following relation: 
^HT = r^xn-wall (Ti ~ Twau) (3.51) 
where the heat-transfer coefficient ArXn-waii is computed using the relation Arxn-waii = 
Nu k/dp. The quantity Nu is the relevant Nusselt number and k is the thermal con­
ductivity of the reaction fluid. The Nusselt number Nu is estimated using the following 
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Flow of reaction fluid Flow of coolant water 
Figure 3.4 Schematic of heat-transfer mechanisms considered in the 
HPTLR model. 
correlation [58] 
(•'&>")(£)•" >"•> 
/ = 0.25 (1.82 log10 Re - 1.64)-2 (3.53) 
where Re and Pr are the corresponding Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, is the bulk 
fluid viscosity and [iw is the viscosity at the wall. The ratio Hb/tlw is assumed to be 
equal to unity in the model. The physical properties (specific heat Cp,viscosity /i and the 
thermal conductivity k) of the reaction fluid (in each environment) used in computing the 
d i m e n s i o n l e s s  n u m b e r s  a r e  e s t i m a t e d  a t  t h e  m e a n  t e m p e r a t u r e  ( T ) .  
Conductive heat-transfer in the axial direction in the wall. Conduction in the radial 
direction is assumed to be infinite so that the wall temperature on the inner side is the 
same as on the outer side. Axial heat conduction is therefore the limiting heat-transfer 
process in the wall. Since the wall exchanges heat with the reaction mixture on the inner 
side and with the coolant water on the outside, a heat source and a sink can be identified. 
A one-dimensional (Fourier) heat conduction equation is used to model the heat transfer 
in the axial direction with the following net heat source term 
Swa 11 — ^rxn—wall (CO Twall) ^cw—wall (Twall Tew) • (3.54) 
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It is perhaps worth mentioning here that the conductive heat-transfer in the reactor wall 
is controlled by the thermal diffusivity (a = k/pCp) of the wall material (steel). In the 
temperature range 500—2500 K, a does not show any significant variation and is essentially 
a constant at a = 9.0 x 10-6m2/s. The evolution equation for the wall temperature Twau 
in dimensionless form is thus 
<9Twa.ll * <92Twan 0 /o nc\ 
dt = awall dx2 + r0 biva.ll (3.55) 
where ct*wau — and kwau is the wall thermal conductivity. 
• Convective heat-transfer between the wall and the coolant water. The source term that 
governs the heat-transfer between the coolant water and the reactor wall is given by 
Sew — ^cw—wall C^wall Tcw) . (3.56) 
Here again, as for the convective heat-transfer between the wall and reaction environ­
ments, the heat-transfer coefficient is evaluated from a knowledge of the Nusselt number 
Nu which in turn is estimated using the same correlations as above. The difference is that 
the hydraulic diameter dn (cross-sectional area of the coolant jacket/wetted perimeter) 
is used in place of the pipe diameter dp. Again, the evolution equation for the coolant 
temperature T,'cw in dimensionless form is given by 
+8
'
165 ik ^ =°'1286 lk£ ^  + ToS- (3'57) 
where ( U ) ^  =  Q c w /  (Acwpcw) is the coolant velocity, with Acw the cross sectional area of 
the coolant jacket and pcw the density of coolant. 
We note in passing that the evolution equations for Twau and Tcw have been non-dimensionalized 
using the same length and timescales as were used for the scalar compositions in environments 
El and E2, i.e., dp and tq. This is to ensure that the whole coupled system of PDE that makes 
up the HPTLR model is scaled uniformly. 
The HPTLR model equations 
The HPTLR model equations, in their final dimensionless form with the terms for micromix-
ing, heat-transfer and chemical kinetics included, are shown below. 
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Volume fraction of environment El: 
+ 8.165/3-J^- — 0.1286-^ -p- + tq (7siP2 — 7S2PI) (3.58) 
Composition in El: 
0^ (pi0i) + 8.165 /?— (pi0i) — 0.1286 (pi<£i) + (02 — <£i) 
+ T0 (7s2P2</>1 - 7slPl02) + To S (0l) (3.59) 
^ (piTi) + 8.165 (piTi) = 0.1286 ^  (piTi) + Qpim (Tg - Ti) 
+ T0 (7s2P2Îl — 7slPlÎ2) + TqSx (4>l) + ToS^rp (3.60) 
Composition in E2: 
(P202) + 8-165 f3(P202) = 0.1286 (P202) - ^PiP2 (02 - 01) 
- To (7s2P201 - J s l P l f o )  + To S (02) (3.61) 
(P2Î2) + 8.165 /?— (P2Î2) — 0.1286 ^ (P2Î2) — C(j>p\p2 (%2 — îi) 
- To (7,2P2Ti - 7sipiT2) + T0ST (02) + ToS1^ (3.62) 
Wall temperature 
5Twa]i _ * S2Twa]l o ZQ 
— "-cm g 2 ToSwall (3.63) 
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Coolant temperature T^: 
^ + 8 - 1 6 5 W ^  =  a i 2 8 6  f ^ ^ + T ° s -  < 3 - 6 4 '  
In the above equations, we have 
01 = [vm 4>P4>D]T (3-65) 
02 = [?/M <£p 0O ]T (3.66) 
where the superscript i = 1,2 refers to the corresponding environment. Further, we have 
At, A^,SCB',LCB\DBf (3.67) 
0Ï, = [C\ CH/, CzHg', CgH/]^ (3.68) 
where the superscript i = 1,2 refers to the corresponding environment. ya refers to the mass 
fraction of the species a. M corresponds to the monomer, Ii and 12 correspond to the initiators, 
O2 refers to oxygen, CTA refers to the chain-transfer-agent or modifier (also called sometimes 
as the telogen)-, AQ, Ai, A2 are the polymer moments of order 0,1 and 2 respectively; SCB, LCB 
and DB correspond to the short- and long-chain branches and double bonds respectively. For 
the decomp species vector 0d, C, CH4, C2H6 and C2H2 correspond to carbon, methane, ethane 
and acetylene respectively. T\ and T2 correspond to the temperatures in environments 1 and 2. 
Note that the source terms for each species in each environment is of the same form as given 
in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. In other words, the source term for a species a in environment i can be 
computed by substituting 0^, wherever (j)a appears in the source terms in the abovementioned 
tables. 
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Table 3.3 Table showing the 16 source terms due to the chemical kinetics. 
^YTBPP kdxBPP [YTBPP] 
®YTBPIN —^dTBPIN [YTBPIN] 
Syo2 -kr [YRH] [yo2] 
SyCTA -kcTAYCTAAk) 
Sx0 Mo (|k tc  + ktd) + ktrmYMMO 
+kcTA Y CTA MO 
+k/3 (wi — wo) 
Sai MO MI (ktc "H ktd) 
+ktrmYMMl + kcTA [CTA] Ml 
+ ~2 ~ ^ l) + ktrp (AiMl — -^2Mo) 
Sa2 ktc (M? + M0M2) + ktdMoM2 + ktrmyMM2 
+ k c T A y C T A M 2  +  i f  ( 2 w a  —  3 w %  +  U J \ )  
+ktrp (AlM2 — ^3Mo)) 
SsCB kscBMO, 
SlCB kLCBYM^o, 
SdB ktrmYMMO + k/jCJQ + k tdMo> 
SycH, + \f\) X/^YM h4 vTît 
SyczH, #kiy^ 
^yc2H2 kiyM 
SyM - YM[kTBPPYAi + kxBPINYA2 + 2kthYM] 
— YM[(kp + ktrm) MO + kLCB^o] 
YM 
ST - AHpoiy [kpMoYM + (ktc + ktd) Mo + (kxBPPYAi + kTBPlNYA2)YM + krYRHYo2] 
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Table 3.4 QSSA approximations for the free radicals. 
y 2kdTBPPyTBPP 
•
yAl kTBPPyM 
y 2kdTBPINyTBPIN J A2 kxBPINyM 
Wl 
YH* 
a+-y^D+4a(ktc+ktd) 
2(ktc+ktd) 
Mi c/d 
M2 e/d 
a kTBPPyAiYM + kTBPINYA2YM + 2kthYM + kLCBYM^0 + k/3 (wi - Wo) 
b ktrpAi + kcTAYCTA 
C kxBPPYAiYM + kTBPINYA2YM + 2kthYM + (ktrm + kp) y M MO 
+kpYM (2mi + Mo) + kLCBYM (wo + 2cui + w2) + (2wg — 3w2 + to\) 
d (ktc + ktd) Mo + ktrmYM + ktrpAi + kcTAYCTA 
e kTBPPYAiYM + kTBPINYA2yM + 2kthYM + (ktrm + kp) YMMO 
kpYM (2mi + Mo) + kLCBYM (^o + 2w% + w2) + -q (2wg — 3w2 + w%) 
ktrp/^o^l 
0 kLCBYM+k^g 
ktrpMo^2 
( j j  ktrp/^o^3 
2 kLCBYM+ky 
kiy^(k^+k4) 
25 k2 k4 + (k2+k4)k3yM 
kl k2 ym 
k2 k4 (kfj +k4 ) 
yc,H; 
yen; 
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Table 3.5 Arrhenius parameters for kinetic rate constants in Tables 3.3 
and 3.4. All rate constants are assumed to follows Arrhenius' 
law given by k — ko exp — (Ea + PVa) /RT where T is the tem­
perature. 
Rate constant Pre-exponential factor Activation energy Activation volume 
k ko (dimensionless) Ea(Ja-^) Va(cm3moZ 1) 
kdTBpp 6.1 x 1014 1.254 x 105 1.6 
kdTBpiN 5.7 x 1015 1.477 x 105 8.7 
kdoTBP 1.41 x 1015 1.515 x 105 10.06 
kp 5.887 x 104 2.97 x 104 -22.96 
ktc 3.246 x 10^ 4.98 
ktd 1.075 x 106 1.247 x 103 -14.03 
ktrm 5.823 x 102 4.623 x 104 -19.99 
kcta 3.306 x 104 4.197 x 104 -19.99 
ktrp 4.116 x 102 3.223 xlO4 -19.99 
kscB 1.56 x 106 5.452 x 104 -23.5 
k/3 2.36 xlO4 6.079 x 104 -18.46 
ki 4.003 x 1016 2.720 x 10% -7.999 
ke/k"" 1.587 x 1017 2.720 x 105 13.29 
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4 DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
Introduction 
In this section, we describe the in-house code that we have developed to numerically simulate 
the HPTLR model. Naturally, we place special emphasis on the structure of the code and the 
numerical methods implemented within. This chapter aims to give the reader a clear picture of 
how the model is numerically simulated with a given set of inputs. At the end of this chapter, the 
reader should be able to understand the operation of the code completely and be in a position to 
tailor the same to his/her needs. We begin by presenting the mathematical model as a system 
of PDE and demonstrate the necessity of a numerical solution. We then outline a solution 
framework within which the PDE system can be decomposed into simpler "sub-problems" that 
can be solved in sequence to give the final solution. The individual solution strategies are then 
described in sufficient detail. This is followed by a description of the structure of the code. 
Salient subroutines are presented along with their flowcharts. The final section explains the 
main inputs to the code and provides compilation and execution instructions. 
Description of numerical methods 
It is clear from above that the mathematical model for the reactor is a quasi- or semi-linear 
system of partial differential equations (PDE) which are similar to convection-diffusion-reaction 
(CDR) equations. The model equations fit the general form 
W + ~ r t d x ^  = Mn^  + + S(^)- (4-1) 
In the above equations, the terms involving GN and SN (chemical kinetics) are strongly non­
linear. As a result, exact analytical solutions of the mathematical model are very difficult to 
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obtain and may even be impossible. It is therefore necessary to solve the model numerically 
using finite-difference or finite-element or finite-volume methods. 
A critical aspect of numerical solutions of PDE systems is the problem size. The size of 
a problem can be estimated by the number of fundamental solution units (for instance nodes 
in finite-difference schemes and cells in finite-volume schemes) required in the solution. With 
respect to the HPTLR model, the problem size increases with the length of the reactor domain 
to be simulated. 
Another significant aspect is the nonlinearity of the model equations. Due to the non-
linearities in the system, a wide range of length and time scales may exist in the system. The 
ratio of the largest to the smallest of these scales (both length and time) is an estimate of the 
stiffness of the system - the larger the ratio, the stiffer the system is. With increasing stiffness, 
numerical solution of a system typically becomes increasingly difficult. 
In addition to these generic difficulties, the chemical kinetics pertaining to the HPTLR 
model gives rise to another difficulty which concerns the convection term in the model. It is 
well-known that the high-pressure free radical polymerization of ethylene to LDPE is highly 
exothermic [6], Sharp temperature and concentration gradients may thus develop inside the 
reactor and get convected. It is important that the numerical solution captures these gradients 
and "convects" them correctly. This is, perhaps the most difficult of the challenges to be 
overcome for a successful numerical solution of the model. 
Method of lines 
As explained above, the solution of the PDE system is an infinite-dimensional functional of 
space (x) and time (t). Viewed as an evolution equation, the PDE system describes the evolution 
of the system variables at each point in x space. Since an infinity of such points exist due to the 
continuous nature of x space, numerical solutions cannot capture the solution of the system at all 
these points. A class of methods based on the method of lines (MOL) attempt to approximate 
the evolution of the system at each of these infinite number of locations by capturing the 
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evolution of some characteristic spatial function of the system variables. Mathematically, given 
the evolution equation 
a* 
dxk (%, Z) +  G { < t >  ( x , t ) )  
the MOL finite-dimensional approximation is given by 
N 
4> (%, t) = YlHn (x)@n (*) > 
(4-2) 
(4 3) 
n=l 
and the MOL ODE system is 
N 
.71=1 
+ G 
N 
n  =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  N  (4.4) 
.71=1 
where N is the maximum dimension of the finite-dimensional solution space, Hn (x) is a specified 
characteristic spatial function (such as the Dirac delta function, Legendre polynomials, Hermite 
polynomials, Laguerre polynomials etc.), © (t) is a function of time,and T (•) and Q (•) are finite-
d i m e n s i o n a l  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  t o  F  ( • )  a n d  G  ( • ) .  
The reader may have observed that the MOL approximation has essentially reduced the 
PDE to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in 0„ (t) wherein n determines 
the number of ODEs in the system. Thus, the MOL provides a general framework for the 
reduction of a system of PDEs to one of ODEs. It is also quite evident that the nature of the 
MOL approximation is determined by the form of the function Hn (x). By choosing different 
functional forms for Hn, different finite-dimensional solution schemes can be obtained. We will 
concentrate on the flnite-difference(FD) scheme in this work. It may be recalled that in the 
FD scheme, the solution is approximated at a finite number of spatial locations or "nodes". The 
terms involving the spatial derivatives are "discretized" or approximated using predetermined 
combinations of the nodal values. Thus for the FD scheme, we have, 
H n  ($) — 6 n  (x x n ) , 
©n ( t )  =  < j >n ( t )  ,  
(4-5) 
(4-6) 
where <\>n denotes the value of <j) at node n. The finite-dimensional ODE system is given by 
d t  
= • • • ,4>n] + G(<f>n) n = 1,... ,N. (4.7) 
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Note that in this scheme, the nonlinear G  terms in the original PDE are evaluated using the 
nodal values of the system variable <j>n, i.e., 
G (#„(%)) = G(4.,) .  (4.8) 
The above discussion can be easily extended to multiple scalars, i.e., the case where the evolution 
PDE is given by 
( x , t )  =  F  d
k  
d x k  
where (p = [^a]^i- For this case we have, 
+  G ( ( f > ( x , t ) )  a  =  l , . . . , N s ,  (4.9) 
N 
4>a = Hn (x) ©Qn (t) (4.10) 
71=1 
where 
H n  ( x )  =  6  ( x  -  x n ) , (4.11) 
©an { t )  = 'Pan (t) , (4.12) 
where <f>an denotes the values of (f>a at node n. The corresponding finite-dimensional ODE 
system is given by 
= [^Ql' " ' ) 4>aN] + G • • • , <t>N3n) , (4.13) 
where a  = 1,..., JVS and n  =  1,. . . ,  N .  Before concluding this section, we will note two things: 
first, the total number of ODEs to be solved is equal to Ns x N. Thus, the larger the number 
of variables and the finer the resolution, the larger the size of the ODE system. 
Fractional step method 
Based on our observation that the nonlinear G  terms in the ODE system are very stiff, 
w e  c a n  s a f e l y  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  a  n u m e r i c a l  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  f u l l  O D E  s y s t e m  ( i . e . ,  a l l  t h e  N s  x  N  
equations) will be considerably expensive. It is therefore necessary to use an inexpensive and 
accurate (within the finite-dimensional approximation) numerical solution framework to solve 
the ODE system. Fractional time-stepping [59] with symmetric/"Strang" splitting [60] is the 
method of our choice for this purpose. In what follows, we will explain the splitting method using 
the model PDE for a single scalar (the extension to the multiple scalar case is straightforward). 
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Let us consider the evolution of a single scalar (denoted </>) according to the model PDE 
1ft = ~(u)% + r,S + + G«(<M') + SW- (4.14) 
The corresponding finite-difference MOL approximation is given by 
— TC [</>l, • • • 7 <^/v] + [01, • • • , 4>N] + MN (</>„) + 5 [</>!,•• • , 0n] + S (4>N) (4.15) 
where n =  1 , . . . ,  J V , and Tc [•] and To [•] are the finite-dimensional approximation for the 
convection and diffusion terms respectively. 
The fractional time-stepping procedure is based on the notion that the combined effect 
of the physical processes described in the model above, i.e., convection, diffusion, mixing and 
reaction on the quantity <fi can be numerically computed by considering each process individu­
ally. For our problem, this translates to stating that each of the source terms on the RHS of 
the model equation can be treated individually as "sub-problems". The various sub-problems 
(with their MOL counterparts) are thus, 
• Convection: ^ = - ( U )  = >  ^  =  T c  [<T> i ,  • • • , 4>N] 
• Diffusion : ^ = P(|^ =4> ^ = Td [<j>i, ••• , 
• Mixing and reaction: ^ = Gn ((f>) + Mn (4>) + S (<f>) => = Q (<pn) 
Since each of the physical processes occur at different time scales, each sub-problem has a 
distinct characteristic time-step (for numerical time-advancement). Thus, Atc is the time-step 
for the convection sub-problem, A td that for the diffusion sub-problem, A tm that for the mixing 
sub-problem and finally Atr for the reaction sub-problem. Given these different time-steps, the 
first step in the numerical solution of the ODE system using the splitting method is to determine 
a suitable "global" time-step Atg, i.e., 
At, = /(Ate, Atj, At,», A4). (4.16) 
If any of the sub-problems have a time-scale smaller than this global time-step, then those sub-
problems can be solved for by subcycling, i.e., by recursive integration using the corresponding 
characteristic time-step till the global time-step is achieved. 
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such an "operator" -splitting scheme has the distinct advantage of being numerically 
flexible since the most efficient method available for each of the source terms can be used. The 
manner in which the operator splitting is done has given rise to a large variety of such fractional 
time-stepping schemes. For the numerical simulation of the reactor model, we have used the 
"symmetric/Strang-splitting" technique. Using 4>cdr to denote the scalar field at time 
and </>££># to denote the scalar field at time the following are the steps involved in the 
symmetric-splitting scheme: 
1. The convection and the diffusion sub-problems are solved for the first half time-step. The 
scalar field at the end of this operation can be denoted by </>^+1^2\ 
2. The mixing, chemical and other source terms are then computed and solved for the whole 
time-step resulting in 
3. Finally, the convection and diffusion sub-problems are solved for the remaining half time-
step, yielding 4>CDR-
Note that the lower-case subscripts correspond to half-time-step values. We are now ready to 
write down the solution scheme for the finite-dimensional ODE system. Thus, we have 
• Compute the global time step, i.e., AtgiQb = f (Atc, Atd, Atmix, Atrxn). 
• Solve the convection and diffusion (linear) sub-problems for the first half-time step, i.e, 
from iW to ^î+1/2) = + 0.5Atgi0t,: 
d 
d 
dt 
- fa  (^cdr) n~'F c{($CDR) :  '  (^CDR) w) ' l/":' (4-17) (4i+1/2,)„ = % [(4i+1/2,)1 (rf+1/2)) J 4i+1/2) - ^+1/2) (4.18) 
Solve the mixing model and (nonlinear) chemical source sub-problems for the entire time-
step, i.e., from to = fW + Atgi0b'. 
5(ei/2,)„=s[(ei/2i)j ^+,/2,-e«i/2) (4.i9) 
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Solve the convection-diffusion sub-problem for the second half-time-step, i.e., from £(1+1/2) 
to 
! K«/2,)„ 
= Tc 
cdR  J 1  
(4  ^cD R J  1  '  '  
(4.20) 
(4 21) 
We are now in a position to discuss the numerical solution of each sub-problem. We will begin 
by discussing the solution of the convection sub-problem, since, as we shall see shortly, this 
poses some significant difficulties in its treatment. We will then treat the diffusion, mixing and 
reaction problems in that order. 
The convection sub-problem 
The convection sub-problem in the LDPE reactor model can be expressed as: 
d(j> 
dt 
= —c 
d (f> 
a? 
4> (x> o) = <f> o, 
( j )  (0, t) = 4>in- (4.22) 
where c = 8.165 in the LDPE model. 
The accurate numerical solution of Eqn. (4.22) in a finite difference scheme is the scope 
of the discussion presented here. The solution methodology followed is the method of lines 
(MOL). In this method, the PDE in Eqn.4.22 is solved by discretizing the RHS and solving an 
ODE at each node in the grid. The solution is thus found by solving, 
As can be observed from the above equation, the cell-average <p\ is dependent on the val­
ues of the cell-boundary fluxes, i.e, /i+1/2- The approximation of the boundary fluxes given 
the cell-averages using an interpolating polynomial is called the reconstruction problem. Most 
differencing schemes can be formulated in terms of the reconstruction problem and for a de­
tailed treatment of the reconstruction problem, the reader is referred to [61] . Essentially 
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non-oscillatory (ENO) and weighted ENO (WENO) schemes represent a class of finite differ­
ence schemes in which the reconstruction problem Eqn. (4.23) is solved so that positivity, 
monotonicity and conservation are satisfied [62],[63], 
Once the reconstruction problem is solved to a specified order of accuracy, the ODE must 
be solved in time. This is done using total variation diminishing (TVD) RK methods. In 
the following paragraphs, a 3rd - order TVD-RK method combined with a 5th - order WENO 
reconstruction (abbreviated as 3-5 RK-WENO) for solving Eqn. (4.23) is presented. 
Following the conventions and development in [61], we associate three stencils containing 
three cells each with every node i in the grid. Each of the three stencils give rise to approxima­
tions for the boundary fluxes denoted by 
^ = /i, (4.24) 
yiVl/2 = ô "i + F ^i+1 — c "i+2i (4-25) 
V i+l /2  — _g fi-1 + g v i  + g vi+l> (4.26) 
Vi+l/2 = Ô "i-2 - « "i-l + T ^ i' (4 27) 
I+V2 - 3 1 6 1+  6 
(1) _ 1 _ 5 
'i+i / 2  -  " 6 ^   6 ^ + 3  
(2) 1 _ 7 _ 1 
' i + i / 2  -  3 ^ " 6 ^  +  V  
Given these "raw" approximations, the weighted positive (i>+) and weighted negative ( v ~ )  
fluxes are computed in the following manner. We use wr and wr to denote the weights for the 
positive and the negative fluxes respectively (r = 0,1, 2.). The expressions for the weights are 
given below: 
w r  =  a r / ^ r _ Q  a r  w T  =  à r / E r = 0  
ar = dT / (e  +  /3 r ) 2  a r  = d r / (e  +  (3V ) 2  
d0 = 3/10 do = 1/10 
di = 6/10 d\ = 6/10 
c?2 = 1/10 d,2 = 3/10 
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The expressions for the smooth indicators /3r are given below: 
13 1 A) = —fa - 2vi+1 + vï+2)2 + -(35; - 4yi+i + vi+2)2 (4.28) 
A = - 2vi + vi+i)2 + Ifa.i - 5i+1)2 (4.29) 
fa = ^(«i-2 - 2vi_! + vi)2 + ^(5i_2 - 4yi_i + 3y;)2 (4.30) 
The expressions for the positive and negative fluxes at the interface xi+1/2 are 
y
= ' 
1 /n 
- X!r=0™rUi+l/2> (4l31) 1+1/2 
"i+l/2 - 53^0^^+1/2 ' (4-32) 
The choice between the positive and the negative fluxes is made based on the value of the 
Roe-speed given by, 
5i+i/2 • lZl- 1 '  (4,33) 
Given the Roe speed, the correct flux is chosen in the following manner: 
/i+l/2 =  V -i+l/2' 
V .  i+l/2' 
if ai+l/2 > 0, 
if Qj+i/2 < 0-
(4.34) 
The above development provides a 5th-order finite difference approximation for the con­
vective fluxes. The solution of the ODE system, i.e., time advancement of the solution, remains 
to be done. A 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme is used for this purpose. Thus, given a time step 
At' and the solution (p1 at t — t, the time advancement to at t = t + At' is outlined as 
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follows: 
^(i) = ^ + Af Z {^} , 
*<2) = ^' + j*(1) + iAt £{*»)}, 
+ |;.'2' + jAt' L {»l 2ij . (4.35) 
The advantage of this scheme is that the computational storage requirements are relatively lower 
since only two of the solution updates, <f>^ and need to be stored during the computation. 
Furthermore, the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta scheme used here are such that the entire 
scheme is total variation diminishing (TVD). In view of this, we will henceforth refer to the 
above numerical convection scheme as the 5 — 3 WENO-RK solution scheme. 
Treatment of boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions can be integrated into the numerical solution scheme depending 
on their nature. The boundary conditions are usually specified at x = 0. There are two kinds 
of boundary conditions that could be specified in the HPTLR model: 
• Dirichlet boundary conditions at x = 0: 
(j> (0, t) = 4>in (4.36) 
In the finite-difference formulation, this boundary condition can be treated in the following 
manner 
<f)x - <t>in (4.37) 
where N is the total number of grid points. 
• Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0: 
0 (4.38) 
In the finite-difference formulation, we have 
01 = 4>2 = 4>in (4.39) 
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The diffusion sub-problem 
The diffusion sub-problem and its finite-difference counterpart can be written as: 
-r u, J. l 8i = I>sS = 
The diffusion sub-problem can be solved using explicit, implicit or semi-implicit schemes []. 
In the present study, we have used an explicit scheme. The right-hand side (RHS) term of the 
diffusion equation can be approximated using a central difference scheme. Thus, we have 
d24> <t)i+i - 2<f>i + 
ëS = (aï}5 ("0) 
where fa corresponds to the value of 4> at the ith node and Ax refers to the spacing between 
adjacent nodes on the finite-difference grid/mesh. The ODE system for the diffusion sub-
problem is thus 
dfa r, fa+i — 2fa + fa-1 
dt ~ (Ax) = rr /A ,2 = A (4.41) 
The diffusion sub-problem, like the convection sub-problem considered earlier, yields a 
system of N ODEs where N is the total number of nodes in the grid. The ODE system can 
be treated as an initial value problem and the numerical time advancement can be performed 
using the same 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme as used for the convection sub-problem. 
Treatment of boundary conditions 
As with the convection sub-problem, the boundary conditions can be integrated into the 
numerical solution scheme depending on their nature. However, unlike the convection sub-
problem, boundary data are specified at either end of the spatial domain, additional care must 
be exercised to maintain consistency. There are two kinds of boundary conditions that could 
be specified in the HPTLR model: 
• Dirichlet boundary conditions at x — 0 and Neumann boundary conditions at x = L: 
</>(0,t) = 4>in, ^ ( L , t )  =  0. (4.42) 
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In the finite-difference formulation, these two boundary conditions can be treated in the 
following manner 
01 = 0in i = 0JV (4.43) 
where N is the total number of grid points. 
• Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L: 
— (L, t) — 0, — (L, t) = 0. (4.44) 
In the finite-difference formulation, these two boundary conditions can be treated in the 
following manner 
01 — 02 = 0inj 0JV-1 = 0JV (4.45) 
Micromixing 
The micromixing model used in the model is a symmetric 2-environment (2E) model. The 
micromixing functions used in the 2E model are based on the interaction-by-exchange-with-
the-mean (IEM) [37] model. The micromixing sub-problem has the form: 
= M (0) + Ms (0), (4.46) 
where M is the micromixing function and Ms is the spurious dissipation term. For Ms = 0, we 
have, for the single scalar case, the relevant equations that describe micromixing are 
-g- = 0 (4.47) 
(Pi0i) = C ^ p i p 2 (02 - 0i) (4.48) 
^ (P202) = -C^PiP2 (02 - 01 ). (4.49) 
The system can further be simplified to 
= QP2 (02 - 01 ) (4.50) 
= —C^pi (02 — 0i) (4.51) 
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since pi and p2 are constant when the spurious dissipation terms are zero. The above system 
is linear and can be solved analytically to yield 
01 = 0io - P i  (0io - 020) (1 - exp ( - C ^ t ) )  (4.52) 
01 = 0io - P 2  (0io - 020) (1 - exp ( — C ^ t ) ) . (4.53) 
Note that the solution satisfies the condition that the mean should not be altered by micromix­
ing, i.e., pi0i + P202 = Pi0io + P202O- The analytical expressions can be used to update the 
solution in the operator-splitting scheme. 
When Ms ^ 0, the mixing model equations take the form 
^ = 0 + r0 (7siP2 - 7s2Pi) (4.54) 
^ (pi01 ) = Cçipip2 (phi2 - 0i) + T0 (7s2P20i - 7siPi02) (4.55) 
^ (P202) = -QPlP2 (02 - 01) - To (7s2P201 - 7slPl02) (4.56) 
where 
= • i = 1'2' (4'57) 
Obviously, the above system is not linear and hence cannot be solved analytically. However, 
a solution for the above system can be obtained by using operator splitting, i.e., the mixing 
sub-problem can further be split into the following two problems 
I = M (4'58) 
t = u- <4'59> 
the first of which can be solved analytically as outlined above. The numerical treatment of the 
equation involving Ms is dependent on a consistent approximation of the terms 7^  and 7,,2 • 
The following aspects must be considered 
• Since these terms involve the scalar composition gradients, a consistent numerical ap­
proximation of the same must be done. A sophisticated scheme such as the WENO 
scheme could be used. However, given that the spurious dissipation term accounts only 
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for a small correction in the scalar variance equation, a simple forward-difference scheme 
should suffice. Thus, we have 
d<t> (0i+i - 4> i )  
dx Ax 
(4.60) 
• The expressions for 7sj, i = 1,2 involve the difference (02 ~ 4>\) in the denominator. 
Thus, when 0i = 02 = 0, the spurious dissipation term becomes unbounded. To avoid 
this, when both 01 and 02 are zero, we set the corresponding spurious dissipation term 
to zero as well. 
Once the right-hand side is consistently approximated, the time-advancement is done by a 
simple Euler-like scheme. Thus, given the (analytical) solution updates for the model variables 
from the micromixing model at time t' - p(, 0j' and 02 - and a time step dt', 
pf'+a' = pt' + a' TO (fW - ?a2Pl) 
( p i h f + d t '  =  (pi0i)* + dt' 
(P202)4 +dV = (Pl0l)r + dt' 
(l&P2 0f - 6102) 
(^iP2 0i' - 6102) 
(4 61) 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
are the solution updates due to the spurious dissipation correction terms. Note that in the 
above expressions, the terms 7^, j = 1,2 for a given node i depend on the model variables at 
node i + 1. 
Chemical kinetics 
The chemical kinetics sub-problem can be expressed as 
(4.64) 
where S is a strong nonlinear function of 0. A stiff ODE solver can be used for the numerical 
solution of the above system. We have used the stiff ODE solver DLSODA [64] to solve the 
chemical kinetics sub-problem. Details of setting up the problem are explained in later sections. 
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Heat-transfer 
The heat-transfer terms appear in the transport equations for the temperature (reaction, 
wall and coolant) alone and the corresponding sub-problems take the following form: 
dT 
= To%, (4.65) 
where Ta = T\, Ti, Twau, Tcw and Sa is the corresponding heat-transfer source term. The ODE 
system is integrated using a first-order time-advancement scheme. Thus, given the temperature 
T*' at time t! and a time-step dt', then 
7^=7^+<&'T0^ (4.66) 
where is evaluated at 7%', is the required solution update that accounts for the heat-transfer 
terms. 
Description of code 
As such, the structure of the code is such that there is one main driver routine which 
accepts the inputs to the simulation and controls the flow of logic and information between the 
different subroutines. The various subroutines perform such computations as setting up the 
grid, initializing the scalar fields of interest, provide solution updates for each sub-problem, and 
postprocessing the solution variables. The subroutines called by the main routine, in turn, call 
other subroutines and functions which compute fluid and flow properties etc. The entire code 
consists of 
• Main driver routine: ldpe_12 
• Subroutines : sspfr, grid, grdjac, strmin_16, setinlet, initial, initcw, initwall, 
restart, sspfr, integrate, flow, velrat, convect, diffuse, convect_cw, diffuse_cw, 
diffuse_wall, weno5rk3, wenoflux, diffrk3, chemsource_16, rate_con_16, rate_con_dec 
mol_wt, mol_wt_dec, coolant_sspfr, ht.sspfr, coolant, ht, compose. 
• Functions : fun_rhom, fun_rhop, fun_etap, fun_etam, fun_etar, fun_cpp, fun_cpm. 
• External subroutine(s): DLSODA. 
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Table 4.1 shows the various subroutines used in the simulation code and provides a brief 
description for each. The subroutine DLSODA was taken from the double-precision version 
of the LSODE package [64]. In Fig. 4.1, the structure of the simulation code is shown. With 
respect to Fig. 4.1, it is to be understood that when two boxes (each representing a subroutine) 
are connected by a solid line, the subroutine in the upper box calls the subroutine in the lower 
box. When a subroutine calls the stiff-ODE integrator DLSODA, it provides all the relevant 
information to DLSODA through the subroutine FSUB. Note that in Fig. 4.1 we use dotted 
lines to connect the subroutines FSUB and FSUBSS with DLSODA since these subroutines 
communicate indirectly with LDPE_12 and INTEGRATE respectively. 
GRDJAC 
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SETINLET 
FSUB 
GRID 
VELRAT 
FSUBSS 
INIT INITCW 
DIFFUSE 
COOLANT 
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CHEMSOURCE 16 
COOLANT SSPFR 
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FUN_ETAM,FUN _E TXR,FUN_CPP,FUN _CPM 
Figure 4.1 Subroutine call hierarchy in the simulation code. 
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Table 4.1 Table showing the various subroutines in the simulation code 
and their specific functions. 
Subroutine Description 
ldpe_12 Main driver routine. 
Reads input parameters, sets up grid, 
calls the subroutines for sub-problem 
solution, postprocessing and output. 
sspfr Solves for steady-state solution 
given the input conditions 
and the geometry. 
grid Sets up the finite-difference grid. 
The grid can be uniformly spaced 
or staggered. 
grdjac Provides the pertinent grid 
jacobian for a staggered grid. 
strmin_16 Sets the inlet conditions for the ncomp = 16 
species in terms of mass fractions, temperature etc. 
setinlet Sets the inlet boundary conditions for the nos = 33 
scalars to be solved for in the HPTLR model. 
initial Sets up initial conditions for 
the nos = 33 scalars at the grenades. 
initcw Initializes the grenades with 
a specified initial coolant temperature 
initwall Initializes the wall temperature at the grenades. 
restart Restarts the computation from a dump file. 
sspfr Computes the steady-state solution 
given the geometry and inputs to the model. 
integrate Called by SSPFR. 
Calls the subroutine DLSODA 
for steady-state computation. 
flow, velrat Compute the velocity ration /3. 
convect Solves the convection sub-problem 
for the nos scalars. Calls weno5rk3. 
convect_cw Solves the convection sub-problem 
for coolant water temperature Tcw. 
Calls weno5rk3. 
diffuse Solves the diffusion sub-problem 
for the nos scalars. Calls diffrkS. 
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Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Subroutine Description 
diffuse_cw Solves the diffusion sub-problem 
for Tcw. Calls diffrk3. 
diffuse.wall Solves the diffusion sub-problem 
for the wall temperature Twau-
weno5rk3 Computes the time-advancement 
for the convection sub-problem. 
Calls wenof lux. 
chemsource_16 Provides the source terms 
for the chemical kinetics. Also computes 
the QSSA approximates for the free radicals. 
Calls rate_con_16, rate_con_dec, 
mol_wt and mol_wt_dec. 
rate_con_16 Provides the rate constant values 
for the source terms in chemsource_16 
pertaining to LDPE polymerization. 
rate_con_dec Provides the rate constant values 
for the source terms in chemsource_16 
pertaining to ethylene decomposition 
mol_wt Computes the molecular weight 
of the monomer and initiators. 
mol_wt_dec Computes the molecular weight of species 
involved in ethylene decomposition. 
coolant_sspfr Computes the heat-transfer effects 
for the steady-state computation. 
ht_sspfr Provides the heat-transfer source terms 
for the steady-state computation. 
coolant Computes the heat-transfer effects 
for the time-dependent computation. 
ht Provides the heat-transfer source terms 
for the time-dependent computation. 
compose Computes the global mean from 
the local means. 
teart Write output in Teapot readable 
format. 
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Table 4.2 Table showing the main options to be passed to the driver routine 
ldpe_12 
Option Description 
iflovO, iflowl, iflow2 0 : Flow of coolant streams in coolant 
zones 0, 1 and 2. 
Setting any of these values equal to 0 implies 
concurrent flow in that zone. Setting any value to 1 
implies counter-current flow in that zone. 
itag itag=l uses the source terms from 
[15] 
imesh Grid-generation. 0 implies uniform 
meshing and 1 implies staggered meshing. 
initstate 0 implies new computation, 
1 implies starting from a steady-state and 
2 implies a restart from a previous computation. 
In the following sections, we begin with the main routine and explain its components. 
We then work progressively down the flowchart discussing each subroutine, its components and 
the manner in which it exchanges information with other subroutines, in detail. 
Main subroutine 
Figure 4.2 shows the flowchart for LDPE.12. The number of species in the HPTLR model, 
denoted by ncomp is a parameter whose value is set to 16. The total number of scalars to be 
solved for in the model is given by ns=ncomp+l. The number of nodes in the grid is defined 
by nix and this is a parameter value to be input by the user. A number of other parameters 
also need to be set by the user. These can be set in the driver routine or can be read from the 
input file f itparam. in. There are some options which must be specified for computation to 
progress normally. These are listed in Table 4.2 and control the grid generation, computation 
initialization (new case/restart from dump), and the nature of the chemical source terms to be 
used. 
As shown in Fig. 4.2, after the inputs have been specified, the grid is generated by called 
GRID. Depending on the value of the parameter imesh, a uniform or staggered mesh is generated. 
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Note that a minimum grid spacing drain must be specified. Once the computational grid is 
specified, array dimensionsnx_cwO, nx_cwl and nx_cw2 for the coolant temperatures tcwO, 
tcwl and tcw2 respectively are determined. These arrays are defined allocatable during the 
computation to allow for flexibility in specifying the extents of the cooling zones. 
The initial and boundary conditions are then specified. The inlet boundary conditions 
for the NCOMP =16 species are computed in strmin_16. Initial conditions are set according to 
the value of the parameter initstate. If initstate=0, the computation is initialized using 
the default settings in the subroutines initial (for the ns scalars), initwall for the wall-
temperature twall and initcw for the coolant stream temperatures tcwO, tcwl and tcw2. For 
initstate=l, the steady-state is computed for the parameter settings by calling the subroutine 
SSPFR. Finally, inistate=2 implies restart from a previous computation. The pertinent restart 
data are read from a "dump" file. 
The time-dependent computation begins by initialising the simulation time tsim and the 
computational step count istep, to zero. The subroutine FLOW is then called to determine the 
velocity ratio (3(x,t) (termed gamma in the computational code). Inputs to this call include the 
value of mi and is from the kick-velocity model. Time-dependent boundary conditions such 
as initiator flow rate fluctuations are then computed. Also, the time step size dt and the final 
time tf in that signals the computation to end are computed. 
The various sub-problems are then solved according to the Strang-splitting scheme by 
calling the relevant subroutines. These calls form the core of the computational routine. The 
call sequence for these subroutines is as follows: 
• compute the half time-step hdt, 
• call subroutine convect - solve convection sub-problem for the first half time-step, 
• call subroutine diffuse - solve diffusion sub-problem for the first half time-step, 
• call subroutines convect_cw and diffuse_cw for each of the coolant streams for the first 
half time-step dt 
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Figure 4.2 Structure of the main driver routine ldpe_12. 
call subroutine diffuse_wall to compute the diffusion sub-problem for the wall temper­
ature twall for the first half time-step dt 
call subroutine DLSODA - solve the micromixing and chemistry sub-problems for the full 
time-step dt, 
call subroutine coolant to solve the heat-transfer sub-problem for the entire time-step 
dt, 
call subroutine diffuse_wall to compute the diffusion sub-problem for the wall temper­
ature twall for the second half time-step dt, 
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• call subroutines convect_cw and dif fuse.cw for each of the coolant streams for the second 
half time-step dt 
• call subroutine diffuse - solve the diffusion sub-problem for the second half time-step, 
• call subroutine convect - solve the convection sub-problem for the second half time-step. 
The subroutine compose is called at the end of every cycle of the computation to compute 
the global means of the scalar compositions from the local means that are computed. The 
global means for the various species are then output into the files comp.dat, envscal.dat, 
scalars .dat in TecPlot format for plotting and visualization purposes. The computational 
cycle stops when the simulation time tsim equals or exceeds the pre-determined final time tfin. 
Structure of subroutine sspfr 
The subroutine sspfr deserves special mention since the computation of the steady state 
is done in a slightly different manner than the unsteady computation. The structure of this 
subroutine is shown in Fig. 4.3. As can be noted, there are three stages in the computation 
which are executed in a sequence. Each stage corresponds to computation of the steady state 
in each cooling zone; the reader may recall that there are three coolant zones in the reactor. 
Reactor steady states can be computed for both co-current and counter-current cooling water 
flow configurations. 
The solution procedure, as mentioned above, differs from the unsteady computation in that 
the steady solution is computed as an initial value problem. Thus, eventhough diffusion terms 
(due to turbulent diffusivity) are present in the model equations, the steady solver SSPFR does 
not consider these terms and solves the model equations with these terms set equal to zero. 
Furthermore, the effect of the kick-valve operation is not included, i.e., the term f3 is set equal 
to unity. In other words, the subroutine sspfr solves for the following steady-state equations: 
8.165^ = + G* (<f, </) + S(# (% = 0) = (4.67) 
where (pin is the inlet boundary condition for <p. Thus, the subroutine sspfr can be expected to 
compute only near-steady-state solutions to the model equations. However, the solutions from 
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Figure 4.3 Structure of subroutine sspfr. 
sspfr can be used as good initial conditions for the unsteady state solver (explained above) in 
obtaining the actual steady-state solutions. Experience with the code shows that steady states 
obtained from sspfr are very close to the actual model steady-states. 
As mentioned above, sspfr can treat both co- and counter-current flow configurations 
of the coolant water streams. For the co-flow case, both the reactant mixture and the coolant 
water (in all three zones) flow in the same direction and the initial value problem (IVP) can 
be solved by using the stiff ODE solver DLSODA [64] in a simple manner since all pertinent 
information for the IVP is available at the initial point, i.e, the left boundary. Each stage of 
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the computation prepares the vector containing the scalar compositions at the initial point of 
the computation (i.e., the left boundaries of CW Zone 0, CW Zone 1 and CW Zone 2) and calls 
the subroutine integrate. This subroutine, in turn, calls the stiff ODE solver DLSODA with the 
appropriate options (which are mentioned in the documentation to the code). The interface 
to the DLSODA is through the subroutine fsub_ss. This subroutine calls chemsource_16 and 
ht_sspfr to compute the relevant chemical and heat source terms. In this solution scheme, 
since the three stages are treated in sequence, the steady-states are computed sequentially also. 
Thus, the final state for the computation in stage 0 is the initial state for the computation in 
stage 1 and so on. 
For the counter-flow case, the computational procedure is slightly altered. The inherent 
problem in this case is that at the left boundaries of the coolant zones, initial conditions for 
the IVP are available for all model variables except for those of the coolant water temperatures 
in each zone. These temperatures are specified at the right-hand side boundaries of each zone. 
A simple shooting method is used to solve this problem, i.e., the left boundary values for the 
coolant temperatures are guessed and the computation is performed. The right-boundary values 
for the coolant temperatures that are obtained with these guesses are then compared with the 
actual inlet coolant temperatures at that boundary. The guesses are updated based on the 
difference between the computed and actual values and the computation is performed again. 
This iterative process is continued till the computed coolant temperatures at the right-boundary 
are close to the actual coolant temperatures. 
Structure of subroutine convect 
The convection subroutine is an important part of the code as the crucial convection sub-
problem is solved here. Fig. 4.4 shows the flowchart for the subroutine convect. The first 
stage in the computation is preparing the one-dimensional arrays corresponding to each scalar 
to be convected. It may be recalled that the convection sub-problem for each scalar can be 
solved independently of the other - i.e., in the model equations, the convection sub-problem for 
one scalar is not influenced by the others. So, a scalar array of length nx containing the nodal 
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information for each scalar is prepared from the ns x nx array that contains the scalar field 
information. 
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Figure 4.4 Structure of subroutine convect. 
A call is then made to the subroutine wenoflx which solves the convection sub-problem 
using the WEN05RK3 algorithm outlined earlier. The three-stage total-variation diminishing 
(TVD) Runge-Kutta time-advancement used to solve the convection sub-problem requires a 
5t/l-order WENO approximation to the convective fluxes. Subroutine wenoflx provides the 
required flux. On the call to this subroutine, the "raw" convective fluxes are first computed. 
After incorporating convective fluxes for the guard-cells (these are cells that are augmented to 
the code on the left-hand side boundary to maintain the order of flux-approximation uniform 
throughout the spatial domain), the Roe speed is computed. The smooth indicators are then 
computed for use in the 5t/l-order reconstruction of the convective fluxes. As explained earlier 
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in this chapter, the computation of the smooth indicators depends on whether the positivity or 
otherwise of the Roe speed. 
Note that the subroutines weno5rk3 and wenoflx are used for solving the convection sub-
problems corresponding to the coolant temperatures also. Thus, the subroutine convect_cw 
is similar in structure to subroutine convect. The only difference is that while the input to 
convect is the entire scalar field, i.e., the nsxnx array, the input to convect_cw is just the 
1 x nxcwi array (where 2 = 0,1, 2) for the coolant temperatures. 
Structure of subroutine diffuse 
Figure 4.5 shows the flowchart for the subroutine diffuse. The subroutine diffuse similar 
to the subroutine convect in that the time-advancement of the sub-problem is performed 
using a 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme. As in subroutine convect, the diffusion problem for 
each scalar is treated independently of the rest of the scalars. The input to this subroutine 
is again a ns x nx array containing the complete scalar field. After preparing the individual 
scalar arrays, a call is made to the subroutine diffrkS which performs the abovementioned 
time-advancement. However, unlike weno5rk3, the diffusive fluxes are obtained using a simple 
second-order approximation. 
The subroutine diffuse_cw, which solves the convection sub-problem for the coolant tem­
peratures, has a structure similar to that of diffuse with regard to the time-advancement and 
diffusive flux approximation. The difference, as in the case of the difference between convect 
and convect_cw, is that the input to diffuse_cw is a 1 x nxcwi array of the coolant tem­
peratures. It is also noteworthy that subroutine diffuse_wall, used to solve the diffusion 
sub-problem for the wall-temperature, has the same structure as diffuse_cw except that the 
former uses a different diffusivity coefficient, i.e., one based on the molecular thermal conduc­
tivity. 
Structure of subroutine chemsource_16 
The subroutine chemsource_16 provides the nonlinear chemical source terms and can in 
many ways be viewed as the core computational routine. A flowchart for this subroutine is 
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Figure 4.5 Structure of subroutine diffuse. 
shown in Fig. 4.6. The input to this routine is a 1 x ns array of scalars. The first step in this 
subroutine is to compute the ncomp local means for each species from this array. Since the 
ns scalar compositions correspond to the ncomp local means in either environment along with 
the volume fraction of environment El, this is a straightforward operation. The next step is 
to define the variables such as polymer moments, temperature etc. from the input array. The 
species and fluid properties are then computed by calls to the functions mol_wt (for molecular 
weights of polymerization species), mol_wt_dec (for the molecular weights of decomp species), 
and, fun_rhop, fun_rhom and fun_rho (for the densities of the polymer, monomer and the 
mixture respectively). The rate constants pertinent to the polymerization and decomp reaction 
schemes are then computed. Depending on the value of the option itag, the rate constants 
for the polymerization scheme are chosen either from those provided by Basell GmbH or those 
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provided in [15]. 
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Figure 4.6 Structure of subroutine chemsource_16. 
Once these quantities are computed, the Quasi-steady-state approximations (QSSA) for 
the free-radical compositions are computed. These estimates are then used in computing the 
chemical source terms for the ncomp = 16 species in each environment. 
Structure of the subroutine coolant 
The heat-transfer source terms are provided by this subroutine. Provision is made for 
the computation of heat-transfer terms for both co- and counter-current flow of the coolant 
streams. The options iflowO, iflowl and if low2 determine the flow configurations in each of 
the coolant zones. 
As shown in Fig. 4.7, the core computations in this subroutine are done in the call to 
subroutine ht. Similar to subroutine chemsource_16, fluid and flow properties are computed 
first in ht. The properties computed include the specific heats Cp, the densities p and the 
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Figure 4.7 Structure of subroutine coolant. 
viscosities fi for the coolant and reaction fluids along with the wall thermal conductivity ksteei. 
T h e s e  q u a n t i t i e s  a r e  t h e n  u s e d  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  R e y n o l d s  n u m b e r s  ( R e ) ,  P r a n d t l  n u m b e r s  ( P r )  
and Nusselt numbers (Nu) for the coolant and the reactant streams based on standard correla­
tions [58]. The Nusselt numbers Nu are used to compute the pertinent heat-transfer coefficients 
which in turn are used to compute the heat-transfer fluxes. The heat-transfer source terms for 
the reaction, wall and coolant temperatures are then computed from the heat-transfer fluxes. 
The major subroutines in the simulation code have been discussed thus far. For details 
regarding all other subroutines, the reader is referred to the documentation on the simulation 
code attached in the Appendix. In the next section, we briefly describe how a given case can 
be set up and simulated with the code. 
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Table 4.3 Table showing the inputs to be specified in ldpe_12 
Input Description Default Fixed/variable 
ncomp No. of species in the kinetic model 16 Fixed 
ninput No. of inputs to the simulation code 0 Variable 
nx No. of grid points in the 1-D simulation 2500 Variable 
ns No. of scalars in the 2E model 2ncomp+l Fixed 
Description of usage 
In this section, we will describe the usage of the simulation code. Most of the inputs to the 
simulation code are the operating conditions and inlet flow rates of the various species. For a 
user who has no or minimal experience with this code, knowledge of these basic set of inputs is 
sufficient to set up a problem and "run" the code. Since this code has been developed with the 
intention of providing an effective and easy-to-use tool for the plant engineer, keeping the user 
interface simple has been a primary guiding principle. Following an explanation of the basic 
inputs to the code, instructions on code compilation are presented. Finally, we list the datafiles 
wherein the output is written. 
Inputs to the code 
The inputs to the simulation code can all be specified either in the main driver routine 
ldpe_12 and in the input file fitparam. in. The inputs to be specified in ldpe_12 are given in 
Table 4.3 and those that can be specified in the file fitparam.in are described in Table 4.4. 
The reader must note that in addition to these inputs in Table 4.3, options given in Table 4.2 
should also be specified. 
Note that in Table 4.3, we have specified that the number of species in the kinetic model 
is fixed at 16. This is a limitation placed by the chemical reaction scheme that has been adopted 
in developing our model. A more sophisticated model which considers a larger number of species 
may elicit a higher ncomp. Also note that since a 2E model has been used for the description of 
micromixing, ns = 2ncomp + 1. Table 4.4 shows the various inputs/operating conditions that 
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need to be specified in the input file fitparam.in. For each input, a description and a range 
of admissible values are provided. 
Compilation and execution 
Most of the simulation code is written in double-precision Fortran 90. Some auxiliary 
subroutines in the code were originally written in Fortran 77 and the source files for the stiff 
ODE solver DLSODA are in Fortran 77. However, the code can be compiled using a Fortran 
90/95 compiler compatible with Fortran 77 (i.e. compilers supporting the "-f77" option. As 
such, it has been successfully compiled on the following operating systems/architectures: 
• Sun Sparc III with Solaris 9 
• Intel X86 with RedHat Linux 9 
• Intel X86 with Windows 2000 
The compilation is done using a GNU makefile called Makefile in the working directory. 
The target executable for Makefile is mix. The executable mix is built using the GNU utility 
make. The dependencies for the target mix are a set of .o files that are obtained from the 
relevant source files (.f fixed-format Fortran 90/95 files). The makefile Makefile is given in 
the Appendix. Users interested in the details may refer to the same. We give below the terminal 
output from a successful compilation session. 
# make 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o ldpe_12.o ldpe_12.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o sspfr.o sspfr.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o strmin.o strmin.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o init.o init.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o compose.o compose.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o chemsource.o chemsource.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o flow.o flou.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o convect.o convect.f 
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Table 4.4 Table showing the inputs to be specified in fitparam.in. A 
blank in the units column implies that the quantity is dimen-
sionless. The abbreviation tph refers to "tonnes per hour". 
Input Description Units Admissible range 
rtr_length Maximum length of the HPTLR m 1000 - 1040 
lmax Total length of reactor domain simulated m 500 - 1040 
rho.steel Density of steel (reactor wall material) kg m-3 8000.00 
dp Reactor pipe inner dia. m 0.039 - 0.07 
d_i Reactor pipe outer dia. m 0.09-0.15 
d_o Coolant jacket outer dia. m 0.2-0.3 
plO Inlet premixedness 
-
0.1-0.9 
c_phi Mixing model constant 
-
0.5-
mfrO_cw Coolant mass flow rate in CW Zone 0 tph 80 - 150 
mfrl_cu Coolant mass flow rate in CW Zone 1 tph 80 - 150 
mfr2_cw Coolant mass flow rate in CW Zone 2 tph 80 - 150 
mfr_rxn Monomer/reaction mixture mass flow rate tph 2 0 - 4 0  
MFR_CTA Mass flow rate of chain-transfer agent kg/hr 200 - 800 
MFR-I1 Mass flow rate of low-temperature initiator kg/hr 0.0-1.0 (TBPP) 
0.0 - 0.7 (DTBP) 
MFR-I2 Mass flow rate of high-temperature initiator kg/hr 0.5 - 1.3 (TBPIN) 
pbarO Operating pressure bar 2700 - 3100 
trxn_in Inlet monomer temperature °C 150 - 225 
tcwO_out Outlet temperature of coolant in CW Zone 0 °c 150 - 170 
tcwl_out Outlet temperature of coolant in CW Zone 1 °c 150 - 170 
tcw2_out Outlet temperature of coolant in CW Zone 2 °c 150 - 170 
f _ I l ,  f_I2 Initiator efficiencies 
-
0.6-1.0 
ml_kick Initial rate of increase (mi) in /3 during a kick 
-
0.0-
dtcycO Value of *3 in the kick-velocity model for (3 s 13.0-32.0 
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f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o diffuse.o diffuse.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o condif_ht.o condif_ht.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o coolant.o coolant.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o coolant_sspfr.o coolant_sspfr.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o ht. o ht .f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o ht_sspfr.o ht_sspfr.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -c -o data.o data.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o tecwrt.o tecwrt.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o opkdmain.o opkdmain.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o opkdal.o opkdal.f 
f 90 -c -fast -xarch=v9 -C -o opkda2.o opkda2.f 
f90 -o mix -fast -xarch=v9 -C ldpe_12.o sspfr.o strmin.o init.o compose.o 
chemsource.o flow.o convect.o diffuse.o condif_ht.o coolant.o coolant_sspfr.o ht.o 
ht-sspfr.o data.o tecwrt.o opkdmain.o opkdal.o opkda2.o 
Once built, mix can be executed in the following manner. 
# .mix & 
Other utilities that can be built are clean and realclean. These are used for clean-up purposes. 
# make clean 
rm -r *.o 
# make realclean 
rm -r fort.* *.dat 
The output from the computation is written in TecPlot readable format in the following files: 
•  f o r t .  4 5  -  T h e  t e r m i n a l  o u t p u t  i s  r e d i r e c t e d  t o  t h i s  f i l e .  R e c o r d s  e v e r y  s u c c e s s f u l  t i m e - s t e p  
in the computation, 
• comp.dat - The main data file. Contains the global means of the monomer and initiator 
mass fractions, reaction temperature, wall temperature and the coolant temperature at 
each time-step, 
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• envscal. dat - Contains local mean concentrations in each environment for mass fractions 
of monomer, initiator and the chain transfer agent, 
• scalars.dat - Contains all the ns scalar compositions, 
• decompdetails.dat - Contains information about a decomp event should it occur during 
the course of a simulation. Specifies the node, time and distance from the inlet at which 
the decomp occured, 
• sensortemp.dat, sensorgamma.dat, sensortwall.dat, sensortcw.dat- Contain time-
profiles of reaction temperature, the velocity ratio /?, wall temperature and coolant tem­
perature respectively at specified locations along the reactor. 
Execution times for the code 
We now discuss the execution times required for simulating the model. The geometrical 
configuration used in simulating the model is shown in Fig. 4.8. Table 4.6 shows the execution 
times for the code on a SunFire 6800 symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) with 16 SunSparc III 
processors operating on Solaris 9 environment. As shown in the table, three different grid sizes 
were used. In all three cases, the initial conditions are such that there is no initiator in the 
reactor, i.e., the reactor is filled with "pure monomer". The kick-velocity ratio f3 is set equal to 
unity at all times (i.e., the kick-valve is assumed to not be operated) and the model is simulated 
till the reactor temperature T reaches a steady state. The initiators are introduced at the inlet 
to Feed Zone 1 at t = 0. The monomer, initiator and coolant mass flow rates are as shown 
in Table 4.5. In Table 4.6, we denoted by tsjm the "final simulation time" which is the time 
required for the reaction temperature T to attain steady state. This is related to the number 
of time-steps that the code takes. The "execution time'", denoted by texec in Table 4.6 is the 
"wall-time" required for the execution of the model. This is related to the clock-/wall-time that 
the computer records. 
From Table 4.6, it is clear that when the code is not optimized, i.e., when the compilation 
is done without the -fast option, doubling the number of grid nodes increases texec almost 3/4-
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Figure 4.8 Geometrical configuration of the HPTLR used in the simula­
tions. 
fold. When this option is used, the granularity of the grid (fine/coarse) significantly affects t e x e c  
in comparing cases 1 and 2 but not cases 2 and 3. Fig. 4.9 shows a comparison of the steady-
states attained by the reactor temperature T in Cases 1, 2 and 3 of Table 4.6. It can be observed 
that the temperature profile corresponding to Case 1 (with 500 nodes) show undulations which 
are numerical artifacts whereas those corresponding to Cases 2 and 3 do not exhibit any such 
undulations. All the model simulations corresponding to the studies discussed in the following 
chapters were performed with 2000 nodes in the computational grid. Note that when the code 
is optimized, there is a dramatic increase in the execution speed and the steady-state can be 
computed in less than 30 min (~ 20 min). Given the fact that tsirn is less than 3 min, this 
performance is very satisfactory and opens up prospects for the simulation code to be used as 
an online plant simulation tool. The utility of the code as an effective plant simulation tool 
is contingent on successful validation with plant data. In the next chapter, we discuss studies 
conducted to fit the model parameters to plant data from an industrial HPTLR. 
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Table 4.5 Model parameters used. CW: coolant water; CW-Zone : coolant 
water zone. TBPP is the low-temperature initiator (Initiator-I) 
and TBPIN is the "high-temperature" initiator (Initiator-II). 
Parameter Value 
Pressure (bar) 2800.0 
Inlet temp. (°C) 155.0 
Monomer (tph) 30 
TBPP flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 0.7888 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 1.1340 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 2) (kg/h) 0.0 
Modifier flow rate (kg/h) 300.0 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 0) (tph) 100.49 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 1) (tph) 145.09 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 0) (°C) 149.0 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 1) (°C) 140.0 
Table 4.6 Table showing execution times for the model. The quantity tSim 
denotes the simulation time required for the reaction tempera­
ture T to attain steady state and texec corresponds to the "wal­
l-time" or the execution-time. 
Case No. of grid nodes ^sim(s) texec  (s) texec  (s) 
(without -fast) 
1 500 150.0 729.47 4351.46 
2 1000 150.0 1304.92 16231.23 
3 2000 150.0 1307.83 43457.48 
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Figure 4.9 Figure comparing reaction temperature profiles at t  =  150 s for 
cases 1 (top left), 2 (top right) and 3 (bottom) of Table 4.6. 
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5 MODEL VALIDATION - PLANT DATA FITTING 
Introduction and scope 
In this chapter, we will discuss the studies that were performed with the reactor model to 
compare model predictions with plant data. A cursory inspection of the model equations leads 
us to observe that the various parameters appearing therein control the qualitative behavior of 
the model. One obvious advantage of constructing such a distributed parameter model is that 
it provides more flexibility for controlling the reactor. Prom an engineering viewpoint, however, 
we are presented with a number of questions regarding the utility of such a model. The most 
important of these, which we shall address in this chapter, are the following: 
• How do model predictions compare with actual reactor behavior? 
• Assuming that the above question has been answered favorably, how can the model (and 
by extension the reactor system) be efficiently controlled through its constituent param­
eters? 
The first of these two questions, namely the fidelity of model predictions to plant data, 
is the principal subject of this chapter. We will make two kinds of comparisons - the first 
compares model predictions of steady-states with plant data. As we shall see soon, some model 
parameters have to be "tuned" to fit the model behavior to plant data. A significant portion of 
this chapter is, therefore, spent in identifying the parameters to be tuned and determining the 
extent to which they must be tuned. Once this is achieved to a fair degree of satisfaction, we 
will proceed to the second kind of comparison which involves comparison of model-predicted 
time-dependent behavior with plant data during decomp. A consequence of these comparative 
studies is that we obtain some qualitative answers to the second question raised above. We are 
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able to identify the parameters which affect reactor behavior most effectively and can hence be 
used for control purposes. 
Comparison of model predictions with reactor behavior 
In this and the following sections, we will describe our studies in comparing model pre­
dictions with plant data. We first present the data and infer some important details regarding 
reactor behavior. Following this, we systematically determine the most likely cause for the 
inferred reactor behavior. This line of investigation also helps in identifying some deficiencies 
in the model. 
Plant data 
Our industrial sponsors have made available to us two datasets from actual plant oper­
ations. The two datasets contain temperatures recorded by sensors located along the length 
of the reactor as a function of time. These sensors are located approximately 26 m from each 
other and record the temperature of the reaction fluid every second. Data provided was from 
16 sensors in all, the first of which is located at 78.2 m from the inlet and the last of which is 
located at 463.0 m from the inlet. Also provided in both the datasets is the reactor pressure 
as a function of time. Table 5.1 shows the reactor operating conditions for both the data sets. 
Details about the various initiator feed and coolant water zones are given in Table 5.2. Details 
about the locations of the various sensors is shown in Table 5.3. 
Each dataset corresponds to a distinct event that occurred in the reactor - which is sig­
naled by changes in the temperature profile as a function of time. The first dataset corresponds 
to a "mild" decomp event whereas the second corresponds to a "severe" decomp event. As can 
be seen in Fig. 5.1, the mild decomp event is characterized by a "temperature surge" that is 
convected in the reactor without any significant effect on plant operation. The severe decomp 
event (shown in Fig. 5.1), on the other hand, is a relatively much larger temperature surge 
which gets convected in the reactor. Unlike the mild case, the temperature surge observed here 
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Table 5.1 Operating conditions (parameters) for plant data. Identical val­
ues were used for corresponding model parameters in our sim­
ulations. CW: coolant water; CW-Zone : coolant water zone. 
TBPP is the low-temperature initiator and is injected only in 
feed Zone 0; TBPIN is the "high-temperature" initiator and is 
injected in feed zones 1, 2 & 3. 
Parameter "Mild" "Severe" 
Pressure (bar) 2871.6 2867.9 
Inlet temp. (°C) 154.7 156.97 
Monomer (tph) 30 30 
TBPP flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 0.7888 0.7784 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 1.1340 1.1189 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 2) (kg/h) 3.3138 2.7935 
Modifier flow rate (kg/h) 316.65 328.81 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 0) (tph) 100.49 100.47 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 1) (tph) 145.09 144.48 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 2) (tph) 98.97 98.96 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 0) (°C) 160.75 160.76 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 1) (°C) 148.03 145.9 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 2) ( ° C )  160.75 160.76 
leads to plant shutdown. This is because the temperatures recorded by the sensors exceed the 
maximum reactor temperature at which the reactor can be operated safely. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the time histories of temperature recorded at the first three sensors for 
both the "mild" and "severe" decomp cases. A number of inferences can be drawn from these 
time-profile plots. First, we can observe that if the temperature surges are not considered, the 
time-profile at sensor 1 exhibits a periodic behavior in both the mild and severe decomp cases. 
Taking this comparison further, it is also clear that the temperature surges recorded at this 
sensor in either case represent a large fluctuation from this periodic behavior. Finally, we note 
that the time histories of temperatures recorded at the other sensors (sensors 2 and 3) do not 
undergo these periodic oscillations. 
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Figure 5.1 Plots showing superimposed temperature profiles for the "mild" 
(left) and "severe" decomp cases from industrial data. 
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Figure 5.2 Plant data. Time profiles of temperatures measured at sensors 
1, 2 & 3. (left) Mild decomp; (right) Severe decomp. 
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Table 5.2 Initiator feed zones and coolant water zones. 
Reactor length (m) 1040 
Feed zone 1 starts (m) 0.0 
Feed zone 2 starts (m) 390.0 
Feed zone 3 starts (m) 806.0 
CW-Zone 0 starts (m) 0.0 
CW-Zone 1 starts (m) 156.0 
CW-Zone 2 starts (m) 390.0 
Table 5.3 Sensor locations. 
Sensor # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Location (m) 78.2 104.3 130.0 156.0 182.0 208.0 234.0 260.0 
Sensor # 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Location (m) 286.0 312.0 338.0 364.0 390.0 416.0 442.0 468.0 
The periodic behavior observed at sensor lis a consequence of operating the kick-valve. 
Fig. 5.3 illustrates this point clearly. We can observe from these plots that the periodic fluctu­
ations in the temperature time profile at sensor 1 closely follow the operation of the kick-valve. 
A qualitative discussion for the occurrence of the periodic fluctuations can be made as follows. 
During the operation of the kick-valve, the pressure in the reactor experiences a periodic drop-
and-recovery cycle. Due to this, the flow velocity undergoes a corresponding periodic cycle. 
Since the mass flow rate in the reactor is constant, the density of the reaction mixture under­
goes local changes. Due to these local density changes, the reaction rates undergo local periodic 
variations which are reflected in the temperature. The fluctuations are more conspicuous and 
can be measured at locations on the temperature profile where the spatial gradient is large. 
These gradients are large near sensor 1 and so the periodic fluctuations can be measured at this 
location. 
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Figure 5.3 Plant data. Time profiles of temperature at sensor 1 and reac­
tor pressure, (left) Mild decomp; (right) Severe decomp 
A closer inspection of the time profiles yields some interesting insights into plant behavior. 
Let us consider first the time profile of sensor 1 for the mild decomp case. It is perhaps 
worth reiterating here that this data set shows two full periods of the temperature fluctuations, 
discounting the temperature surge. We will use the second of these (starting at t = 55 s) for our 
purpose. At * = 55 s, the temperature is at a maximum and is decreasing - it first decreases 
rapidly for a certain period of time (we will call this "rapid decrease period - I" or RDP-I) 
followed by a long "gradual decrease period" (GDP) and finally decreases rapidly during "rapid 
decrease period - II (RDP-II) to reach the minimum. Once the minimum is reached, it rapidly 
increases to the maximum during a short "rapid increase period" (RIP). The same behavior 
can be observed in the time profile of sensor 1 for the severe decomp case1. We can safely 
conclude that the periodic fluctuation in the time profile of sensor 1 consists of the four periods 
mentioned above. 
We can make some qualitative inferences about the temperature surges as well. We will 
again compare the sensor 1 time profiles for the mild and the decomp cases. In the mild 
'Here again, there are two full cycles of the temperature fluctuation and the temperature surge occurs during 
the second cycle. 
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decomp case, the temperature surge occurs at the end of RDP-I (when GDP begins) whereas in 
the severe decomp case, the temperature surge occurs during RDP-I. From these observations, 
we can conclude that the time instant at which the surge occurs at sensor 1 has significant 
implications for the nature of the decomp. 
Against this backdrop, we now introduce our hypothesis about the temperature surges in 
both the "mild" and "severe" decomp cases. We propose that the temperature surges occur due 
to some disturbances near the inlet of the reactor which are then transported along the reactor. 
The origin of these disturbances could be random mechanical failure or due to some physical 
phenomenon. It is difficult to make concrete conclusions about the origin of these disturbances 
(from the data) and we shall refrain from doing so. We will, however, make some qualitative 
statements about the nature of these disturbances. First, the temperature surges could be 
caused by large anomalous fluctuations in the inlet initiator concentrations. This is because 
the initiator concentrations have a significant impact on the reactor temperature and very 
small changes in the initiator concentrations can cause a large fluctuation in the temperature. 
Furthermore, the initiator injection rates are very small and precise control may be difficult. 
Under these circumstances, it is quite possible that the pump injects a "spurt" of initiator into 
the reactor thereby leading to the development of a temperature surge. Second, the nature of 
the temperature surge ( "mild" or "severe" ) depends on when these fluctuations occur at the 
inlet. This follows directly from our observations before that the fate of the temperature surge 
(i.e., whether it develops and remains "mild" or develops into something "severe") is dependent 
on which instant of time it is recorded by sensor 1. If the surge occurs at sensor 1 during GDP 
(described above), it will not develop into a "severe" decomp and will remain "mild". However, 
if the same occurs during RDP-I, it has a high probability of growing into a "severe" decomp. 
As may be expected, the above discussion has some import on process control. Specifi­
cally, there is sufficient scope for the identification and prevention of a "severe" decomp. The 
time profile of sensor 1 could prove to be a very useful tool in identifying the onset of a de­
comp. Monitoring temperatures during RDP-I will provide information on whether the system 
is heading towards a decomp (mild or otherwise). In both the cases, we see that the temper­
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ature surges occur at least ~ 6 s after the temperatures start to increase during RDP-I or 
GDP. Our hypothesis that anomalous inlet initiator injection fluctuations are responsible for 
the temperature surges can then be used to decide on the control action. A typical strategy 
could be to shut-off the initiator pump for a certain time-period to allow the temperature to 
relax to its nominal value. There is plenty of scope for process safety improvement with such a 
strategy and much can be learned from studying the control aspects of the model. We discuss 
this in more detail towards the end of this chapter. 
We now turn to things at hand and treat them first. To gain any kind of information 
pertinent to control from the reactor model, we need to first know whether the model describes 
the reactor adequately. Since the model has been constructed from first principles, a comparison 
of model predictions with plant data will shed some light on the important physical processes 
(represented in the model) and the extent to which they affect reactor behavior. In the next 
section, we describe our studies in comparing the model predictions with plant data. 
Outline of strategy for comparison 
In the discussion that follows, we will use the term "parameters" to mean both model 
parameters and the corresponding reactor operating conditions. Where there is reason for 
ambiguity to arise, the particular group of quantities is referred to explicitly. 
Our strategy is to fit the model parameters to plant data. We proceed by first hypothesiz­
ing that the temperature surges (in both datasets) are caused by anomalously large fluctuations 
in the parameters. A "nominal temperature profile" which corresponds to nominal parameter 
values is then determined. It follows that the temperature surges (in both data sets) are large 
fluctuations from the nominal profile caused by the large fluctuations in the parameters. The 
nominal profile is taken to represent the "steady-state" behavior of the model. Relevant model 
parameters are fit so that steady-states predicted by the model agree closely with the nominal 
temperature profile. We then proceed to identify the (those) parameter(s) whose fluctuations 
are most likely to have caused the temperature surges. As a final step, we (qualitatively) fit 
model parameter fluctuations to the temperature surges observed in plant data. In what fol-
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lows, we describe the fitting procedure (for the nominal profiles and the temperature surges) in 
sufficient detail. 
Nominal profiles 
An immediate observation that can be made from Fig. 5.1 is that there exists at least 
one "nominal" temperature profile which corresponds to normal reactor operation. We note 
that in the "mild" decomp case, the system recovers from the anomalous temperature surges 
and returns to the nominal state whereas in the "severe" decomp case it does not. As a result, 
discerning trends in the temperature time profiles is relatively more facile with the "mild" 
decomp data set. For this reason, we will use the mild decomp data to estimate the nominal 
temperature profile. Furthermore, we will choose the nominal temperature profile to be the 
profile at t = 15 s (shown in Fig. 5.5) since at this instant of time, sensor 1 starts to record the 
temperature response to the first pressure kick cycle2. 
Prediction of nominal temperature profile 
As a first step in the fitting procedure, a comparison of model steady-state predictions and 
the nominal profile from data was made. The model steady-state was obtained by simulating 
the model under the same set of operating conditions as those in the plant data (shown in 
Tables 5.1 & 5.2). Parameters that are used in the simulations in addition to those specified 
in the data are shown in Table 5.4. In all the simulations, the domain considered was the first 
550 m of the reactor. Shown in Fig. 5.4 is the simulation configuration used in our studies. 
This includes initiator Feed Zone 1 and part of Feed Zone 2. Coolant water zones CW-ZONE 
0, 1 & 2 are also included in this domain. 
A comparison of the steady state obtained from the model and the nominal temperature 
profile is shown in Fig. 5.5. It is quite evident that the model predictions do not agree well 
with plant data. This is quite unexpected since most of the parameters used in our present 
2Note that there are two full cycles of periodic behavior shown by the temperature at sensor 1. Both these 
cycles are in response to the "pressure kick" as noted earlier (Fig. 5.3). The first of these is chosen because the 
temperature surges occur after this cycle has started. The temperature profile at t = 15 s can thus be assumed 
to be independent of the temperature surges. 
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Figure 5.4 Simulation configurations used in our studies. 
Table 5.4 Additional simulation settings to those presented in Tables 5.1 
and 5.2. 
Reactor length (m) 550 
Coolant jacket inner diameter (m) 0.0905 
Coolant jacket outer diameter (m) 0.2147 
TBPP efficiency 1.0 
TBPIN efficiency 1.0 
study have been fitted to plant simulation data from earlier work [39]. Nevertheless, this initial 
comparison could be used to identify ways to improve model predictions. We proceed to make a 
few observations from this initial comparison. The model underestimates the peak temperature 
attained in the reactor in the region between the first and second initiator injection points (we 
will refer to this peak temperature in the profile as the "first peak" in the sequel). On the 
other hand, it overestimates the peak temperature that is attained after the second initiator 
injection point ("the second peak"). Also, it is evident that the first peak in the model is 
attained slightly further upstream when compared to the nominal profile. Finally, we observe 
that the model predicts a steeper temperature profile downstream of the first peak. Given this 
preliminary comparison, we can safely conclude that some model parameters must be tuned to 
fit the plant data better. We proceed first to identify these parameters in the following section. 
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Figure 5.5 Model prediction of steady-state temperature profile compared 
against plant data. Model simulated under plant operating con­
ditions shown in Tables 5.1 & 5.2. 
One possible way to proceed is to list the principal physical processes and the associated 
parameters. This list can then be used to make decisions about the parameters that are to be 
tuned. We will consider the following: 
• Flow - the parameters associated with the flow such as the timescale r are fixed by the 
plant data (such as mass flow rates) - so these parameters cannot be tuned independently. 
• Mixing - the free parameters that control mixing are C$ and p\$. These parameters can 
be tuned independently. However, we do not expect them to have a large impact on the 
predictions far downstream from the injection points. 
• Kinetics 
— The Arrhenius parameters3 pertaining to the polymerization kinetics have been fitted 
to plant simulation data in earlier studies [39, 52]. However, these parameters may 
3Kinetic rate constants are assumed to follow the Arrhenius rate law, i.e., k  = koexp(—E a /RT);  where k  
is the rate constant, ko is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy and R is the universal gas 
constant, ko and Ea are the Arrhenius parameters. 
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need further "fine tuning" to fit the present data set. 
- As we shall see below, the Arrhenius parameters pertaining to decomp kinetics can 
also be tuned independently. 
• Heat transfer - the most significant parameters in this case are the convective heat-transfer 
coefficients on the reaction-fluid side and the coolant side. Since these are fixed by correla­
tions that depend on the corresponding flow rates, they are not amenable to independent 
tuning. 
In the following paragraphs, the effect of varying these above mentioned parameters on the 
model predictions will be described. 
Mixing model constant 
Shown in Fig. 5.6 is the effect of varying the mixing parameter on the model prediction 
of reactor steady-states. It is easily seen that very low values of (i.e., poor mixing) lead to 
very low peak temperatures. Higher values result in higher peak temperatures till a value 
(about 0.1) is reached. Increase in C\j, beyond this value does not show significant increase 
the peak temperatures appreciably. Thus, C9 signifies that excellent mixing is achieved in the 
reactor. It is also evident that fitting this constant will not improve agreement with plant data. 
Hence we will use = 2 as determined in our earlier work [39]. 
Polymerization Arrhenius parameters 
The Arrhenius parameters corresponding to initiator decomposition can be fitted to plant 
data. Buback and Sandmann [2] have given the following generic form for the pressure and 
temperature dependence of aliphatic tert-butyl peroxyester (such as TBPP and TBPIN) de­
composition rates 
C 2 +  p  (C3 - C4 p )  k — C\ exp (5.1) 
where C\ through C4 are empirical constants obtained either by nonlinear least-squares fitting 
or from experiment [2] and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Table 5.5 shows the values of these 
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temperature profiles significantly. 
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constants obtained by these authors. Since the model predictions do not compare favorably 
with the plant data, we will "fine tune" these constants to fit data. 
Table 5.5 Values of empirical constants C\ through C4 specified for TBPP 
and TBPIN in Buback & Sandmann [2], 
Constant TBPP TBPIN 
Ci 6.1 x 1014 4.44 x 1015 
c2 15011.0 17465.0 
C3 0.0367 0.208 
C4 0.0 5.36 x lO-5 
Decomp Arrhenius parameters 
Decomp kinetics parameters that are to be tuned, as mentioned above, are &io and E^10. 
We make a few observations before proceeding to fit these parameters. As Fig. 5.7 illustrates, 
the polymerization rate does not change significantly over a wide range of temperatures whereas 
the decomposition rate changes rapidly with temperature. There also exists a "crossover tem­
perature" above which decomposition dominates polymerization. We note here that Fig. 5.7 
shows the reaction rates in an autoclave [29]. The decomp kinetic parameters were fitted from 
a knowledge of the crossover temperature ( 326° C) and the decomp product distribution in the 
autoclave. For the tubular reactor, we could use the crossover temperature as ~ 326°C. How­
ever, we do not have information on the decomp product distribution for the tubular reactor. 
As a result, we have effectively "gained" an additional degree of freedom - essentially another 
model parameter - which can be used to determine the decomp parameters. As we shall see 
below, this parameter can then be used to fit plant data. We will now proceed to define this 
additional parameter. 
The cross-over temperature (T^) for decomp onset in tubular reactors is ~ 326°C. Be­
yond this cross-over temperature, the decomposition rate becomes the dominant reaction rate. 
It must thus be ensured that the decomposition rate at this temperature remains the same 
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k' k" irrespective of changes in the kinetic parameters. In other words, if (k'10,Ea10) and (k"0,Ea10) 
are two pairs of decomp kinetic parameters, then 
P%tm\0 
RTrj 
(5.2) 
We note that the "slope" of the decomposition rate curve at Tœ can be altered arbitrarily 
as long as it intersects the polymerization rate curve at the crossover temperature, Tco. In other 
words, we can independently alter the rate at which the decomposition rate approaches T,'œ. 
Thus for the kinetic parameter pairs that we introduced above, the following relation can be 
formulated 
-,k'r 
8 T  r » e x p  UK—  
= c (5-3) 
where C is an arbitrary constant. The above relation states that the rate at which the reaction 
rate changes with respect to temperature at Tco can be varied by varying C. 
The following relations can be derived between the two decomp parameter pairs from the 
above equations : 
M = & 
c 
"10 k'10 exp 
y 
Eg™ 
RTco 
1  - C  
C  
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Fig. 5.7 shows the effect of varying the parameter C on the decomp rate curve. The values 
of k'w and Ea10 are those developed in [29]. It is evident that smaller values of C imply that the 
decomposition rate increases rapidly with temperature whereas larger values of C imply that 
the decomp rate increases more gradually. Larger C values imply that the decomp rate curve 
is "flatter"- hence, at relatively lower temperatures, the decomp rate is much larger. This has 
interesting consequences on the model steady states as we shall see shortly. 
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Figure 5.7 (left) Polymerization and decomposition rate comparison. 
(right) Plot showing illustrating the comparison for different 
values of C. Note that the decomp rates are large at lower 
temperatures for larger C values. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the effect of varying C on the steady-states of the model. As C is in­
creased, the initial peak temperature increases and occurs at locations progressively upstream. 
More interesting, however, is the behavior downstream. We see that as C is increased, the 
temperature profile becomes more and more shallow beyond the initial temperature peak. We 
suspect that the increased decomposition rate may be the cause for this behavior - indeed, this 
is so. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the reason clearly. We observe that with increasing C, the initiators 
are consumed completely at locations upstream. However, the decomp reaction occurs to a 
significant extent beyond the location of the first peak temperature and the temperature falls 
off more gradually. The fact that monomer is consumed even after the initiators are consumed 
completely indicates that the decomp reaction occurs to a considerable extent. 
Fitting model parameters to the plant (nominal) temperature profile 
We are now in a position to choose parameters that must be fitted to the data using 
the information from our studies. It is quite evident from the discussion above that only the 
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Figure 5.8 (left) Plot illustrating the effect of increased decomp rates 
on model steady-state temperature profiles. Enhanced decomp 
rates undermine the effect of cooling by heat transfer; (right) 
Plot illustrating the effect of increased decomp rates on the 
steady-state monomer mass fraction profiles. Larger decomp 
rates result in monomer being consumed by the decomp reaction 
rate even after the initiators have been completely consumed. 
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Arrhenius parameters for the polymerization and decomp reactions can be independently fit to 
plant data. In fitting these parameters to plant data, we have used the following guidelines: 
• As per our earlier discussion, the temperatures recorded at sensor 1 play a significant 
role in the detection and subsequent control of temperature surges. The model prediction 
should therefore fit the nominal temperature at this sensor closely. 
• The first peak occurs close to sensor 3 as is evident from Fig. 5.5. This must be reflected 
in the fitted model prediction. 
• The profile downstream of the first peak must be fitted as close as possible since this has 
implications on the location and magnitude of the second peak. 
• The overall monomer conversion must be ~ 15%. 
The parameter values that have been fit to data (as per the guidelines above) are shown 
in Table 5.6. We make the observation that the polymerization Arrhenius parameters that we 
have fitted do not differ significantly from those specified in [2]. 
Table 5.6 Fitted values of empirical constants C\ through C4 specified for 
TBPP and TBPIN from the present study. Refer to Table 5.5 
for the values specified in [2], Also shown is the parameter C 
(dubbed "decomp parameter" here) which determines the values 
of the decomp Arrhenius parameters. 
Constant TBPP TBPIN 
Ci 6.1 x 1014 4.44 x 1015 
c2 15011.0 17700.0 
C3 0.0367 0.2 
C4 0.0 0.0 
Decomp rate parameter C 3.5 
Fig. 5.9 shows the comparison between model and plant steady temperature profiles after 
fitting model parameter values. We see that the model with the fitted parameter values predicts 
a steady-state close to that shown in plant data. In particular, the temperature at sensor 1 
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is matched almost exactly. This is to ensure that the model predicts the correct periodical 
behavior in the time-dependent case. However, it may also be observed the magnitudes of 
the first and the second peaks are not fitted closely. In particular, the first peak is slightly 
overestimated and the opposite can be said about the second peak. The profile between the 
first and second peaks, however, is closely fitted - increasing the fidelity of the model predictions. 
One final point to be noted - to fit the second peak, the mass flow rate of TBPIN at the second 
injection point was reduced to 1.0 kg/hr compared to ~ 3kg/hr given in Table 5.14. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of fitted model predictions with plant data. Sym­
bols represent plant data and the solid line corresponds to model 
prediction. 
Comparison of time profiles 
In this section, we will compare the model predictions of temperature histories at sensors 
1, 2 and 3 with plant data. In particular, we will fit the model predictions of temperature 
histories at sensor 1 to those from the plant. The fitting parameters are those associated with 
4For a feed rate of ~ 3kg/hr for TBPIN at this injection point (Feed Zone 2, 390 m from the inlet ), as given 
in the data, we expect a second peak much higher than that observed in the data. For this reason, the initiator 
feed rate at this injection point has been reduced to fit the data. We suspect that the flow meter at this point 
could be faulty. 
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the kick velocity profile. In what follows, we introduce the kick velocity profile, i.e., the velocity 
in the reactor as a function of position x and time t during a pressure kick, and the parameters 
associated with it. It is convenient to express this profile in terms of a ratio /? (x, t) between 
the kick velocity and the "nominal" velocity profile (which is the velocity in the reactor in the 
absence of the kick). Thus, we have 
Following this, we demonstrate that the kick velocity parameters can be used to fit the periodic 
behavior exhibited by the temperature time-histories at sensor 1. Once the model parameters 
have been fit, we make a comparison between the model predictions and plant data for tem­
perature time-histories at sensors 2 and 3. In the next section, we study the probable cause(s) 
for the temperature surges observed in the plant data. 
Time profiles - periodic behavior at sensor 1 
We are now in a position to compare the model predictions for time-dependent plant be­
havior with plant data. We are primarily interested in knowing whether the sensor temperature 
time profiles (especially for sensor 1) predicted by the model are similar to those observed in 
the data. Our interest follows naturally from our proposed control strategy which relies heavily 
on the model's ability to predict temperatures at sensor 1 correctly. 
Fig. 5.10 also compares the temperature time profiles at sensors 1, 2 and 3 predicted by 
the model with those observed in plant data. We will limit our comparison to the first 15 s5 
in the figure. Considering only sensor 1, we observe that the plots include one full cycle of the 
periodic fluctuations at this sensor. We immediately observe that the model predictions closely 
match the plant behavior at sensor 1. As noted above, the periodic behavior is a consequence 
of the velocity and density changes that occur during a pressure kick. The close prediction 
of the periodic behavior validates the model that we have used for the velocity fluctuations 
during a kick6. Considering the responses at sensors 2 and 3, however, we find that the model 
5In this plot and those appearing in the rest of this section, the time axis for plant data has been shifted 
appropriately for comparison with model predictions. 
6The velocity fluctuations are described by [J (y, t) (see Appendix) 
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predictions are not as satisfactory. The temperatures at sensors 2 and 3 are not correctly 
predicted (overestimated in the former and underestimated in the latter). Moreover, the model 
predicts significant periodic behavior at sensor 2 - a phenomenon not observed in plant data. 
We may account for this by considering the steady-state fit in Fig. 5.10. It is clear from this 
figure that the model predicts a steeper (spatial) temperature profile in the neighborhood of 
sensor 2 than plant data. We now observe that the effect of the pressure kick on the spatial 
temperature profile is more pronounced at locations where the gradients are very large, i.e., at 
locations where the spatial profile is very steep. Since the model predicts a steep steady-state 
profile in the neighborhood of sensor 2, significant fluctuations at sensor 2 are not unexpected. 
A more fundamental reason for this difference could be the lack of a rigorous chemical kinetics 
model. We discuss this in some detail shortly. 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of periodic behavior of time profiles at sensors 
1, 2 and 3. Note that the time profile predicted at sensor 1 
follows plant data closely. 
Our strategy for comparing the model with decomp data is as follows. Since the model 
predictions at sensor 1 are of practical importance to us (from a control viewpoint), we will 
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restrict our attention to data from sensor 1 for purposes of fitting the time-dependent behavior 
of the model. Once this is accomplished, we will compare the time-dependent predictions of 
the fitted model with plant data at sensor 2 and 3 to draw some conclusions. In the following 
section, we describe our fitting procedure. 
Fitting the decomp data at sensor 1 
We will now discuss the temperature time profiles predicted by the model in the mild 
and severe decomp scenarios. According to our original hypothesis, the temperature surges are 
caused by anomalous fluctuations in the initiator concentrations at the first injection point (Feed 
Zone 0). Though the fluctuations could, in reality, be in both TBPP and TBPIN concentrations, 
we have considered fluctuations in TBPIN alone7. 
6E-05 
Time (s) 
Figure 5.11 TBPIN concentration fluctuation (at the inlet of Feed zone 
1) as a triangular pulse in time. The maximum height (hmax) 
of the pulse determines whether the decomp is "mild" or "se­
vere" . 
7 This may not adversely affect any of our conclusions about the temperature surges to be drawn below. The 
surges appear to occur close to sensors 1 and 2, where TBPIN is the active initiator. Since the temperature 
surges at these locations can be attributed to TBPIN alone, assuming that the fluctuations are in only TBPIN 
is not unreasonable. 
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To simulate the mild and severe decomp scenarios in the model, the TBPIN concentration 
was perturbed at the inlet boundary of Feed Zone l8. This was done by introducing a triangular 
fluctuation9 in TBPIN concentration (see Fig. 5.11). A temperature surge develops in the 
reactor due to this fluctuation and is convected along the length of the reactor. The nature of 
the temperature surge (mild or severe) is determined by the magnitude of the concentration 
pulse, i.e., on the maximum height of the triangular pulse Zimax. We will use this quantity as a 
fitting parameter in our analysis. 
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of model predicted time profiles at sensor 1 with 
decomp data: (left) Mild decomp: hmax = 1.5; (right) Severe 
decomp : hmax = 1.70. 
Table 5.7 Values of the maximum pulse magnitude (hmax) used in fitting 
model predictions of temperature time profiles at sensor 1 to 
decomp data (mild and severe). For the nominal values, refer 
Table 5.1. 
Mild Severe 
hmax 5.61 x ID'S 6.36 x 10-s 
8 Since the surges occur entirely in Feed Zone 1 
9As a function of time. 
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Fig. 5.12 shows the comparison between the model predicted time profiles and those from 
plant data at sensor 1 for both the mild and severe decomp cases. Table 5.7 shows the values 
of hmax (the maximum magnitude of the TBPIN concentration pulse) used to fit the model 
to decomp data. It is clear that the fitted time profiles are very close to plant data - this is 
especially remarkable since we have used only a single parameter (i.e., hmax) to do so. Our 
success implies two things - first, the model predictions for the time-dependent behavior near 
sensor 1 is quite reliable and second, our hypothesis that initiator fluctuations at the inlet cause 
the temperature surges is consistent with plant data. Note that the peak in the pulse occurs at 
~ 16 s (see Fig. 5.11) and the corresponding peak in the sensor 1 temperature time-profile at 
~ 22 s. The difference (~ 6 s) corresponds to the convection time from the inlet (of Feed Zone 
1) to sensor 1. 
Predictions at sensors 2 and 3 
We now turn our attention to Fig. 5.13 where the model predictions at sensors 2 and 
3 are compared with plant data for the two decomp cases. It is quite evident that the model 
predictions compare not so favorably with plant data at these sensors. First, the model predicts 
higher temperatures at these sensors than observed in the data. This is a consequence of lack 
of good fit in the steady-state profiles as evidenced in Fig. 5.9. Second, and perhaps more 
important, is that the model does not 'sustain' the temperature surges - in other words, the 
model predicts that the temperature surge observed at sensor 1 will decay before reaching sensor 
2. This is a marked departure from plant data since we see that the temperature surges are 
sustained in the reactor well beyond sensor 1. 
We believe that the reason for this deviation is an inadequacy in the model as we shall 
describe below. It follows from our hypothesis that since the surges are caused by increased 
initiator concentration, they will tend to decay once the additional initiator is consumed in 
the reaction. Since these surges are sustained, we conclude that in reality, there must be 
some physical/chemical mechanism that prevents the surges from decaying. Unless the model 
includes this mechanism, satisfactory predictions about the propagation of the surges cannot be 
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Figure 5.13 Comparison of model predicted time profiles at sensors 2 and 
3 with decomp data: (left) Mild decomp: hmax = 15; (right) 
Severe decomp: hm a x  = 1.70. 
expected. The mechanism, we believe, is related to chemical kinetics since the kinetics play the 
most important role10 in determining reactor behavior. We believe that the chemical mechanism 
that is responsible for the sustenance of the surges is the interaction between the polymerization 
and decomposition free-radicals. At elevated temperatures (such as those observed at sensors 2 
and 3), decomposition reaction rates can be significant (see Fig. 5.7) and a very high degree of 
the above-mentioned free-radical interaction is possible. The heat from these reactions could 
be sufficient to sustain the temperature surges. 
The chemical kinetics scheme that we have used does not consider such interactions. We 
believe this is one of the possible reasons for the model's inability to predict the time-dependent 
behavior at sensors 2 and 3. A new kinetic model has been made available to us by our industrial 
sponsor which accounts for these interactions and we believe that using the new kinetic scheme 
could lead to better model predictions downstream of sensor 1. 
10Our fitting studies with the steady/nominal profile bears testimony to this fact. We recall that the Arrhenius 
parameters for the polymerization and the constant C for varying the decomposition rate played a major role in 
fitting the model to the nominal profile 
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6 STUDIES WITH THE HPTLR MODEL -
STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR 
In this chapter, we discuss results from HPTLR model simulations which serve to highlight 
the model's ability to predict steady-state and dynamic behavior of the HPTLR. Figure 6.1 
shows a schematic representation of the geometrical configuration used in the simulations. 
It is clear from this figure that the initiator mixture is injected at the reactor inlet - the 
initiator mixture is a combination of a low-temperature initiator (TBPP) which is activated at 
low temperatures (~ 160°C) and a high-temperature initiator (DTBP and TBPIN) which is 
activated at slightly elevated temperatures (~ 190°C). There are three distinct coolant zones 
(CW Zone 0, CW ZONE 1 and CW ZONE 2) and all three coolant streams flow counter-
current to the reaction fluid. Note that in all these discussions, we limit ourselves to Zone 1 
of the reactor as shown in Fig. 6.1 - this region corresponds to CW Zone 0 and CW Zone 1. 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 provide the nominal parameter settings used in the studies discussed in this 
chapter. 
Ethylene monomer 
+ TBPP + TBPIN 
(Feed Zonel) 
L 156 m 
r CW Zone 0 
TBPIN 
(Feed Zone 2) 
234 m 
LDPE Tubular Reactor 
CW Zone 1 
550 m 
Polymer 
+ unreacted monomer 
156 m 
CW Zone 2 
Figure 6.1 Simulation configurations used in our studies. 
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The chapter consists of two parts. In the first part, steady-state characteristics of the 
model are treated. We begin by demonstrating that the reaction temperature T is the most 
suitable parameter to follow in order to understand reactor behavior. Following this, we show 
that model behavior is influenced strongly by parameters. To this end, we discuss the influence 
of operating parameters (conditions) on the steady-state profiles of the polydispersity index 
(PDI) and reaction temperature T. A sensitivity analysis of the model by the Morris method [44] 
is then presented to determine the most important parameters in the model. 
The second part of this chapter focuses on aspects of dynamic behavior of the model. 
We begin by considering the evolution of the temperature profiles (reaction, coolant and wall) 
starting from the "pure monomer" initial conditions, i.e., no initiator in the reactor at t = 0. 
Temperature profiles are shown for both "nominal" and decomp cases. The influence of time-
dependent changes in model parameters (process conditions) is then studied under three distinct 
sections. In the first section, we show the effect of a time-dependent change in the inlet boundary 
condition - which simulates "grade-change" operations - on model dynamic behavior. In this 
section, we specifically study the influence of a "ramp-change", i.e., monotonie increase/decrease 
at a constant rate over a finite period of time, in the inlet monomer temperature and the 
initiator mass flow rates on model behavior is discussed. In the following section, we study 
another important and common phenomenon - fluctuations in initiator mass flow rates at the 
inlet. As seen in the previous chapter, such fluctuations can cause temperature surges in the 
reactor that could potentially result in decomps. A discussion of such fluctuations can therefore 
be considered most useful. In the final section, we study the effect of kick-valve operation on 
the dynamic behavior of the model. 
The reaction temperature T 
Figure 6.2 shows steady-state profiles of various model variables when the model is simulated 
with the parameter settings in Table 6.1. From the figure, it is evident that spatial profiles of 
the monomer and initiator mass fractions (which are representative of the reaction progress) 
"follow" the reaction temperature profile, i.e., the mass-fraction profiles exhibit behavior similar 
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Table 6.1 Model parameters used in studies discussed in Chapter 6. CW: 
coolant water; CW-Zone : coolant water zone. TBPP is the 
low-temperature initiator and is injected only in feed Zone 0; 
TBPIN is the "high-temperature" initiator and is injected in 
feed zones 1, 2 & 3. 
Parameter Value 
Pressure (bar) 2800.0 
Inlet temp. (°C) 155.0 
Monomer (tph) 30 
TBPP flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 1.0 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 1) (kg/h) 1.0 
TBPIN flow rate (Feed Zone 2) (kg/h) 1.0 
Modifier flow rate (kg/h) 300.0 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 0) (tph) 100.49 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 1) (tph) 145.09 
CW flow rate (CW-Zone 2) (tph) 98.97 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 0) (°C) 160.00 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 1) (°C) 14 
CW inlet temp. (CW-Zone 2) (°C) 160.75 
Table 6.2 Initiator feed zones and coolant water zones. 
Reactor length (m) 1040 
Feed zone 1 starts (m) 0.0 
Feed zone 2 starts (m) 390.0 
Feed zone 3 starts (m) 806.0 
CW-Zone 0 starts (m) 0.0 
CW-Zone 1 starts (m) 156.0 
CW-Zone 2 starts (m) 390.0 
I l l  
to that of the reaction temperature. For instance, on comparing the temperature and monomer 
mass fraction profiles, we see that the temperature increase upstream of the peak temperature 
in Feed Zone 1 is reflected in a corresponding decrease in the monomer mass fraction. In 
fact, the monomer mass fraction attains a minimum and remains constant at the minimum 
value indicating that no reaction takes place - a fact that is corroborated by the decrease in the 
reaction temperature seen in the temperature profile, due to cooling by heat-transfer. The peak 
temperature thus signifies the precise location wherein cooling becomes the dominant physical 
process over chemical reaction. 
Further inferences can be drawn on comparing the temperature and initiator mass fraction 
profiles. On inspecting the temperature profile upstream of the peak temperature, we note 
that there exist two zones characterized by distinct positive temperature gradients. The two 
temperature gradients can be attributed to the activities of the two initiator, which are activated 
at different temperature ranges. On comparing the initiator mass fraction profiles with the 
temperature profile, we see clearly that the activity of the low-temperature initiator results in a 
region of rapid temperature increase whereas the activity of the high-temperature initiator leads 
to a more gradual increase in temperature. Further discussion on these matters is presented 
in later sections. For the moment, however, we take these observations as sufficient evidence 
for considering the reaction temperature T to be a suitable output variable to follow model 
behavior. 
Another important reason for using temperature profiles is the relative ease in comparing 
model predictions with plant/experimental data. As we saw in Chapter 5, actual plant data 
are usually available in the form of reaction temperature measurements which are made using 
sensors located along the length of the reactor. Continuous measurements of other variables are 
relatively more difficult and are very rare. Thus, the reaction temperature has the dual advan­
tage of being representative of HPTLR behavior and providing a means for direct comparison 
with plant data. Thus, except for the preliminary section, the discussions in the remaining part 
of the chapter will be made with respect to the reaction temperature profile. 
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Figure 6.2 Figure comparing spatial profiles of monomer mass fraction (top 
left), initiator mass fractions (top right) and the reaction tem­
perature (bottom). 
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Steady-state temperature profiles 
Figure 6.3 shows the effect of varying the inlet temperature on the polydispersity index 
(PDI) (defined by PDI=^^) and the temperature profiles. One of the first things that we 
observe is that the polydispersity index reaches a saturation value near the end of the domain. 
The rate at which this saturation value is attained is determined by the inlet temperature. 
Lower temperatures imply longer downstream distances for saturation to be attained. A subtler 
observation is that close to the inlet, the PDI undergoes an initial increase form a value of 1.0 
to ~ 7.0 before dropping to values near 2.0. 
A similar behavior is exhibited by the temperature profiles - all three profiles show that the 
reaction temperature undergoes an initial rapid increase followed by a more gradual increase 
to the peak temperature before the effects of cooling by heat transfer take over. The two 
regions of temperature increase are characteristic of the activities of the initiator combinations. 
It is evident that the location and magnitude of the peak temperature is determined by the 
inlet temperature. There is thus a close relationship between the inlet temperature and the 
polymer quality which is not unexpected. A note to the reader - in the rest of the section, 
both the temperature and its location along the length of the reactor will be referred to as 
the peak. A distinction will be made only where necessary. Also, note that the ordinate in the 
temperature plots in Fig. 6.3 has been non-dimensionalized using the nominal inlet temperature 
of T"nom = 155°C. 
Figure 6.4 shows the effect of varying the operating pressure on the PDI and the resultant 
temperature profiles in the reactor. The PDI profile, as before, exhibits the saturating behavior, 
with higher pressures driving saturation faster. However, though there are discernible differ­
ences in the PDI profiles, they are not considerable. Moreover, the final PDI values attained 
at the end of the domain are the same in all three cases. The temperature profiles too, do not 
show a drastic difference due to varying operating pressures though the peak temperature mag­
nitudes differ appreciably. We can thus conclude that the pressure, while being a moderately 
significant factor in determining the temperature profiles, does not affect the M WD strongly. 
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Figure 6.3 Effect of inlet temperature on the polydispersity (left) and 
temperature (right) profiles. T is the dimensionless inlet tem­
perature. 
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In this aspect, the operating pressure is a weaker factor than the inlet temperature. 
Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis (SA), loosely defined, attempts to "ascertain how a given model 
(numerical or otherwise) depends on its input factors". Such an analysis provides valuable 
information about the model in question especially when it is complex. For instance, the present 
LDPE reactor model, which describes various physical phenomena such as convection, diffusion, 
mixing, reaction and heat-transfer is highly nonlinear. The model output is determined by 
a number of free parameters that are "fed" to the model. Our purpose is to understand 
how the various physical processes listed above interact with each other and how the input 
parameters affect these interactions. SA provides the desired information thus facilitating a 
better understanding of reactor behavior. 
There are primarily two different ways in which SA is done - local SA and global SA. 
In local SA, as the name suggests, the analysis is done locally. To illustrate this point, let 
us consider the parameter space f2 introduced earlier. Suppose a point A 6 il corresponds to 
a set of parameter values/settings. Local SA determines the sensitivity of the model output 
to a given parameter pi by effecting an incremental change in p\ alone, with all other factors 
(Pi/i) held constant. Typically, local sensitivity coefficients (which are quantities that describe 
the extent of output sensitivity to parameter changes) involve partial derivatives. Local SA is 
simple to implement and can be easily incorporated into legacy codes. However, it suffers from 
the disadvantage of being local - a local analysis yields little (if any at all) information about 
the effect of simultaneously changing all parameters. Invariably, information about parameter 
interactions is sparse in such an analysis. Global SA attempts at providing such information. 
In global SA methods, the analysis is done not locally, i.e., at a point in fi, but globally, i.e., 
over a range of parameter values. Thus, these methods determine sensitivity coefficients which 
are averaged over a finite volume in f2. As mentioned above, such an analysis provides valuable 
information about interactions between different parts of the model. With the present model, 
global SA provides information about how the various physical processes such as convection, 
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Figure 6.4 Effect of operating pressure on polydispersity (left) and tem­
perature (right) profiles. P is the dimensionless operating pres­
sure. 
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mixing and reaction etc. interact with each other. 
Statistical SA method offer a number of advantages over conventional methods. The 
most significant of these advantages is that sensitivity coefficients can be determined based 
on model output variance. This allows for design-of-experiment (DOE) ideas to be applied 
to numerical simulations of the model. A number of such designs and related topics are the 
subject of [40, 65]. A particularly elegant method which is easy to implement is that of Morris 
[44]. We now describe this method in sufficient detail. 
Morris method 
Morris [44] proposed a design for numerical experiments to determine the global sensi­
tivity coefficients. In this design, the notion of an "elementary effect" is used to determine the 
global sensitivities of the parameters. The relative magnitudes of the elementary effects (EEs) 
can also be used to screen model for the most influential parameters. To illustrate how this 
design works, let us consider the following model system of equations: 
The outputs Y i  depend on the inputs X j  through the functions /,. Let X j  =  x j ,-Xy) 
where Xj is a single input whose effect on the model output we are interested in determining. 
Now, in general, if a small increment A in Xj is made resulting in a new value xj + A and the 
model is evaluated with this new value, the following inferences could be drawn: 
• if 5j-y — f (xj + A, X ( j j )  - / ( x j ,  X y ) )  ^  0, then x j  affects the output 
• if Sjy varies as Xj varies, then Xj affects the output nonlinearly 
• if ôjy varies as X(^ varies, then Xj affects the output through interactions. 
The elementary effect EE of xj denoted by EEj is defined as 
Y i  —  f i  ( X j  )  i  —  1 , . . . ,  tyi,  j  —  1 , . . . ,  n  (6.1) 
r r  _ àjV _ f (x i  + A>X ( j ) )  -  f  ( x j ' X t i ) )  
- x Â A (6.2) 
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In the Morris method, a number of staircase-like search curves are constructed in parameter 
space. The search curve is such that it all the dimensions in parameter only once. Figure 6.5 
(left) shows the schematic of search curves constructed in a two-dimensional parameter space. 
Each vertex in the search curve is a set of parameter values which can be used in a model "run". 
Thus, the difference between any two simulations run using parameter settings from adjacent 
nodes on a search curve is a single parameter value. The elementary effect for that parameter 
can then be computed as described above from the outputs of these two simulations. Note that 
only one elementary effect can be computed for a given parameter per search curve. If there 
are Np parameters and Nr search curves, then each curve should have Np + 1 points (to sample 
the Np dimensions) and the total number of simulations will be Nr x (Np + 1). 
* Mean > 
Figure 6.5 Morris method. Search curves in two-dimensional parameter 
space (left); Mean-Variance map (right). 
Let EEa j  be the elementary effect corresponding to the ath parameter in the jth curve. 
The mean elementary effect EEa can be defined for this parameter as 
1 Nr 
^ = = (6.3) 
and a corresponding variance can be computed as 
1 ^ _ \2 
°
a = 
~N~ = 1 \EE<*J ~ EEaJ • (6.4) 
Once the mean and variance are computed for all the Np parameters, a mean-variance map as 
shown in Fig. 6.5(right) can be drawn. Alternatively, the means and variances can be tabulated 
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for each parameter; we follow the latter in presenting our results. The ath parameter is denoted 
on the map by (cra, EEa). Depending on their location, the importance of the parameters is 
determined based on the following rules: 
• Parameters with small mean elementary effects do not have any significant effect on the 
model, 
• Parameters with large means and small variances have very significant individual effect 
on the output and 
• Parameters exhibiting large means and large variances have significant interaction effects. 
The conceptual design described above can be made computationally economical (i.e., 
lesser number of simulations for reasonably accurate estimates) as described in Morris [44] and 
[40]. An implementation of these methods to produce economical Morris designs is available 
in the free software package SIMLAB1. In our present studies, we have used this package to 
generate a Morris design. 
Simulation setup 
A number of parameters can be observed to determine the model output. These are: 
• Operating pressure Pa tm, 
• Inlet temperature of monomer Tj„, 
• Inlet initiator (TBPP) flow rates (both low- and high-temperature initiators), 
• Inlet flow rate of chain transfer agent (CTA), 
• Inlet monomer mass flow rate, 
• Coolant flow rates in all CW ZoneO, CW Zone-I and CW Zone 2, 
1 available at http://webfarm.jrc.cec.eu.int/uasa/primer/index.asp from the Joint Research Center, Italy. 
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A total of 12 factors have been used in our screening studies. The design matrix, is the 
matrix that is constructed by the design such that each column corresponds to a given factor 
and each row to a simulation. The number of rows in the design matrix determines the total 
number of model evaluations that must be performed. For the Morris design, the number of 
rows NT is given by NR = (n + 1)R where R is the number of (randomly chosen) search curves 
used and n is the number of factors involved. In SIMLAB, a Morris design is generated by 
specifying 
• the number of parameters 
• the number of levels of the parameter 
• the number of search curves 
• the assumed probability distribution of the parameter 
In the present study, each of the 12 parameters considered are assumed to be distributed 
uniformly over the corresponding range given in Table 4.4. A total of 4 search curves were 
constructed in parameter space. As noted above, since there are 12 parameters to be studied, 
each curve has 13 nodes. Thus, a total of 4 x 13 = 52 model evaluations were performed. 
The values of the 12 parameters used in the simulations are tabulated in Tables 6.12-
6.15 (these tables can be found at the end of this chapter). The relative importance of the 
parameters can be evaluated based on their effect on the following quantities: 
• The maximum rise in temperature in Zone 0: ATmax = Tmax — Tin, where Tm is the inlet 
monomer temperature and 
• ATmax/LTmax where LTmax is the location of Tmax. 
The first of these quantities is directly related to the temperature peak Tmax while the second 
quantity measures the rate at which Tmax is attained as a function of reactor length. It could 
be viewed as the overall temperature gradient in the region upstream of the peak temperature. 
Higher values of this quantity imply that the peak is reached faster indicating higher reaction 
rates in Feed Zone 1. 
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The reader may have noted that the various parameter-ranges span orders of magnitude. 
In order to evaluate their relative importance, it is important that the parameters be appro­
priately scaled so that their values lie between 0 and 1. To effect such a scaling, the difference 
between parameter values corresponding to adjacent nodes on the search curve were normalized. 
We discuss the parameter sensitivities for the two output quantities introduced above. 
Maximum temperature rise in Feed Zone 1 - Tmax. 
We begin by introducing the scaling used in computing the elementary effects. For a given 
parameter the elementary effect corresponding to that parameter was computed as 
_ (ATmax)i+1|n - (ATmax)i n ^ 
•C'-C'cm — IO.OJ 
<t>; 
Aa) _ i{a) 
W = S" JS (6-6) 
ymax <Pmin 
where 4>f^ and correspond to the ith and the (i + l)th nodes on the search curve, and 
</)max and correspond to the maximum and minimum values in the admissible range of the 
parameter. The reader nay recall that for each search curve, there is only one such quantity for 
every parameter. Table 6.3 shows the elementary effects (EE;, i = 1,..., 4) of each parameter 
on Tmax — Tin corresponding to each search curve. Also shown in the table are the mean and 
variance for the elementary effect of each parameter. 
From Table 6.3, a distinction can be made between those parameters that have a sig­
nificant effect and those that have negligible effect on Tmax — T;n. The former are those that 
exhibit large values of elementary effect means whereas the latter are those that show compara­
tively smaller values for the elementary effect means. Table 6.4 shows the parameters having a 
significant effect on ATmax. The magnitude of the variance associated with every parameter 
relative to the corresponding mean determines the significance of its individual effect. Thus, 
Tin, TBPIN and TCW0 show fairly large individual effects whereas the pressure Patm and the 
monomer mass flow rate MFR have significant interactive effects. The parameters in Table 6.4 
are listed in decreasing order of elementary effect magnitude. Thus, from a control view point, 
varying the pressure can be expected to produce a more significant effect on ATmax than vary-
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Table 6.3 Mean and variance of the elementary effects of each of the 12 
parameters on Tmax — Tin. EEi, i = 1,..., 4 denotes the ele­
mentary effects corresponding to the ith search curve. 
Parameter EEi EE2 ee3 EEi Mean Variance 
Pdm 22 16 70 24 33 620 
Tin -20 -15.2 -18.4 -19.2 -18.2 4.43 
TBPP 2.86 2.86 2.86 5.71 3.57 2.04 
TBPIN 20 22 22 24 22 2.67 
CTA -2 -2 —8 —4 -4 8 
MFR -18 -14 -24 -24 -20 24 
MFRCWO -2 0 -2 0 -1 1.33 
MFRCW1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MFRCW2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TCWO 8 12 8 10 9.5 3.67 
TCW1 0 8 0 0 2 16 
TCW2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 6.4 Parameters that have a significant effect on AT r n a x .  
Parameter Individual Interactive 
effects effects 
Patm V 
Tin V 
TBPIN V 
MFR V 
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ing the inlet temperature will, eventhough the latter has a more significant individual effect. 
Note must also be made of the positivity or otherwise of the elementary effect means. Thus, 
Patm, MFR and TCWO have positive elementary effects which imply that ATmax increases 
with increase in these parameters and vice-versa. This is not unexpected since for a given 
inlet temperature Tj„, the peak temperature Tmax will increase with increase in pressure (since 
higher pressure leads to higher reaction rates) and/or in inlet flow rate of high-temperature 
initiator TBPIN (again, due to increased reaction rates) and in TCWO (since higher coolant 
temperatures imply lesser temperature difference for convective heat-transfer and hence higher 
Tmax-) On the other hand, the inlet temperature Tjn and the monomer mass flow rate MFR 
exhibit negative elementary effects so that any positive change in these parameters leads to a 
decrease in ATm a x  and vice-versa. This implies that any change in Tin  does not increase T r n a x .  
Interestingly, the negative elementary effects exhibited by MFR also imply that increasing the 
monomer flow rate leads to lower reaction rates and hence lower Tmax values. 
Table 6.5 Mean and variance of the elementary effects of each of the 12 
parameters on Tmax — Tin. EEi, i = 1,... ,4 denotes the ele­
mentary effects corresponding to the ith search curve. 
Parameter EEi ee2 EEs EEi Mean Variance 
P:itrn 0.43 1.2 0.2 1.1 0.73 0.23 
Tin 0.26 0.30 0.20 0.35 0.28 0.004 
TBPP 1.12 0.64 1.21 3.1 1.52 1.17 
TBPIN 0.21 0.49 1.06 1.76 0.88 0.47 
CTA -0.07 -0.09 -0.04 -0.4 -0.15 0.02 
MFR -1.37 -1.91 -0.55 -0.86 -1.17 0.36 
MFRCWQ -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.13 -0.05 0.002 
MFRCW1 0 0.007 0 0 0.001 1.21 x 10-5 
MFRCW2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TCWO 0.68 0.49 0.66 0.78 0.65 0.01 
TCW1 0 0.04 0 0 0.01 0.0003 
TCW2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Overall temperature gradient - ATmax/L. 
Table 6.5 shows the elementary effect means and variances for the various parameters on 
ATmax/L. The elementary effects were computed as 
pp _ (ATma,/LTmax)i+i!n — (ATmax/Lxmax)in (R 
•C'-C'ctn — -ZQ) C3- ' ) 
4*71 
Aa) _ Aa) 
#£> = A|" JS <6'8) 
ymax <Pmjn 
where and correspond to the ith and the (i + l)th nodes on the search curve, and 
<^max and correspond to the maximum and minimum values in the admissible range of 
the parameter. Here again, as with ATmai, there are a few parameters which exhibit very low 
elementary effect means - indicating that they are not significant. Some other parameters show 
relatively large values for the elementary effects and can be expected to contribute significantly 
to ATmax/L. These parameters are shown in Table 6.6. Prom Table 6.6, it is clear that the 
Table 6.6 Parameters that have a significant effect on ATm a x /L. 
Parameter Individual Interactive 
effects effects 
Pilni V 
Tin V 
TBPP V 
TBPIN V 
CTvl V 
M F R  V 
TCWO V 
inlet monomer temperature Tjn and the coolant temperature TCWO in CWZone 0 have very 
significant individual effects since the corresponding elementary effect means are much larger 
compared to the variances. It is also evident that the operating pressure and the flow rates of 
the monomer, initiators and the chain transfer agent contribute to ATmax significantly through 
interactions. It must be noted that the parameters are listed in Table 6.6 in decreasing order 
according to the magnitude of elementary effects. It follows that for a given peak temperature, 
its location is strongly dependent on the initiator and monomer mass flow rates and their 
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interactions with other parameters. From a control view point, varying these parameters can 
be expected to produce the most effect on ATmax/L. A few qualitative comments can be made 
on the nature of the effects of these parameters. All the parameters in Table 6.6 other than 
MFR and CTA have a positive effect on ATmax/L, i.e., an increase in the value of these 
parameters leads to an increase in the overall temperature gradient and vice versa. However, 
MFR and CTA have a negative effect on the overall gradient - any increase in these parameters 
leads to a decrease in the gradient and vice versa. Again, this is not entirely unexpected since 
for a fixed initiator mass flow rate, an increase in the monomer and CTA mass flow rates implies 
a decrease in the initiator mass fractions. Since lesser amounts of initiator are available per 
unit mass of monomer, polymerization reaction rates will decrease resulting in a decrease in 
^Tfyuxx and ATmaxlL. 
Dynamic behavior of HPTLR model 
We next look at model predictions of dynamic reactor behavior. Figure 6.6 shows the time 
evolution of the reaction, wall and coolant temperatures during reactor startup under typical 
normal operating conditions. The reactor is initially filled only with monomer and no initiator. 
At t = 0, the initiator mixture is injected into the monomer stream and the reaction temperature 
begins to increase. Also, the kick-valve is not operated, i.e., there is no pressure pulsing. Under 
these conditions, it is evident that the temperature takes close to 150 s to attain steady state. 
On the other hand, the wall temperature (and consequently the coolant temperatures in the 
three cooling zones) take much longer to attain steady state. 
Temperature time-profiles at different locations 
Shown in Fig. 6.7 are the time-profiles of the reaction temperature, wall temperature and 
coolant temperatures at two different locations when a kick-valve is operated. The kick-valve 
is operated after the reaction temperature has attained steady state. The operating conditions 
pertinent to Fig. 6.7 are the same as those corresponding to Fig. 6.6. Figure 6.7(left) corresponds 
to a location that is upstream of the peak. It is evident that at this location, the reaction 
temperature shows significant time-dependent behavior while the wall and coolant temperatures 
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remain constant and do not exhibit any discernible change. This is because the wall responds 
slowly to changes in the temperature of the reaction fluid. As a result, when the reaction 
fluid undergoes rapid fluctuations (short time-scale fluctuations), the wall essentially remains 
unaffected by these fluctuations - if the reaction temperature fluctuations were to occur more 
gradually, the wall temperature can be expected to show a discernible response. It follows that 
since the wall temperature does not undergo fluctuations, the coolant temperature does not 
exhibit any fluctuations either. The above discussion again leads us to the following conclusion 
- any short time-scale increases in the reaction temperature cannot be controlled through the 
coolant water since the wall responds very slowly to rapid temperature changes. 
On comparing the temperature profiles in Fig. 6.7(left) and (right), it is clear that tem­
perature fluctuations due to pressure pulsing are more pronounced at locations upstream of the 
peak temperature than at locations downstream of the peak. The reason for this will become 
clear if one considers the spatial temperature profiles in Fig. 6.7 again. In the region upstream 
of the peak, temperature increases rapidly with distance till it reaches the peak suggesting that 
the reaction rates are very high here. Beyond the peak temperature, the reaction rates begin 
to fall off and cooling by heat-transfer becomes the dominant phenomenon. As a result, in this 
region, temperature gradually decreases with distance. Since the pressure pulse affects the con­
vective velocity, its effect on the convective term, i.e., (U) ^ in Eqn. 3.17, is more pronounced 
where composition and temperature gradients are high, i.e., at locations upstream of the peak. 
Dynamic behavior during decomp 
Figure 6.8 shows the time evolution of reaction, wall and coolant temperatures when a 
decomp occurs during startup. It can be clearly observed that the decomp event occurs over 
very short timescales, i.e., when a decomp event occurs, the reactor temperature increases 
very rapidly over very short periods of time. However, both the wall temperature and coolant 
temperature do not show appreciable increases at these short time scales. It follows that once 
a decomp sets in, cooling by heat-transfer will not be able to control its progress. Any attempt 
at quenching the decomp, if it is possible at all, will have to directly involve the reaction fluid 
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the reaction temperature. 
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two different locations along the length of the reactor, (left) 
Location upstream of peak temperature, (right) location far 
downstream of peak temperature. 
and the reactor tube. Some possible strategies for quenching include decreasing the reactor 
pressure rapidly, stopping initiator injection etc. However, these strategies may work best only 
to prevent relatively small anomalous temperature surges in the reactor from growing into a 
decomp. In other words, once decomp sets in, it is nearly impossible to control reactor runaway. 
Two quantities that we will be using in later sections with respect to decomp are the 
"induction length" and "induction time". In chapter 5, we saw that decomp sets in when 
the decomposition reaction rates dominate the polymerization rates. Before decomp sets in, 
therefore, the decomp reaction rates must "grow". With respect to the HPTLR, this growth 
occurs over a period of time called the induction time during which the temperature itself does 
not show any significant increase. In the spatial profile of the reaction temperature, we see that 
the temperature does not show any appreciable change till a certain location at which it shows 
a sudden and rapid increase leading to decomp. The distance of this location from the inlet is 
termed the induction length and the time at which decomp occurs at this location is called the 
induction time. 
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In the following sections, we focus on the dynamic response of the model to time-
dependent changes in operating conditions. We begin by simulating a "grade-change" oper­
ation in which certain inlet conditions undergo a "ramp" change (a continuous change from one 
value to another over a finite period of time) in order to shift from one grade of polymer to 
another. In our work, we specifically study the ramp-response of the model to changes in the 
inlet temperature and inlet initiator flow rates. A particularly interesting case is that of decomp 
onset due to a grade-change operation. Following this, we study the effect of fluctuations in 
initiator flow rates on the dynamic response of the reactor model. Finally, the effect of pressure 
pulsing on the temperature time-profiles at various locations along the length of the reactor is 
discussed. 
Simulating grade-change operations 
As noted above, a grade-change operation is a real-time reactor operation wherein some or 
all of the operating conditions are ramped so as to change from producing a polymer product of 
a given grade to another as shown in Fig. 6.9. Typical grade-change operations involve changes 
in inlet temperatures, inlet initiator flow rates, initiator types and operating pressures. Since 
grade-changes are regularly scheduled in typical plant operations, a good comprehension of the 
dynamic response of the HPTLR during a grade-change operation is of paramount importance 
to the plant engineer in making operational decisions. 
The HPTLR model can be used to simulate grade-change operations with an aim to 
achieve better understanding of reactor dynamics. In our work, the inlet monomer temperature 
(Tin and the initiator flow rates (Qj) were chosen as the operating conditions to be varied 
for simulating grade-change operations. The following studies have been performed with the 
variables: 
• Dynamic response studies by varying the inlet monomer temperature while maintaining 
the ramping rate of the process variable (inlet monomer temperature or initiator flow 
rate) constant. 
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of a grade-change operation. 
• Studies on the dynamic response of the model by ramping the initiator flow rates at three 
different inlet monomer temperatures. The ramping rates are held constant for all three 
cases. 
• Studies on the dynamic response of the model to different ramping rates of initiator flow 
rates for the same inlet monomer temperature. 
The initiators used in these studies are tert-butyl peroxy pivalate (TBPP - a "low-temperature" 
initiator active at low temperatures) and tert-butyl peroxy iso-neodecanoate ('TBPIN- a "high-
temperature" initiator active at temperatures above 190°C.) In the following sections, we discuss 
the results from these studies. 
Ramp change in inlet monomer temperature 
Figure 6.10 shows the dynamic response of the reactor temperature to a ramp change in Tin 
starting from three different values - 160°C, 170°C and 180°C. The ramping operation in 
each case was simulated by increasing the inlet monomer temperature by 20° C over a period 
of 5 s which corresponds to a ramping rate of 4°Cs. 
Referring to Fig. 6.10, we make some qualitative comments. In each of the plots in 
Fig. 6.10, since a mixture of two initiators - one active at low temperatures (TBPP) and one 
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active at high temperature (TBPIN) - has been used in the simulations, two distinct regions can 
be identified in the temperature profiles upstream of the peak, which have different temperature 
gradients. The first region, closer to the inlet, is characterized by a relatively rapid increase 
in temperature and corresponds to the activity of the low-temperature initiator - we term this 
region the rapid increase region (RIR). The second region, which we call the gradual increase 
region (GIR) is characterized by a relatively lower temperature gradient and corresponds to the 
activity of the high-temperature initiator. An increase in the temperature gradient at a given 
location implies a corresponding increase in the reaction rates. Thus, the reaction rates are 
relatively larger in the RIR than in the GIR. 
Comparing the temperature profiles for the three different cases, we notice that the as 
the initial inlet temperature (T;„) increases, the temperature gradients in GIR and RIR also 
increase. Qualitatively, we observe that for an initial inlet monomer temperature of 160°C, the 
temperature gradient in GIR undergoes a comparatively larger change than the temperature 
gradient in RIR. However, at an initial inlet monomer temperature of 180°C, the temperature 
gradient in both GIR and RIR increase discernibly. This is consistent with the fact that the 
activity of the initiators (both low-temperature and high-temperature)increases with tempera­
ture, i.e., at higher initial Tin, the initiator activities are higher and as a result the temperature 
gradients in RIR and GIR increase significantly. Thus, ramping the inlet monomer temperature 
has the effect of shifting the peak to locations upstream, i.e., closer to the inlet. 
Table 6.7 Table showing location of peak temperature at the beginning and 
end of ramping operation for three different initial inlet temper­
atures. The ramping rate the same in all three cases and is equal 
to 4°C. The total duration of the ramping period is the same for 
the three cases and is equal to 5s. 
Initial inlet monomer temperature (°C) lxt (m) 1 max x / lL (m) 1 max \ z &LTmax (m) 
160 99.0 65.0 34.0 
170 71.0 42.0 29.0 
180 52.0 32.0 20.0 
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of dynamic response of the reactor temperature 
to a ramp change in inlet monomer temperature for three 
different initial tin - 160°C, 170°C and 180°C. 
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Table 6.7 shows LlTmax and LÇ , the locations for the peak temperature corresponding 
to the spatial profile at the beginning and the end of the ramping operation respectively for 
different inlet monomer temperatures. It is clear that the extent to which the peak shifts 
towards the inlet decreases with increasing inlet monomer temperature. 
Further comments can be made about the dynamic response of the HPTLR model by 
inspecting the temperature time-profiles measured at various locations along the reactor for 
the three cases studied above. Fig. 6.11 shows the spatial temperature profiles as well as 
temperature time-profiles during the ramping operation starting from Tin = 160°C. It can 
be observed that the time-profiles reflect the dynamic response of the model to the ramping 
operation, i.e., an increase in Tjn over a finite period of time leads to increase in the reaction 
temperatures at different locations downstream of the inlet. Closer inspection reveals that the 
increase in reaction temperature (ATrxn) varies with location, i.e., some locations undergo a 
temperature increase whereas some locations undergo a decrease in temperature. This is a 
result of our observation earlier that ramping leads to a shift in the peak towards locations 
closer to the inlet, a fact borne out by the corresponding temperature profile. As the peak shifts 
towards the inlet, locations closer to the inlet record a temperature increase whereas those that 
are farther downstream record decreasing temperatures. 
Since some locations record temperature increases whereas others record a decrease in 
the same, there must be locations wherein the initial and the final temperatures remain the 
same. From Fig. 6.11 (left), it can be seen that this is indeed true, i.e., the initial and the 
final temperatures remain constant at the location wherein the two temperature profiles (initial 
and final) intersect, i.e., at x = 87.5m. However, we note that during the ramping operation, 
the temperature time-profile at this location records a small increase in the temperature before 
relaxing to the initial value. This can be understood better if we note that with respect to 
the initial temperature profile, this location is upstream (i.e., closer to the inlet) of the peak 
whereas it is downstream of the peak with respect to the final temperature profile. So, during 
the ramping operation, as the temperature peak shifts closer to the inlet, it "passes" through 
this location. Due to this, this location records a slight increase in temperature. However, once 
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Figure 6.11 Dynamic response of the reactor temperature to a ramp change 
in inlet temperature Tin starting from Tin — 160°C. (left) Spa­
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the peak passes this location, the temperature at this location decreases till it reaches its final 
value, which is the same as the initial value. 
Fig. 6.12 shows the temperature time-profiles recorded at different locations along the 
reactor for the three cases studied. On comparing the temperature time-profiles at x — 10m 
for the three cases, it can be noted that the temperature increase recorded at this location 
increases with the initial Ti„, i.e., the temperature increase recorded for Case 3 is higher than 
that recorded for Case 1. This is again a result of the relative increase in the magnitudes of the 
temperature gradients in the RIR and the GIR for the three cases. Another important obser­
vation that can be made is that in all the three cases, all the time-profiles show a temperature 
change over a period of ~ 5s, the same time as the ramp change. However, the temperature 
increase begins at different locations at different instants of time, due to the time taken by the 
fluid to "convect" the ramp change at the inlet. 
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Ramp change in inlet initiator flow rates 
We next discuss the dynamic response of the model to ramp changes in inlet initiator flow 
rates. Specifically, dynamic behavior of the model to different rates of ramping the inlet initiator 
flow rates at the same T,n is studied. As shown in Table 6.8, three cases were studied employing 
a mixture of two initiators - the low-temperature initiator TBPP and the high-temperature 
initiator TBPIN. 
Table 6.8 Table showing the inlet temperatures, initial initiator flow rates 
and ramping rates used in simulating grade-change operations 
by ramping the inlet initiator flow rates. 
Case %n(°C) Initial flow rate (Qio) Ramping rate Time (s) 
deg°C kg/hr x3600 kg/s2 
1 170 1.0 0.6 5 
2 170 1.0 1.0 5 
3 170 1.0 2.0 5 
In Fig. 6.13, temperature time-profiles at different locations are shown for Cases 1, 2 and 
3. The time-profiles correspond to 10m, 20m, 30m and 60m from the reactor inlet. Comparing 
the temperature time-profiles at 10 m for the three different cases, we see that the tempera­
ture increase due to ramping observed at this location increases as the ramping rate increases, 
implying an increase in the corresponding reaction rates. An increase in the reaction rates, in 
turn, leads to a shift in the peak towards the inlet. A comparison of the temperature time 
profiles observed at 20 m and 30 m for the three cases further confirms this observation. At 
these locations too, we see that the rate of temperature increase increases with the ramping 
rate. Comparing the three cases, we also observe that as the ramping rate is increased, the 
location at which the rate of temperature increase is the maximum, progressively moves down­
stream. Again,this is indicative of the fact that the peak moves upstream as the ramping rate 
is increased. 
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Grade-change is simulated by ramping TBPIN flow rates. 
Decomp during grade change 
In this section, we demonstrate that decomps can occur during grade-change operations. 
The grade-change considered here involves ramping the initiator flow rates. Starting from a 
nominal value, the high-temperature initiator (TBPIN) flow rate is ramped, keeping the low-
temperature initiator (TBPP) flow rate constant. Table 6.9 shows the relevant details for the 
three cases studied. Decomp occurs as a result of the ramp change in the high-temperature 
initiator flow rate. Figure 6.14 shows the time-evolution of the reaction temperature profile. 
As may be noted from this figure, decomp occurs as a consequence of the increase in TBPIN 
flow rate. From the figure, the induction length and the induction time can be inferred. We are 
interested in the effect of the initial TBPP flow rate on the induction length and the induction 
time. Table 6.9 shows that as the initial TBPP flow rate is increased, both the induction length 
and the induction time decrease. This is not surprising because an increase in TBPP flow rate 
implies that the gradient in the RIR also increases resulting in a shift in the peak. 
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Table 6.9 Initiator mass flow rates used in simulating decomp during 
grade-change. TBPP flow rate is held constant at its initial 
value in each case and TBPIN flow rate is ramped over a period 
of 5 s. The initial TBPIN flow rate is 1 kg/hr and the ramping 
rate employed in all three cases is 5.0 x 10~4kg/s2. 
Case TBPP flow rate Induction length Induction time 
kg/hr m s 
1 0.25 45.7 10.0 
2 0.5 39.0 9.0 
3 1.0 32.5 8.0 
Dynamic response to fluctuations in inlet conditions 
In this section, we describe the dynamic response of the model to periodic fluctuations in 
the inlet conditions, specifically the inlet initiator flow rates. A study such as this is useful from 
the viewpoint of reactor safety. This is because in actual reactor operation, peroxide initiators 
are injected into the reactor at very low flow rates (typically < lkg/hr) and fluctuations in the 
flow rates, though rare, can have significant effects on the reactor dynamics even when they are 
short-lived. Such fluctuations can be caused due to a number of reasons - for instance, faulty 
operation of injection pumps could lead to initiator flow rates fluctuating so that the average 
flow rates remains the same. In the present study, the effect of such fluctuations on the dynamic 
response of the model is investigated. 
Figure 6.15 schematically shows the fluctuations that are introduced in the inlet initiator 
flow rates as a function of time. As shown in the figure, the fluctuations consist of a "pulse"-
period of length At\ during which the initiator flow rate is bQj where Qj is the "nominal" 
initiator flow rate and b > 1 is the magnitude of the pulse. This is followed by a "sleep"-period 
of length A*2 during which the initiator flow rate drops to aQj where a < 1. The key point is 
t h a t  t h e  a v e r a g e  f l o w  r a t e  d u r i n g  t h i s  p u l s e - s l e e p  p e r i o d  i s  e q u a l  t o  t h e  n o m i n a l  f l o w  r a t e  Q j .  
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Figure 6.15 Figure showing fluctuations in inlet initiator mass flow rates. 
Mathematically, this implies that 
Qi (Ati + A*2) = bQiAti -f aQjAt2i (6.9) 
Ati + At2 = bAti + aAt2- (6.10) 
Thus, by assigning values to any three quantities in the above equation, the fourth can be fixed. 
Further, a special case of the above relation is when Ati = Af%, we have a + b = 2. 
In the present study, two cases have been studied to investigate the dynamic response 
of the model to pulsations wherein the pulse and the sleep period are of equal duration. The 
values of the pertinent parameters in either case are tabulated in Table 6.10. It is clear from 
this table that the periodic fluctuations used in Case 1 have a relatively lower frequency than 
those corresponding to Case 2. 
Table 6.10 Table showing parameters pertinent to periodic fluctuations in­
troduced in the inlet initiator flow rates 
Case b A ti At2 
1 1.95 1.0 1.0 
2 1.95 1.0 1.0 
A/j-J A?2 
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Figure 6.16 shows the dynamic response of the model observed in Cases 1 and 2 of 
Table 6.10. In Fig. 6.16 (left), the spatial temperature profile corresponding to Case 1 at 
time t = 50s is compared with the temperature profile at the same time when 6=1. It can 
immediately be seen that the temperature profile corresponding to Case 1 reflects the pulsations 
at the inlet in the initiator flow rates. In fact, it is clear that the temperature at each point in 
the reactor oscillates between two states - a high-temperature state (!Thigh(x)) corresponding to 
the pulse-period in the initiator flow rate and a low-temperature state (Tiow(x)) corresponding 
to the sleep-period. Note that the high-temperature period and the low-temperature period are 
the same and equal to At\ (= Atg). From Fig. 6.16 (left) it can be clearly inferred that the 
average temperature at each location Tavg(x), computed as 
= fWiM + TWz) (g ii) 
is comparatively smaller than the temperature profile corresponding to b = 1. Thus, eventhough 
the average initiator flow rates remain constant at the inlet over one cycle of the pulsation, the 
average temperature at each location (and hence the spatial profile of the average temperature) 
in the reactor is not the same as that corresponding to the case where 6 = 1. This is not 
unexpected since the model is strongly nonlinear. 
In actual plant operation, if such fluctuations were to occur, the temperature sensors at 
various locations can be expected to measure the average temperature profile Tavg(x). Since 
Tavg(x) is significantly lower than the high-temperature profile Thigh(x), it is possible that a 
potential decomp situation can remain unnoticed till it is too late. This issue assumes more 
importance in the context of the grade-change operations. Consider a grade-change operation 
wherein the initiator flow rate is increased - if fluctuations are present in the initiator flow rates 
while they are being increased, the danger of a decomp becomes increasingly imminent due to 
the resultant temperature fluctuations. 
Comparing the pulsating plots in Figs. 6.16 (left) and (right), it may be observed that 
the high- and the low- temperature profiles corresponding to Case 2 are the same as those 
corresponding to Case 1. This is not unexpected because, when A&i = Af%, the fluctuations are 
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controlled essentially by the magnitude of 6 which in turn controls the resultant temperatures. 
It can thus be concluded that when the pulse and sleep periods are equal, the frequency of the 
pulsations does not significantly affect the (high-, low- and average-) temperature profiles in 
the reactor. These are solely determined by the magnitude of the pulse, i.e., the quantity b. 
Figure 6.17 compares the monomer mass fraction profiles corresponding to Cases 1 and 
2 with that corresponding to the case where 6=1. As with the temperature profiles, there are 
two states that the monomer conversion at each location can exist in - a high-conversion state 
corresponding to low monomer mass fraction (yffi) and a low-conversion state corresponding 
to high monomer mass fraction {y^gh)- The average monomer mass fraction at each point can 
be computed as 
It may again be noted that the average monomer mass fraction profile will be higher than 
that corresponds to 6 = 1 resulting in lower average monomer conversion at all locations in the 
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reactor. As a result, the average conversion at the reactor outlet can be expected to be less than 
that corresponding to b = 1. This, combined with our earlier observation that the temperatures 
are conducive to decomp onset, indicate that fluctuations in the reactor are not very desirable 
from an operational point of view. Furthermore, as in the case of the temperature profiles, the 
frequency of the fluctuations do not significantly alter the monomer mass fraction profiles since 
the profiles are determined completely by b, the magnitude of the pulse. 
Effect of varying kick-velocity parameters 
In this section, we study the effect of varying the kick-velocity parameters on the dynamic 
response of the model. The kick-velocity model describes the function /3 Particularly, at 
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x = Ljdp where L is the total length of the reactor, we have 
1 S < to 
1 + mi s t o  <  s < t i  
m2 + 7713 (s -*l) t l  <  s  < t 2  
TO4 + 7715 (s - <2) t 2  <  S  < t 3  
1 t 3  <  S  
where 
/3(Z,/dp,t) = /T(Z + Z,/c) (6.14) 
so that (3* (0) essentially describes velocity fluctuations at this location as shown in Fig. 6.18. 
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Figure 6.18 /?* as a function of time. 
In the above relation, the quantities mi, m3 and m5 determine the rates at which the 
velocity responds to changes in the reactor pressure due to the kick-valve operation. Thus, m\ 
determines the rate at which (3* increases to mg from unity due to the decrease in pressure as 
the kick-valve is opened, m3 controls the rate at which it decreases to 77-14 due to the increase 
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in reactor pressure as the kick-valve is closed and finally 7715 is the rate at which it relaxes to 
its original value of unity from 7714. As we have noted before, by fixing mi, ti, and £3, the 
rest of the parameters, i.e., m% through 7715 can be determined. 
In this section, we study the dynamic response of the model when 7711 >> 1 at ti — to is 
very small. This corresponds to the situation where (3* increases rapidly. The dynamic response 
of the model is discussed for different values of *2~ *o- Table 6.11 shows the relevant parameters 
used in the study. 
Table 6.11 Table showing the parameter values used in studying the model 
response to change in kick-velocity parameters. In all the cases, 
mi = 15.0, ti — to = 0.25 s and t$ — to = 14.7 s. 
Case 0 1 7713 7774 7775 
1 1.0 -5.35 0.74 0.02 
2 3.0 -1.65 0.22 0.07 
3 8.0 -0.51 0.78 0.03 
Figure 6.19 compares the temperature time-profiles at 30 m, 50 m, 60 m and 80 m from 
the inlet for Cases 1, 2 and 3. It is clear from the plots that the fluctuations due to the kicking 
are larger at 50 m and 60 m than those at 30 and 80 m. The fluctuations in the temperature 
time-profile are a result of fluctuations in the velocity, i.e., due to (3. Since (3 influences the 
convection term in the model equations, the largest fluctuations are observed where the scalar 
gradients are the largest. 
On comparing the time profiles at 30 m for Cases 1, 2 and 3, we note that the fluctuations 
are the smallest in Case 1 and increase as we go from Case 1 to Case 3. However, the temperature 
fluctuations are on the negative side, i.e., there is no significant increase in the temperature due 
to the velocity fluctuations. Recalling that a small 7714 implies a larger increase in the density 
(and hence a large increase in the temperature), we conclude that the velocity fluctuations 
cannot cause a temperature rise sufficient for decomp onset. 
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2 and 3. 
Table 6.12 Table showing parameter settings for nodes in search curve 1 
Run Pressure Inlet Temp. TBPP TBPIN CTA MFR MFRCWO MFRCWl MFRCW2 TCWO TCWl TCW2 Tmax dL 
1 3006.25 159.375 0.30625 0.85 387.5 26250 97.5 107.5 134.375 178.125 153.125 165.625 264 92 
2 3006.25 159.375 0.30625 0.85 387.5 26250 97.5 87.5 134.375 178.125 153.125 165.625 264 92 
3 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 387.5 26250 97.5 87.5 134.375 178.125 153.125 165.625 265 69 
4 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 26250 97.5 87.5 134.375 178.125 153.125 165.625 264 70 
5 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 26250 97.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 153.125 165.625 260 87 
6 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 26250 97.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 260 87 
7 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 26250 97.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 260 87 
8 3006.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 36250 97.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 251 194 
9 2756.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 36250 97.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 240 314 
10 2756.25 159.375 0.65625 0.85 687.5 36250 117.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 240 328 
11 2756.25 159.375 0.65625 1.25 687.5 36250 117.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 165.625 250 257 
12 2756.25 159.375 0.65625 1.25 687.5 36250 117.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 190.625 250 257 
13 2756.25 184.375 0.65625 1.25 687.5 36250 117.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 178.125 190.625 250 97 
Table 6.13 Table showing parameter settings for nodes in search curve 2 
Run Pressure Inlet Temp. TBPP TBPIN CTA MFR MFRCWO MFRCWl MFRCW2 TCWO TCWl TCW2 Tmax dL 
14 2881.25 190.625 0.65625 0.75 387.5 36250 87.5 112.5 140.625 196.875 184.375 178.125 258 64 
15 2881.25 190.625 0.65625 0.75 387.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 196.875 184.375 178.125 265 37 
16 2631.25 190.625 0.65625 0.75 387.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 196.875 184.375 178.125 257 47 
17 2631.25 190.625 0.30625 0.75 387.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 196.875 184.375 178.125 256 55 
18 2631.25 190.625 0.30625 0.75 387.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 171.875 184.375 178.125 250 63 
19 2631.25 190.625 0.30625 0.75 687.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 171.875 184.375 178.125 249 65 
20 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 0.75 687.5 26250 87.5 112.5 140.625 171.875 184.375 178.125 243 149 
21 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 0.75 687.5 26250 87.5 112.5 115.625 171.875 184.375 178.125 243 149 
22 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 0.75 687.5 26250 87.5 112.5 115.625 171.875 159.375 178.125 243 149 
23 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 1.15 687.5 26250 87.5 112.5 115.625 171.875 159.375 178.125 254 116 
24 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 1.15 687.5 26250 107.5 112.5 115.625 171.875 159.375 178.125 253 118 
25 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 1.15 687.5 26250 107.5 92.5 115.625 171.875 159.375 178.125 253 118 
26 2631.25 165.625 0.30625 1.15 687.5 26250 107.5 92.5 115.625 171.875 159.375 153.125 253 118 
Table 6.14 Table showing parameter settings for nodes in search curve 3 
Run Pressure Inlet Temp. TBPP TBPIN CTA MFR MFRCWO MFRCWl MFRCW2 TCWO TCWl TCW2 Tmax dL 
27 2693.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 387.5 36250 97.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 171.875 171.875 202 390 
28 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 387.5 36250 97.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 171.875 171.875 237 368 
29 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 36250 97.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 171.875 171.875 233 387 
30 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 97.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 171.875 171.875 245 191 
31 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 97.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 196.875 171.875 249 192 
32 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 117.5 107.5 128.125 165.625 196.875 171.875 249 196 
33 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 117.5 107.5 103.125 165.625 196.875 171.875 249 197 
34 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 117.5 107.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 171.875 253 122 
35 2943.75 153.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 117.5 87.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 171.875 253 122 
36 2943.75 178.125 0.30625 0.55 687.5 26250 117.5 87.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 171.875 255 72 
37 2943.75 178.125 0.30625 0.95 687.5 26250 117.5 87.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 171.875 266 55 
38 2943.75 178.125 0.65625 0.95 687.5 26250 117.5 87.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 171.875 267 44 
39 2943.75 178.125 0.65625 0.95 687.5 26250 117.5 87.5 103.125 190.625 196.875 196.875 267 44 
Table 6.15 Table showing parameter settings for nodes in search curve 4 
Run Pressure Inlet Temp. TBPP TBPIN CTA MFR MFRCWO MFRCWl MFRCW2 TCWO TCWl TCW2 dL 
40 2818.75 159.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 31250 112.5 107.5 109.375 178.125 171.875 178.125 240 258 
41 2818.75 159.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 107.5 109.375 178.125 171.875 178.125 252 125 
42 2818.75 159.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 107.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 178.125 247 251 
43 2818.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 107.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 178.125 248 81 
44 2818.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 178.125 248 81 
45 2818.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 153.125 248 81 
46 3068.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 112.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 153.125 260 57 
47 3068.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 92.5 87.5 109.375 153.125 171.875 153.125 261 55 
48 3068.75 184.375 0.13125 0.55 312.5 21250 92.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 171.875 153.125 261 55 
49 3068.75 184.375 0.13125 0.95 312.5 21250 92.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 171.875 153.125 273 39 
50 3068.75 184.375 0.13125 0.95 312.5 21250 92.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 196.875 153.125 273 39 
51 3068.75 184.375 0.48125 0.95 312.5 21250 92.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 196.875 153.125 275 27 
52 3068.75 184.375 0.48125 0.95 612.5 21250 92.5 87.5 134.375 153.125 196.875 153.125 273 28 
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7 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Our modeling studies have been able to reveal aspects of dynamic behavior that have not 
been hitherto reported in open literature. Though the model is of moderately sophisticated, 
its utility in understanding the effects of dynamic phenomena such as pressure-pulsing, grade-
change operations etc., on HPTLR behavior cannot be overemphasized. The purpose of this 
chapter is to summarize our studies with the model and the conclusions drawn therein. We first 
describe results that we have obtained from our modeling studies and discuss their significance 
with respect to the dynamic and steady-state behavior of the HPTLR. Possible extensions 
to the model are then identified and recommendations for future work are made - for model 
development and for devising better numerical simulation strategies. 
General conclusions 
The HPTLR model that we have proposed in this work is a one-dimensional model capable 
of describing the dynamic behavior of the HPTLR. A critical feature of the model is its ability 
to account for the interaction between chemical reactions and turbulent micromixing in the 
HPTLR. A symmetric two-environment mixing model has been used wherein micromixing is 
described by the interaction-by-exchange-with-the-mean (IEM) model [37]. A model for the 
pressure-pulsing operation has been considered which was constructed based on plant data. 
Given the considerable exothermicity of the polymerization reactions in the HPTLR, dynamic 
behavior of the reactor is strongly influenced by heat-transfer. The model equations therefore 
considers heat transfer between the reaction mixture, the reactor wall and the coolant water in 
the surrounding jacket, in detail. 
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The model has been validated against plant data. Data from actual plant operation was 
used to fit the model parameters. Preliminary inspection of plant data revealed a number 
of aspects about HPTLR behavior. Under normal operating conditions, the HPTLR exhibits 
a certain "nominal" spatial temperature profile, i.e., every point in the reactor has a certain 
"nominal" temperature associated with it. The nominal temperature profile is determined 
completely by the operating conditions such as pressure, inlet temperature, initiator type and 
mass flow rate etc. Dynamic phenomena such as pressure pulsing, which occur periodically 
in the reactor, result in fluctuations about this nominal temperature profile. The fluctuations 
relax to the original nominal temperature profile when the pressure returns to its original value 
at the end of the pulsing. 
Upon inspecting the time-profiles of the temperature at various locations in the reactor 
- again, obtained from plant data - the periodic fluctuations showed a clear trend in time. It 
could be inferred from these time-profiles that the pressure-pulsing had a definite effect on 
the temperature at some locations in the reactor, notably in regions where the temperature 
gradient is very large. The time-profiles of the temperature recorded by sensors revealed that 
with the pressure decrease that accompanies the opening of the kick-valve, the temperature 
decreases and reaches a minimum. As the pressure increases with the closing of the kick-
valve, the temperatures increase as a function of time to return to the corresponding "nominal" 
temperature. However, before relaxing to its nominal value, the temperature overshoots the 
nominal value. The velocity too, undergoes fluctuations during the pressure pulsing operation 
and the temperature gradients in the reactor are significantly affected due to these velocity 
gradients. 
In fitting the model parameters to plant data, it was found that when the inlet monomer 
temperature, operating pressure, and initiator and monomer mass flow rates are held constant, 
the parameters that appear to have the most effect on the temperature profile in the reactor 
are the Arrhenius parameters (activation energy Ea and pre-exponential factors ko) pertaining 
to initiator decomposition kinetics and ethylene decomposition. This observation was further 
strengthened by our sensitivity analysis studies with the steady-state model. We discuss the 
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results from the sensitivity analysis shortly. Further, model parameters pertaining to velocity 
fluctuations were also fit successfully to the temperature time-profiles recorded at the various 
sensors. 
Plant data pertaining to two distinct temperature surges (which occurred within 24 hours) 
in the reactor were also studied. It was hypothesized that the temperature surges could be 
attributed to excess initiator being injected into the reactor. Though there was not sufficient 
evidence to prove the hypothesis, a surge could be simulated in the model successfully based 
on this hypothesis. The model, in its present form, dictates that such temperature surges in 
the reactor can be caused due only to "spurts" in the initiator mass flow rates. 
Studies on the dynamic behavior of the model have revealed some interesting aspects. 
The first and most important of these results is that the wall temperature and the coolant tem­
perature evolve much slower than the reaction temperature. Sudden changes in the reaction 
temperature were not reflected immediately by the wall and coolant temperatures. It is thus 
evident that the heat-transfer between the reaction mixture and the reactor wall is compara­
tively slow. Further, it can be concluded that sudden surges in the reaction temperature cannot 
be effectively controlled by heat-transfer alone. 
To investigate the dynamic behavior of the model, further studies were made: 
• Grade-change operations: Grade-change operations are regularly scheduled operations 
in HPTLRs which involve a gradual change in process conditions resulting in a shift in 
the "grade" /type of polymer produced. Typical grade-change operations involve changes 
in inlet monomer temperature, initiator mass flow rates and operating pressures. Model 
simulations were carried out for two kinds of grade-change operations - ramp change in 
the inlet monomer temperature and ramp change in the inlet initiator mass flow rate. A 
ramp change is typically a linear increase in the value of the parameter with time. Our 
studies revealed that a gradual increase in inlet monomer temperature led to a shift in 
the peak temperature towards the inlet. 
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» Fluctuations in inlet initiator mass flow rates: The effect of fluctuations in inlet 
initiator mass flow rates on the dynamic behavior of the model were studied. The studies 
showed that the reactor temperature at each point, at any given instant of time, could be 
in one of two states - one higher and another lower than the temperature corresponding 
to the unperturbed flow rate. The risk of decomp increases drastically when the peak is 
at the higher temperature state. It was also inferred that the average conversion at the 
reactor exit decreases due to the existence of the lower temperature state. 
• Effect of varying kick-velocity parameters: The effect of rapid acceleration and 
gradual deceleration of the reaction fluid on the temperature was studied by simulating 
the model for various values of the parameter in Eqn. 3.41 while maintaining mi at 
a very high value of 15 and ti — 0.25. Studies showed that the temperatures show 
increasingly larger fluctuations in the negative direction with increasing relaxation time 
Zg. It also became clear that pressure-pulsing does not lead to significant temperature 
surges in the reactor. 
From a control perspective, sensitivity analysis of the model is necessary to determine 
the most significant parameters. To this end, a set of model simulations based on the method 
of Morris [44] were carried out. 
• It was determined that the operating pressure Patm and inlet flow rate of the high-
temperature initiator played very significant roles in the determination of ATmax, the 
maximum temperature difference upstream of the peak. Other parameters such as inlet 
monomer temperature were found to have significant effect on the atrnax through 
interactions with other parameters. 
• Mass flow rates of the low- and high-temperature initiators were found to have the most 
significant effect on the overall temperature gradient atmax/l in the region upstream 
of the peak. The operating pressure Patm and other parameters seem to have significant 
interaction effects. 
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The sensitivity analysis experiments delineate the most effective parameters in the model. 
In actual reactor operation, the operating pressure Patm, inlet initiator mass flow rates and 
the inlet monomer temperature Tjn are the most effective control parameters, we can safely 
conclude that the model reliably reflects reactor behavior. 
From our studies, it is clear that the model is able to make sound qualitative and quan­
titative predictions about the dynamic behavior of the HPTLR. It should therefore prove to be 
an effective tool for the plant engineer in planning operations and in making critical operational 
decisions. 
Model evaluation 
The HPTLR model that we have developed in this work will certainly prove to be an effective 
tool to the plant engineer and is a definite improvement over those presented in open literature. 
However, our model does not answer all the questions one could raise about the HPTLR. A 
few aspects of the model need further improvement and we discuss those aspects briefly here. 
As noted earlier, the two-environment formulation of the model describes mixing using 
the interaction-by-exchange-with-the-mean (IEM) model [37]. While the IEM model is certainly 
one of the most widely used due to its simplicity, it suffers from important disadvantages [33]. 
For instance, it does not account for differential diffusion effects. A more sophisticated model 
such as the spectral relaxation model [57] could be used in its place to account for these effects. 
Though there is no strong evidence as to the presence of significant differential diffusion, it may 
be worthwhile to consider this phenomenon. 
The model for heat-transfer is based on the assumption that the thickness of the laminar 
layer adjacent to the reactor wall is constant. In reality, the thickness of this layer is not constant 
but is a function of both time and location. A more sophisticated model which accounts for 
this spatial and temporal variation in the laminar layer thickness can be expected to provide a 
realistic description of heat transfer. 
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The model for chemical kinetics is based on reaction schemes which are comprehensive for 
the LDPE polymerization and ethylene decomposition taken individually. However, the inter­
action between these two reaction schemes is not treated in detail. In fact, the only interaction 
between the two schemes is through the reaction temperature. In reality, however, signifi­
cant interactions may exist between the various chemical species involved in either reaction 
scheme, especially the free radicals. The reliability of the model may be improved consider­
ably by including a comprehensive reaction scheme which treats the interactions between the 
polymerization and decomposition reactions more thoroughly. 
Recommendations 
Based on our studies, we make some recommendations for future research with HPTLR 
models. We present them under the following three topics: 
Model development 
Echoing our evaluation of the model in the earlier section, future work in the area of HPTLR 
modeling must focus on such issues as improved models for chemical kinetics and heat transfer. 
As discussed above, chemical kinetics should consider the interaction between free radicals 
produced by polymerization and those produced by decomposition. The effect of increasing 
viscosity on the flow is also an important issue to be considered. The present model considers 
viscosity effects on the kinetic rate constants but not on the flow. Since heat transfer depends 
significantly on the velocity, especially near the temperature peaks, a more reliable model of the 
HPTLR can be developed by incorporating viscosity effects on the flow. As far as the mixing 
model is concerned, we saw earlier that a more sophisticated model than the IEM model can 
shed light on effects of differential diffusion etc. Furthermore, even while using the IEM model, 
the constant that we have used in our studies does not explicitly account for Reynolds 
number (Re) and Schmidt number (Sc) effects. If the present mixing model is retained for 
simplicity, at least the constant must be augmented to get more reliable predictions. A 
study in this direction will certainly prove most fruitful. 
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Computational aspects 
Avenues for future work on the computational aspects of the model can be identified under 
two categories: 
• Computational model development: This involves development of better computa­
tional models for the HPTLR. As described in chapter 3, we have employed the finite-
mode PDF approach to model the joint composition PDF. Application of this approach 
is not restricted to the composition PDF alone - in fact, it can be used to approximate 
any PDF as long as certain conditions are satisfied [33]. A more general version of the 
FMPDF approach is the direct-quadrature-method-of-moments (DQMOM) which can be 
used to obtain finite representations of PDFs [33]. The DQMOM approach can be used 
to approximate the molecular weight distribution (MWD). 
• Numerical solution strategies: With more sophisticated models in place for micromix­
ing, chemical kinetics and heat transfer, a need for more efficient numerical solution strat­
egy will arise. It will therefore be necessary to look for efficient computational methods 
to solve the resultant set of model equations. Moreover, for real-time online use of the 
model for model-based control, it is necessary that fast, robust and reliable computational 
methods are used in the numerical solution of the model. 
Model-based control 
Model-based control is a successful control paradigm that has been implemented in the 
process industries for the past few decades. The basic idea of model-predictive control is that 
of adaptive control of the actual plant based on model behavior. To explain further, let us 
consider that at time instant t, the system is at state (f)1 (the vector of state variables) and let a 
control action deft be applied to the system for a period of time dt. In normal feedback control, 
successive controls are applied based on system feedback - thus, the control is a posteriori. In 
model-based control, the control is done in a predictive manner. For the same initial condition 
cj)1, the control dq^ is first applied to the model for a period of time dt and its response is 
measured. Based on this response, further controls are estimated and the first of these controls 
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is applied to the system. Thus, model-based control is in some sense a priori since the response 
of the system to the control action is predicted by the model [66]. 
The idea of model-based control originated in linear models of plants. Over the past 
few decades, a number of workers have successfully extended the method to nonlinear plant 
models [67]. Our HPTLR model can be used for nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) 
purposes. As noted above, very efficient model-solution and optimization algorithms must be 
developed for successful implementation of NMPC with our model. The benefits of this will be 
that the plant engineer will have a very effective tool which is capable not only of providing 
him offline decision support in planning operations but also of offering him a powerful control 
mechanism to ensure that the planned operations are implemented successfully. 
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APPENDIX A LISTING OF SOURCE CODE 
In this section, a listing of the source files used to build the executable mix is given. The 
subroutines chemsource, data, ht and ht_sspfr have been presented with some parameter 
values altered to maintain confidentiality. 
Makefile 
OBJ = ldpe_12.o sspfr.o strain.o init.o compose.o \ 
chemsource.o flow.o convect.o\ 
diffuse.o condif_ht.o coolant.o \ 
coolant_sspfr.o ht.o ht.sspfr.o data.o tecwrt.o 
0BJ_SS = Main.o Main.sspfr.o strain.o init.o compose.o \ 
chemsource.o coolant.o \ 
coolant_sspfr.o ht.o ht.sspfr.o data.o tecwrt.o 
0BJ1 = ldpe_12_restart.o sspfr.o strain.o \ 
init.o compose.o chemsource.o flow.o convect.o\ 
diffuse.o condif_ht.o coolant.o ht.o velocity.o data.o tecwrt.o 
0BJ2 = timeval.o sspfr.o strain.o init.o compose.o \ 
chemsource.o convect.o\ 
diffuse.o condif_ht.o coolant.o ht.o velocity.o data.o tecwrt.o 
LIBOBJ = opkdmain.o opkdal.o opkda2.o 
CLEAN = *.o 
REALCLEAN = fort.* *~ 
FC = /opt/SUNWspro/bin/f90 
FFLAGS = -fast -xarch=v9 -C 
PFLAGS = -autopar -stackvar 
OMPFLAGS - -03 -openmp 
#Targets: 
# 
.f.o: $*.f 
$(FC) -c $(FFLAGS) -o $*.o $*.f 
mix : $(0BJ) $(LIBOBJ) 
$(FC) -o mix $(FFLAGS) $(0BJ) $(LIBOBJ) #$(LDFLAGS) 
steady : $(0BJ_SS) $(LIB0BJ) 
$(FC) -o steady $(FFLAGS) $(0BJ_SS) $(LIB0BJ) #$(LDFLAGS) 
mixl : $(0BJ1) $(LIBOBJ) 
$(FC) -o mixl $(FFLAGS) $(0BJ1) $(LIBOBJ) #$(LDFLAGS) 
timeval : $(0BJ2) $(LIBOBJ) 
$(FC) -o timeval $(FFLAGS) $(0BJ2) $(LIBOBJ) #$(LDFLAGS) 
dataread : datareadl.o 
$(FC) -o dataread $(FFLAGS) datareadl.o 
#Source files : 
# 
ldpe_12.o : ldpe_12.f 
Main.o : Main.f 
Main_sspfr.o : Main_sspfr.f 
ldpe_12_restart.o : ldpe_12_restart.f 
timeval.o : timeval.f 
sspfr.o : sspfr.f 
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strain.o 
init.o 
chemsource.o 
convect.o 
diffuse.o 
condif_ht.o 
coolant.o 
coolant_new.o 
coolant_ht.o 
ht .o 
ht.sspfr.o 
velocity.o 
compose.o 
data.o 
data2.o 
tecwrt.o 
datareadl.o 
#LSQDE files: 
# 
opkdmain.o 
opkdal.o 
opkda2.o 
: strain.f 
: init.f 
: chemsource.f 
: convect.f 
: diffuse.f 
: condif_ht.f 
: coolant.f 
: coolant_nev.f 
: coolant_ht.f 
: ht.f 
: ht_sspfr.f 
: velocity.f 
: compose.f 
: data.f 
: data2.f 
: tecwrt.f 
: datareadl.f 
: opkdmain.f 
: opkdal.f 
: opkda2.f 
#Clean : 
# 
clean : $(CLEAN) 
rm -r $(CLEAN) mix mixl 
realclean : 
rm -r $(REALCLEAN) *.dat 
Listing of subroutine ldpe_12 
Program ldpe_12 
c 
c Version log: 
c 
c 
c (1) mbmothib: 23 Jun 2004 : 1353 Hrs: Replaced maxstp with 
c nstep=int(anstep) in solver.cycle main loop. 
c 
c (2) mbmothib: 04 Oct 2005, 1139 Hrs : Replaced u_cw_scl arrays 
c with correct form. Rho_cw, which was earlier used as a constant 
c (=1000 kg/cu.m.), is now a temperature dependent variable and 
c this temperature variation is reflected in the u_cw_scl arrays. 
C (3) MBMOTHIB: 19 OCT 2005, 1839 HRS : ADDED CODE TO MODIFY INLET 
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR INITIATORS. THIS IS TO CAPTURE BEHAVIOUR 
C DUE TO "SPURTS" IN INITIATOR INJECTIONS. 
c ******************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Parameters : 
c 
integer.parameter : : ncomp = 16,NINPUT = 18 
integer,parameter : : nx = 2000 
integer,parameter : : ns = 2*ncomp+l,nparam=4,nkinconst=8 
double precision,parameter : : pi = 22.0D0/7.0D0 
c 
c Scalars 
c 
integer : : i,j,ierror,initstate,iflowO,iflowl,iflow2, 
1 imesh,lun,status,sensor.1 
integer : : iout,lunO,lunl,itag 
integer : : istep,maxstp 
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integer : : nx_cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2,count,istat .ostat 
double precision :: x_comp_offset,comp_offset,xmax,lmax.dx,dxmin 
2 a,kappa,rtr_length 
double precision :: cflmax,dtmax,fnmax,dtcfl,dtfn,dt,hdt 
double precision :: très,tmax,anstep,nstep,tend 
double precision : : betal 
double precision :: plO,c_phi,k,epsilon,C_PHI_MIN 
double precision : : diff0,diff0_T 
double precision :: ml_kick,dtcycO 
double precision : : mfr0_cw,mfrl_cw,mfr2_cw, 
1 MFR.RXN,u_cuO,u_cwl,u_cv2,RHO_CW,RH0_RXN,RHOM,RHOP 
double precision :: u_rmsO,kO,epsilonO,tauO 
double precision :: dp,d_i,d_o,d_hyd 
double precision : : rho_steel 
double precision :: tfin,tflush,tdiffO,tmixO,trxnO,tcoolO, 
1 tpulseO,tsim_shutdown 
double precision 
double precision 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
t.tl.trxn 
tvall.in,tcwO_in,tcwl_in,tcw2_in 
TCWO_OUT, TCW1_0UT, TCW2_0UT, SWAP 
F_TBPP,F.TBPIN,FACTOR_TBPP, 
1 FACTOR_TBPIN_1,FACTORtTBPIN_2 
DOUBLE PRECISION : : TPUFF,DTPUFF1,DTPUFF2,DTPUFF3 
double precision :: y_C2H2, ymult_TBPIN_l,ymult_TBPIN_2, 
1 ymult_TBPP,trxn_in 
double precision :: eps_species.eps 
double precision :: curr_sensor,rxn_switch,SHUTDOWN_SWITCH 
character*24 : : timestamp 
Scalars essential for determining velocity field: 
double precision :: pbar,pbar_cw,p_cw,deltaP,deltaP_0, 
1 deltaP_pulse,dtl,dt2,dt3 
double precision : : tsim.tinitO 
common /pulse/dtl,dt2,dt3 
double precision :: fanning,re,rho_avg,eta_avg 
common /oper_condn/xmax,rho.avg,eta_avg,re,fanning 
common /constants/itag,c_phi,plO 
common /pipedia/dp 
double precision : : pbarO,u_avgO 
common /oper_pressure/pbar 
Scalars defined as common for parameter fitting: 
Double precision : : kd0_tbpp,kd0_tbpin,k6rootkt_0 
Double precision : : ea_kd0_tbpp,ea_kd0_tbpin,ea_k6rootkt 
Common /f itparam/kdO_tbpp,kl_0,k6rootkt_0,ea_kdO_tbpp,ea_kl, 
& ea_k6rootkt 
Common /f itparam/kdO_tbpp,kdO.tbpin,kGrootkt_0,ea_kdO_tbpp, 
1 ea_kd0_tbpin,ea_k6rootkt 
common /oper.pressure/pbarO,u_avgO,deltaP.O 
FUNCTION DEFINITIONS: 
DOUBLE PRECISION : : FUN_RH0M,FUN_RH0P,FUN.RHO 
Arrays : 
double precision,dimensionCl:ncomp): : dfin,cc,dfin_pulse,spc_lmf 
double precision,dimension(l:ns) :: bcl,bc2 
double precision,dimension(l:ns+nparam) :: seal 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) : : x,xfrac,tuall,tc«,diff, 
1 diff_T,diff_wall,tau, 
2 u_scl,gamma,tinit 
double precision,dimension(l:nx,l:ncomp) 
double precision,dimension(I:nx,1:ns-l) 
double precision,dimension(l:nx,1:ns) 
double precision,dimensionO :NINPUT) 
double precision,dimensionCl:nkinconst) 
comp,var,int_seg 
phi,dphidx 
f 
INPUT 
kinconst 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSIONCl:16) : : SENSOR,SENSOR.TEMP 
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Allocatable arrays:(for coolant streams) 
double precision,allocatable,dimension(:): :u_cu_scl0,diff_cw0, 
1 u_cw_scll,diff_cwl,u_cw_scl2,diff_cw2,tcwO,tcvl,tcw2 
DLSODA - Parameters and scalars: 
integer,parameter : : Lrw = 22+ 
1 (ns+nparam+nkinconst)*max(16,(ns+nparam+9)) 
integer,parameter : : Liw = 20+ns+nparam 
integer : : itol,iopt,itask,istate,jt 
double precision : : Rtol 
DLSODA - Arrays : 
integer,dimensionC1:Liw) : : Iwork 
double precision,dimensionCl:Lrw) : : Rwork 
double precision,dimensionCl:ns+nparam) : : Atol 
DLSODA - External calls : 
External fsub,Jac 
Data 
data iout/ 500/ 
data eps/l.OD-15/ 
data eps_species/1.0D-15/ 
************************************************* 
LUN = 1000 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN,FILE='fitparam.in',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+1,FILE='ssprof.dat',STATUS"'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+2,FILE-'obs.out',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+3,FILE='comp.dat',STATUS-*UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+4,FILE-'envscal.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+5,FILE='scalars.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=LUN+6,FILE='decompdetails.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT-LUN+7,FILE='sensortemp.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT-LUN+8,FILE-*sensorgamma.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT-LUN+9,FILE-'pulse_input.dat',STATUS-'UNKNOWN') 
Constants : 
itag = 1 
IFLOWO - 1 
IFLOW1 = 1 
IFL0W2 = 1 
imesh = 0 
initstate = 1 
cflmax 
dtmax 
fnmax 
tend 
maxstp 
0.5D0 
1.0D4 
1.0D30 
5.0D0 
1000001 
Simulation parameters (user input): 
DO I-l.NINPUT 
READ(LUN,*,iostat-status) INPUT(I) 
WRITE(45,*) INPUT(I) 
ENDDO 
tinitO = O.ODO 
rtr_length = 1040.ODO 
lmax = 550.ODO 
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rho_cw 
rho.steel 
diffO 
diffO.T 
= 1000.ODO 
= 8000.ODO 
= 0.1286D0 
= 9.0D-6 
u_avg0 
pbarO 
21.85D0 
2871.63D0 
pbar_cw = 16.ODO 
deltaP_0 = 300.ODO 
dp = O.039D0 ! Inner dia. of pipe 
d_i = D.09O5D0 ! Inner dia. of coolant 
d_o = 0.2147D0 ! Outer dia. of coolant 
plO = 0.18D0 
c_phi = 2. ODO 
mfrO.cw = 100.49D0 
mfrl.cw = 145.09D0 
mfr2_cw = 98.97D0 
HFR.RXN = 30.ODO 
trxn_in = 155.ODO 
ymult.TBPP 
ymult_TBPIN_l ' 
ymult_TBPIN_2 : 
tcwO.OUT 
tcul.OUT 
tcw2_0UT 
tcwO_in 
tcwl.in 
tcw2_in 
twall.in = 
F_TBPP 
F_TBPIN 
TPUFF 
DTPUFF1 
DTPUFF2 
DTPUFF3 
FACTOR_TBPP 
FACT0R_TBPIN_1 
FACT0R_TBPIN_2 
Comp.offset --
ml_kick 
dtcycO -
C_PHI_MIN 
= INPUT(1) 
= INPUT(2) 
= INPUT(3) 
• INPUT(4)+273.15D0 
= INPUT(5)+273.15D0 
> INPUT(6)+273.15D0 
= 161.ODO+273.15D0 
= 148.ODO+273.15D0 
: 161.ODO+273.15D0 
» trxn_in+273.ODO 
= INPUT(7) 
• INPUTC8) 
: INPUT(9) 
> INPUT(IO) 
= INPUT(ll) 
= INPUT(12) 
: INPUT(13) 
= INPUT(14) 
= INPUT(15) 
INPUT (16) 
INPUT(17) 
INPUT(18) 
= INPUTC12) 
d_hyd = (d_o*d_o - d_i*d_i)/d_i 
p_c« = pbar_cw*l.d5 
xmax = (lmax+comp_offset)/dp 
x_comp_offset= comp_offset/dp 
pbar = pbarO 
RHO_RXN = FUN_RHOM(PBAR*1.0D5,TRXN.IN+273.ODO) 
U_AVGO = (MFR_RXN*1.0D3/3.6D3)*(4.ODO/(PI*(DP**2.ODO))) 
1 *(1.0D0/RH0_RXN) 
u_rms0 = 0.lDO*u_avgO 
kO = 1.5D0*(u_rms0**2.ODO) 
epsilonO = (kO**l,5D0)/dp 
tauO = kO/epsilonO 
write(*,*) tauO,'Tau_0' 
Specify grid 
dxmin =0.5 
call grid(imesh,nx,xmax,dxmin,a,kappa,x) 
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Determine array dimensions required for coolant streams 0,1 and 2 
count = 0 
do i=l,nx 
if(x(i)*dp.le.156.ODO) then 
count=count+l 
nx.cwO = count 
elseif(x(i)*dp.le.390.ODO) then 
count=count+l 
nx_cwl = count-nx_cw0 
else 
exit 
endif 
enddo 
nx_c«2 = nx-(nx_cwO+nx_cwl) 
do i=l,nx 
xfrac(i) - (x(i)+x_comp_offset)*dp/rtr_length 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
write(51,*) i,x(i)+x_comp_offset 
call flush (51) 
enddo 
do i=l,nx-l 
write(52,*) i,x(i+l)-x(i) 
call flush (52) 
enddo 
Set inlet stream species - mean compositions 
if(ncomp.eq.16) then 
call strmin_16(ncomp,ymult_TBPP,ymult_TBPIN_1,trxn_in,dfin) 
else 
call strmin_12(ncomp,dfin) 
endif 
write(44,*) 'Inlet compositions (static)' 
do i=l,5 
write(44,*) i,dfin(i) 
enddo 
write(44,*) 'Coolant inlet temp: ',tcw0_out,tcwl_out,tcw2_out 
write(44,*) 'Wall inlet temp : ', twall_in 
call flush(44) 
Set static scalar boundary conditions : 
call setinlet(ncomp,ns,plO,df in,be1) 
Solve for steady-state and use as initial condition : 
call initial(initstate,lunO,nx,nx_cwO+nx_cwl,ns,ncomp,plO, 
1 ymult_TBPP,ymult_TBPIN_l,ymult_TBPIN_2,trxn.in,f) 
call initwall(nx,twall) 
allocate(tcwO(1:nx_cw0),tcwl(1:nx_cwl),tcw2(l:nx_cw2),stat=istat) 
call initcw(nx_cwO,tcwO_out,tcw0) 
call initcw(nx_cwl,tcwl_out,tcwl) 
call initcw(nx_cw2,tcw2_out,tcw2) 
call sspfr(lunl+2,iflow,NX,nx_cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2,YMULT_TBPIN_2, 
1 dt,tauO,c_phi,par,bel,x,twall,tcwO.tcwl,tcw2,f) 
CALL SSPFRdFLOWO, IFL0W1, IFL0W2,NX,NX_CW0,NX_CW1,NX.CW2, 
1 YMULT_TBPIN_2,DT,U_AVG0,TAUO,C_PHI,MFRO.CW,MFR1_CW,MFR2_CW, 
2 TCWO.OUT, TCW1_0UT, TCW2.0UT, F_TBPP, F_TBPIN, BC1, 
3 X,TWALL,TCWO,TCW1,TCW2,F) 
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c 
C WRITE FILES IN TECPLOT READABLE FORMAT 
C 
WRITECLUN+1,*) 
1 'VARIABLES = "X","yM","yTBPP","yTBPIN","yCTA","Trxn", 
2 "Tcw","Tuall"' 
DO 1=1,NX 
IF(I.LE.NX_CWO) THEN 
WRITECLUN+1,*) X CI)*DP,(F(I,J+1)+F(I,J+NCOHP+1),J=1,4), 
1 F(I,6)+F(I,22)-273.0D0,TCW0(I)-273.0D0, 
2 TWALL(I)-273.ODO 
ELSEIFCl.LE.NX_CWO+NX_CWl) THEN 
WRITE(LUN+1,*) X(I)*DP,(F(I,J+1)+F(I,J+NCOMP+1),J=1,4), 
1 F(I,6)+F(I,22)-273.15D0,TCW1(I-NX_CW0)-273.0D0, 
2 TWALL(I)-273.ODO 
ELSE 
WRITECLUN+l,*) XCI)*DP, CFCI, J+D+FCI, J+NCOMP+1) , J=1,4) , 
1 FCI,6)+FCI,22)-273.15D0,TCW2(I-NX_CWO-NX_CWl)-273.ODO, 
2 TWALL Cl)-273.ODO 
ENDIF 
ENDDO 
CALL FLUSHCLUN+l) 
c DO 1=1,NX 
C YM = FCI,2)+FCI,18) 
C YP l.ODO-YM 
C TEMP = FCI,6)+FCI,22) 
c rhom = fun_rhomCPBAR*l.OD-5,FCI,6)+FCl,22)) 
c rhop = fun_rhop CPBAR*1.OD-5,FCI,6)+FCI,22)) 
c RHO.RXN = fun_rhoCF(I,2)+FCI,18), rhom, rhop ) 
c U.AVGO = CMFR_RXN*1.OD3/3.6D3)* C4.ODO/CPI* CDP**2.ODO))) 
c 1 *Cl.ODO/RHO_RXN) 
c WRITEC*,*) XCI)*DP,FCI,6)+FCI,22)-273.ODO,RHO_RXN,U_AVGO 
c ENDDO 
c Data written for matching measurements : 
c 
SENSORCl) = 
SENS0RC2) = 
SENS0RC3) = 
SENS0RC4) = 
SENS0RC5) = 
SENS0RC6) = 
SENS0RC7) = 
SENS0RC8) = 
SENS0RC9) = 
SENS0R(10)= 
SENSORCll)= 
SENS0RC12)= 
SENS0R(13)= 
SENS0R(14)= 
SENS0RC15)= 
SENSOR(16)= 
COUNT = 1 
DO 1=1,NX 
IFCXCI)*dp.GE.SENSORCl))THEN 
SENSOR.1 = I 
EXIT 
ENDIF 
ENDDO 
WriteC*,*) 'Sensor_l:',sensor_l,x(sensor_l)*dp 
c STOP 
do i=l,nx 
if Cx(i)*dp.ge.SENSORCCOUNT)) then 
write Clun+2,*) CfCi,6)+fCi,22))-273.15D0 
COUNT = COUNT+l 
call flushClun+2) 
78.2D0 
104.3D0 
130.ODO 
156.ODO 
182.ODO 
208.ODO 
234.ODO 
260.ODO 
286.ODO 
312.ODO 
338.ODO 
364.ODO 
390.ODO 
416.ODO 
442.ODO 
468.ODO 
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endif 
if(COUNT.GT.16) exit 
enddo 
WRITE(LUN+2,*) TCW0(NX_CW0) 
WRITE(LUN+2,*) TCW1(NX_CW1) 
WRITE(LUN+2,*) TCW2(NX_CW2) 
C =========================================================== 
C *******************TIME-DEPENDENT COMPUTATION************** 
C =========================================================== 
C 
allocate(u_cw_sclO(l:nx_cwO),diff_cwO(1:nx_cwO),stat=istat) 
allocate(u_cw_scll(l:nx_cwl),diff_cwl(1:nx_cwl),stat=istat) 
allocate(u_c«_scl2(1:nx_cw2),diff_cw2(l:nx_cw2),stat=istat) 
DO 1-1,NX_CWO 
SWAP = TCWO(I) 
TCWO(I) = TCWO(NX_CWO+l-I) 
TCWO(NX_CWO+l-I) = SWAP 
if(I.ge.NX_CW0+1-I) EXIT 
ENDDO 
DO 1=1,NX_CW1 
SWAP = TCWl(I) 
TCWl(I) = TCW1(NX_CW1+1-I) 
TCW1(NX_CW1+1-I) = SWAP 
IF(I.GE.NX_CW1+1-I) EXIT 
ENDDO 
DO I=1,NX_CW2 
SWAP = TCW2(I) 
TCW2(I) = TCW2(NX_CW2+1-I) 
TCW2(NX_CW2+1-I) = SWAP 
IF(I.GE.NX_CW2+1-I) EXIT 
ENDDO 
TCWO_IN = TCWO(l) 
TCW1.IN = TCW1(1) 
TCW2_IN = TCW2(1) 
C SET INITIAL TIME FOR KICK-VALVE RESPONSE 
C 
t - tinitO 
do i=l,nx 
c tinit(i) = tinitO-2.0*xfrac(i) 
tinit(i) = tinitO-O.867D0*xfrac(i) 
enddo 
BEGIN COMPUTATIONAL CYCLE 
istep = 0 
tsim = O.ODO 
SHUTDOWN_SWITCH = O.ODO 
SOLVER_CYCLE: DO 
call flow(nx,ml_kick,dtcycO,dp,u_avgO,tauO,t, 
1 tinit,xfrac,u_scl,tau,gamma) 
c Shutdown if temperature increases beyond 350 deg. C 
c Write(45,*) 'Shutdown Switch',SHUTDOWN_SWITCH 
IF(SHUTDOWN.SWITCH.NE.1.ODO) THEN 
DO 1=1,NX 
IF(F(I,6)+F(I,22).GE.310.ODO+273.ODO) THEN 
SHUTDOWN_SWITCH = l.ODO 
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tsim_shutdovm = tsim 
WRITEC45,*) 'TEMPERATURE IN SYTEM IS EXCEEDING LIMIT' 
WRITE(45,*) 'TEMPERATURE AT :',X(I)*dp,'(NODE: ',!,') =', 
1 F(I,6)+F(I,22) 
WRITE(45,*) 'SHUTTING DOWN' 
WRITE(45,*) 'PRESSURE IN SYSTEMPBAR 
«rite(45,*) 'Shutdown beginning at :',tsim_shutdown 
EXIT 
ELSE 
SHUTDOWN_SWITCH = O.ODO 
ENDIF 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
WRITE (45 ,*) * TSIM : ', TSIM, ' SHUTDOWN.SWITCH : ', SHUTDOWN.SWITCH 
IF(SHUTDOWN_SWITCH.NE.0.ODO) THEN 
IF(tsim.le.tsim_shutdown+2.ODO) then 
Pbar = PbarO - 1600.ODO*(tsim-tsim_shutdown)/2.ODO 
Write(45,*) 'SYSTEM PRESSURE',Pbar 
Elself(tsim.le.tsim_shutdown+5.ODO) then 
Pbar = (Pbar0-1600.ODO)-600*(tsim-tsim_shutdown-2.ODO)/3.ODO 
Writ e(45,*) 'SYSTEM PRESSURE',Pbar 
Else 
Write(45,*) 'Shutdown Complete' 
Write(45,*) 'Pressure in system',Pbar 
STOP 
Endif 
ENDIF 
do i=l,nx_cwO 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*p_cw + 7.9894d-15*p_cw*p_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tcw0(i) - 2.51925d-3*tcw0(i)*tcw0(i) 
u.cwO = (mfr0_cw*(1000.0D0/3600.ODO))/ 
1 (rho_cw*pi*0.25D0*(d_o*d_o - d_i*d_i)) 
u_cw_sclO(i) = u_cwO*tauO/dp 
diff_cwO(i) = diffO 
enddo 
do i=l,nx_cwl 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*p_cw + 7.9894d-15*p_cw*p_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tcwl(i) - 2.51925d-3*tcwl(i)*tcwl(i) 
u_cw1 = (mfrl_cw*(1000.0D0/3600.ODO))/ 
1 (rho_cw*pi*0.25D0*(d_o*d_o - d_i*d_i)) 
u_cw_scll(i) = u_cwl*tauO/dp 
diff_cwl(i) » diffO 
enddo 
do i=l,nx_cw2 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*p_cw + 7.9894d-15*p_cw*p_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tcw2(i) - 2.51925d-3*tcw2(i)*tcw2(i) 
u_cw2 = (mfr2_cw*(1000.0D0/3600.ODO))/ 
1 (rho_cw*pi*0.25D0*(d_o*d_o - d_i*d_i)) 
u_cw_scl2(i) = u_cw2*tau0/dp 
diff_cw2(i) = diffO 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
diff(i) = diff0*gamma(i) 
diff_T(i) = diffO_T*gamma(i) 
enddo 
Determine time-step size: 
if(imesh.eq.O) dxmin = a 
dtcfl = cflmax * dxmin /maxval(u_scl) 
dt = dtcfl 
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nstep = maxstp 
write(45,*) 'Time step:',istep,'Size :',dt 
Determine flush-time, time for initialising 
mixing, reaction and kick-valve pulsing : 
if(t.eq.tinitO) then 
tflush = lmax/u_avgO 
tfin = xmax/minval 
write(*,*) minval(u_cw_scl),'Min' 
tfin = xmax/(min(minval(u_cw_sclO),minval(u_cw_scll), 
1 minval(u_cw_scl2))) 
write(*,*) tfin,xmax,minval(u_cw_sclO),minval(u_cw_scll), 
1 minval(u_cw_scl2) 
tmixO = 0.0D0*tfin 
trxnO = O.ODO*tfin 
tdiffO = 0.0*tfin 
tpulseO = O.ODO*tfin 
tcoolO = O.ODO*tfin 
call fdate(timestamp) 
write(44,*) 'Run date: '.timestamp 
write(44,*) ' ' 
write(44,*) 'Max x :', xmax*dp 
write(44,*) 'max step :', maxstp 
write(44,*) 'Inlet plO:', plO 
write(44,*) 'Mixing constant :',c_phi 
write(44,*) 'Water flow rate (tph) :' , mfrO_cw 
write(44,*) 'Final time : ' ,tfin 
call flush(44) 
endif 
tfin = 40.ODO 
Puffs in initiator injection at inlet : 
do i=l,ncomp 
dfin_pulse(i) = dfin(i) 
enddo 
IF(T*TAU0.LE.TPUFF) THEN 
DFIN_PULSE(2) = DFIN(2) 
DFIN_PULSE(3) = DFIN(3) 
ELSEIF(T*TAU0.LE.TPUFF+DTPUFF1) THEN 
DFIN_PULSE(2) » DFIN(2) 
DFIN_PULSE(3) = DFIN(3)*(1.0D0+((FACT0R_TBPIN_1-1.ODO)* 
1 (T*TAUO-TPUFF)/DTPUFF1)) 
ELSEIF(T*TAUO.LE.TPUFF+DTPUFF1+DTPUFF2) THEN 
DFIN_PULSE(2) = DFIN(2) 
DFIN.PULSE(S) = DFIN(3)*(FACT0R_TBPIN_1+ 
1 ((FACT0R_TBPIN_2-FACT0R_TBPIN_1) 
2 *(T*TAU0-TPUFF-DTPUFF1)/DTPUFF2)) 
ELSEIF(T*TAU0.LE.TPUFF+DTPUFF1+DTPUFF2+DTPUFF3) THEN 
DFIN_PULSE(2) = DFINC2) 
DFIN_PULSE(3) = DFIN(3)*(FACT0R_TBPIN_2+ 
1 ((1.0D0-FACT0R_TBPIN_2)*(T*TAU0-TPUFF-DTPUFF1-DTPUFF2) 
2 /DTPUFF3)) 
ELSE 
DFIN_PULSE(2) = DFIN(2) 
DFIN_PULSE(3) = DFIN(3) 
ENDIF 
If(t*tauO.le.tpuff+dtpuff1+dtpuff2+dtpuff3) then 
Write(LUN+9,*) tsim.dfin_pulse(3) 
endif 
dfin_pulse(l) = l.ODO-
1 (dfin_pulse(2)+dfin_pulse(3)+dfin_pulse(4)) 
call setinlet(ncomp,ns,plO,dfin_pulse,bc2) 
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TBPIN injection at x=390 m: 
do i=l,nx 
if(i.eq.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
f (i,4) = (dfin(3)*ymult_TBPIN_2*f(i,1)) 
f (i,20)= (dfin(3)*ymult_TBPIN_2*(1.ODO-f(i,1))) 
f(i,2) = f(i,2)-(dfin(3)*ymult_TBPIN_2*f(i,l)) 
f (i,18)= f(i,18)-(dfin(3)*ymult_TBPIN_2*(1.ODO-f(i,1))) 
endif 
enddo 
Emulate control action - stop injecting if temperature goes beyond a 
set value: 
IF(F(SENS0R_1,6)+F(SENS0R_1,22).GT.225.ODO+273.0D0)THEN 
DFIN_PULSE(2) = 1.0D-10 
DFIN_PULSE(3) = 1.0D-10 
ENDIF 
call setinlet(ncomp,ns,plO,dfin_pulse,bc2) 
Thermal diffusivity of wall: 
Function of temperature. 
call wall_therm_diff(nx,ns,rho_steel,twall,diff_wall) 
Strang splitting of convection-diffusion-reaction: 
hdt = 0.5D0*dt 
call convect(imesh,nx,ns,ncomp,a,kappa,hdt,bc2,x,u_scl,f) 
call diffuse(imesh,nx,ns,ncomp,a,kappa,diff,diff_T,hdt,bc2,x,f) 
Coolant convection (for all streams 0,1 and 2): 
tcwO(l) = tcw0_in 
tcwl(l) = tcwl_in 
tcw2(l) = tcw2_in 
call convect_cw(imesh,nx_cwO,a,kappa,hdt,tcw0(l), 
2 x,u_cw_scl0,tcw0) 
call diffuse_cw(imesh,nx_cwO,a.kappa,hdt,tcwO(l), 
2 x,diff_cw0,tcw0) 
call convect_cw(imesh,nx_cwl,a,kappa,hdt,tcwl(l), 
2 x,u_cw_scll,tcwl) 
call diffuse_cw(imesh,nx_cwl,a,kappa,hdt,tcwl(1), 
2 x,diff_cwl,tcwl) 
call convect_cw(imesh,nx_cw2,a,kappa,hdt,tcw2(l), 
2 X,u_cw_scl2,tcw2) 
call diffuse_cw(imesh,nx_cw2,a,kappa,hdt,tcw2(l), 
2 x,diff_cw2,tcw2) 
Wall conduction: 
do i=l,nx 
diff_wall(i) = diff.wall(i)*tau(i)/(dp**2.ODO) 
enddo 
call diffuse_wall(imesh,nx,a,kappa,dt,twall_in, 
1 diff_wall,x,twall) 
Solve mixing-kinetics model: 
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Nodevise solution. At every node,an array of scalars is formed 
and is input to the stiff ODE solver. 
if(t.gt.tmixO) then 
trxn = O.ODO 
do j=l,nx 
if(j.lt.3) then 
rxn_switch = O.ODO 
elseif((j.gt.nx_cw0+nx_cwl-3).and.(j.It.nx_cwO+nx_cwl)) then 
rxn_switch « O.ODO 
else 
rxn_switch = l.ODO 
endif 
if(rxn_switch.eq.l.ODO) then 
do i=l,ns 
scal(i)= max(eps_species,f(j,i)) 
enddo 
scal(ns+l)=gamma(j) 
scal(ns+2)=tau0 
SCAL(NS+3)=F_TBPP 
SCAL(NS+4)=F_TBPIN 
Rtol = 1.0D-3 
do i=l,ns+nparam 
Atol(i) = 1.0D-6 
enddo 
Atol(6)= 1.0D-3 
itol = 2 
itask = 1 
istate = 1 
iopt = 1 
jt = 2 
Iwork(6) = 2000 
call DLSODA (fsub,ns+nparam, 
1 seal,trxn,trxn+dt, 
2 itol,Rtol,Atol,itask.istate,iopt,Rwork,Lrw,Iwork, 
3 Liw,Jac,jt) 
if(istate.eq.-l) then 
write(*,*) 'Node:',j 
endif 
do i=l,ns 
f(j,i) = max(eps_species,scal(i)) 
enddo 
do i=l,4 
if(f(j,i+l).It.O.ODO) f(j,i+l) = O.ODO 
if(f(j,i+l+ncomp).It.0.ODO) f(j,i+l+ncomp) = O.ODO 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
endif 
Solve heat-transfer equations : 
call coolant(nx,nx_cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2, 
1 ncomp,ns,iflowO,iflowl,iflow2,u_avgO, 
2 mfr0_cw,mfrl_cw,mfr2_cw,dp, 
3 d_i,d_o,pbar,tauO.dt,x,gamma,twall,tcwO,tcwl,tcw2,f) 
Second half convection-diffusion 
call diffuse_cw(imesh,nx_cwO,a,kappa,hdt,tcwO(1), 
2 x,diff_cwO,tcwO) 
call convect_cw(imesh,nx_cwO,a,kappa,hdt,tcwO(1), 
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2 x,u_cw_sclO,tcwO) 
call diffuse_cw(imesh,nx.cwl,a,kappa,hdt,tcwl(1), 
2 x,diff_cwl,tcwl) 
call convect.cw(imesh,nx_cwl,a,kappa,hdt,tcwl(1), 
2 x,u_cw_scll,tcwl) 
call diffuse.cw(imesh,nx_cw2,a,kappa,hdt,tcw2(1), 
2 x.diff_cw2,tcw2) 
call convect_cw(imesh,nx_cw2,a,kappa,hdt,tcw2(1), 
2 x,u_cw_scl2,tcw2) 
call diffuse(imesh,nx.ns,ncomp,a,kappa,diff,diff_T,hdt,bc2,x,f) 
call convect(imesh,nx,ns,ncomp,a,kappa,hdt,bc2,x,u_scl,f) 
Post Processing: Compose and write in tecplot format: 
call compose(nx,ns,ncomp,f,comp) 
call tecwrt(nx,nx.cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2,ns,ncomp, 
1 nkinconst,lun+3,istep, 
2 t,tsim,dp,x,gamma,kinconst,twall,tcwO.tcwl,tcw2,comp,f) 
Compute velocity field at the end of time-step: 
call prop.avg(nx,ncomp,x,comp,rho.avg,eta_avg) 
Termination condition and screen output 
if(tsim.gt.tinitO+tfin) then 
write(45,*) 'Stopped at time :', tsim 
stop 
else 
t = t + dt 
tsim=t*tauO 
write(10,*) tsim,pbar 
istep = istep + 1 
endif 
if(mod(istep,10).eq.O.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'Time :',real(tsim) 
1 real(tsim), 
2 'Rho :',real(rho_avg), 
3 'Eta :',real(eta_avg), 
4 'Pressure :',real(pbar), 
6 'TpulseO :'.tpulseO 
call flush(45) 
endif 
write(*,*) 'End of cycle' 
enddo SOLVER.CYCLE 
END COMPUTATIONAL CYCLE 
Dump to restart file: 
write(lunl+3,*)'# This is a restart file. Last dump at time 
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1 t*tauO 
write(lunl+3,*) t 
do i = 1,nx 
write(lunl+3,*) x(i),(f(i,j),j=l,2*ncomp+l),twall(i),tcwO(i), 
1 tcwl(i),tcw2(i) 
enddo 
close(lunl) 
Deallocate(tcw0,tcwl,tcw2,stat=istat) 
Deallocate(u_cw.sclO,u_cw_scll,u_cw_scl2,stat=istat) 
Deallocate(diff_cwO,diff_cwl,diff_cw2,stat=istat) 
Stop 
END 
subroutine fsub(nsc, t, f,fval) 
************************************************************* 
Calls the subroutine rate_ldpe_16 (Nitin Kolhapure ca.2001) 
which computes the source terms fval required by DDASAC. 
************************************************************* 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Integer, parameter : : nparam » 4,nkinconst=8 
Parsed scalars: 
integer : : nsc 
double precision : : t 
Parsed arrays : 
double precision,dimension(l:nsc): : f,fval 
Local scalars: 
integer : : i,itag,nsp 
double precision : : pl,p2,gamma_node,tau_0 
DOUBLE PRECISION : : F_TBPP,F_TBPIN 
double precision : : c_phi,tau_node,plO,eps,eps_species 
Local arrays : 
double precision,dimensiond :nkinconst) : : kinconst 
double precision,dimensiond:(nsc-nparam-l)/2): : ccl,cc2 
double precision,dimensiond:(nsc-nparam-l)/2): : fval_rxnl, 
1 fval_rxn2 
Common: 
common /constants/itag,c_phi,plO 
double precision : : pbar 
common /oper_pressure/pbar 
Data 
data eps,eps_species/l.OD-15,1.OD-15/ 
Define nsp: 
nsp = (nsc-nparam-l)/2 
Compute the source terms due to micromixing: 
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pi = f(i) 
p2 = 1.ODO-f(1) 
gamma_node = f(2*nsp+2) 
tau_0 = f(2*nsp+3) 
F.TBPP = F(2*NSP+4) 
F_TBPIN= F(2*NSP+5) 
INITIALISE FVAL ARRAY: 
DO 1=1,NSC 
FVAL(I) = O.ODO 
ENDDO 
fval(l) = eps 
mix2env: do i=l,nsp 
fval(i+l) = (c_phi/2.ODO)*(pl*f(i+nsp+1)-p2*f(i+1)) 
fval(i+nsp+l) = -(c_phi/2.ODO)*(pl*f(i+nsp+1)-p2*f(i+1)) 
enddo mix2env 
Compute the source terms due to chemistry: 
local_means: do i=l,nsp 
ccl(i) = max(eps_species,f(i+l)/pl) 
cc2(i) = max(eps_species,f(i+nsp+l)/p2) 
enddo local.means 
do i=l,nsp 
fval_rxnl(i) = O.ODO 
fval_rxn2(i) = O.ODO 
enddo 
call chemsource_16(nsp,itag,ccl,fval_rxnl,pbar,gamma_node, 
1 f_TBPP,f_TBPIN,kinconst) 
call chemsource_16(nsp,itag,cc2,fval_rxn2,pbar,gamma.node, 
1 f_TBPP,f_TBPIN,kinconst) 
fval(l) = fval(l) 
scl_source:do i=l,nsp 
fval(i+1) = fval(i+l)+tau_0*pl*fval_rxnl(i) 
fval( i+nsp+1) = fval(i+nsp+1)+tau_0*p2*fval_rxn2(i) 
enddo scl_source 
return 
End 
subroutine grid(imesh,nx,xmax,dxmin,a,kappa,x) 
*************************************************** 
Subroutine to construct a non-uniform mesh where the 
grid separation dx is such that 
dx = x(i+l)-x(i) = Atanh(ki) i = 1,...,N-2 
where A, k are constants to be determined and N is 
no. of grid points chosen. 
**************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
external/parsed variables : 
integer : : imesh,nx 
double precision : : dxmin,xmax 
double precision, dimensiond:nx) : : x 
Internal variables: 
integer : : i 
double precision : : a, kappa 
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mesh: select case (imesh) 
case (0) mesh 
x(l) = O.ODO 
a = (xmax-x(l))/nx 
nodesl:do i=l,nx-l 
x(i+l)=x(i)+a 
enddo nodesi 
case (1) mesh 
x(l) = O.ODO 
a = 2.0D0*(xmax-(nx-l)*dxmin)/((nx-l)**2.0D0) 
kappa = dxmin - a 
nodes2:do i=2,nx 
x(i) = 0.5D0*a*((i**2.0D0)-l)+kappa*(i-l) 
enddo nodes2 
end select mesh 
Ensure x(nx) = xmax 
nodes:do i=l,nx 
x(i) = (xmax/x(nx))*x(i) 
enddo nodes 
return 
End 
subroutine grdjac(i,imesh,a,kappa,grid.jacl,grid.jac2) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
External/parsed variables : 
integer : : i,imesh 
double precision : : a,kappa 
double precision :: grid_jacl,grid_jac2 
mesh: select case (imesh) 
case (0) mesh 
grid.jacl = 1.0D0/a 
grid_jac2 - O.ODO 
case (1) mesh 
grid_jacl * 1.0D0/(a*i+kappa) 
grid_jac2 = -a/((a*i+kappa)**3.0D0) 
end select mesh 
return 
end 
subroutine wall.therm.diff(nx,ns,rho_steel,twall,diff_wall) 
Versions : 
mbmothib : 31 Mar 2004 : 
Discovered that the thermal diffusivity of steel 1.680 does not 
change appreciably in the range 300 - 500 K and the values 
of this quantity in the range over which the correlations 
are valid are of the order of 1E-5. Hence decided to approximate 
the thermal diffusivity as a constant in 300 - 500 K. The value 
used is the value at 300 K. 
IMPLICIT NONE 
External variables: 
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integer : : nx.ns 
double precision : : rho_steel 
double precision, dimensiond:nx) : : twall, diff_wall 
c Internal variables: 
integer : : i 
double precision : : rho 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : cp_steel,k_thera 
rho.steel = 7850 !(in kg/cu.m) 
do i=l,nx 
cp_steel(i) = 1.5834D2+1.6875*twall(i) 
1 -2.8094D-3*twall(i)*twall(i) 
2 +1.9344D-6*twall(i)*twall(i)*twall(i) 
k.therm(i) » 6.7143D0+1.4895D-1*twall(i) 
1 -2.2329D-4*twall(i)*twall(i) 
2 +9.839D-8*twall(i)*twall(i)*twall(i) 
diff_wall(i)= k_therm(i)/(rho_steel*cp_steel(i)) 
c Use constant value :(see explanation above) 
c 
diff_wall(i) = 9.0D-6 
enddo 
return 
END 
Listing of subroutine flow 
Subroutine flow(nx, ml,dtcycO,dp,u.avgO,tauO,tsim, 
1 tinit,xfrac,u_scl,tau,gamma) 
c Program vel_BASELL 
c ****************************************************************** 
c Program to compute the velocities in the reactor at different 
c locations as a function of time. The expressions used have been 
c provided by BASELL. 
c ****************************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c 
c SCALARS 
c 
c Parameters : 
c 
integer : : nx 
double precision : : ml,dtcycO 
double precision : : dp,u_ avgO,t auO,t s im 
double precision, parameter : : dtlO = 2.GD0,dt20 - 3.ODO 
c Local: 
c 
integer : : i 
double precision : : cl,c2,c3,c4,c5 
double precision : : m2,m3,m4,m5 
double precision : : dtintrvlO,dteye,dtintrvl,dt1,dt2 
double precision : : tsim.tinitO 
c double precision : : u_rmsO,kO,epsilonO,tauO 
double precision : : u_rms,k,epsilon 
c 
c ARRAYS 
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double precision, dimensiond:nx) : : tinit,xfrac,tau,u_scl 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) :: gamma 
Glossary 
u_avgO Unperturbed/no-pulse velocity 
dtcyc Total time for one-cycle of the velocity wave 
dtintrvl Time interval between the end of one-cycle and the 
start of the next cycle 
dtl,dt2 Time intervals within pulse 
tsim Simulation time 
xfrac Array of node-locations (as a fraction of distance between 
compressor outlet and kickvalve; x=0.0 is compressor outlet) 
u_scl(i) u(x,t) due to pulse 
tinitO time at which velocity starts changing at x=0.0 for 
the first time. 
tinit Array of time instants at which the velocity changes 
start at different locations. 
gamma Array of velocity ratios at different locations 
******************************************************************  
u_rmsO = 0.lDO*u_avgO 
kO = 1.5D0*(u_rms0**2.ODO) 
epsilonO = (k0**1.5D0)/dp 
tauO = kO/epsilonO 
toffset = l.ODO 
dtl = dtlO/tauO 
dt2 = dt20/tau0 
dtintrvl = dtintrvlO/tauO 
dtcyc = dtcycO/tauO 
tsim = t*tauO 
m2 = 1,ODO+ml*dtlO 
cl = -(ml*dtl0)/(dtcyc0-dt20) 
c2 = -Cdt20-dtl0)/(dtcyc0-dt20) 
c3 = dtl0+m2*(dtcyc0-dtl0)+0.5DO*ml*dtlO**2-ODO 
c4 = 0.5D0*((dt20-dtl0)**2.0D0)+(dt20-dtl0)*(dtcyc0-dt20) 
c5 = 0.5D0*((dtcyc0-dt20)**2.ODO) 
m3 = (dtcyc0-c3-cl*c5)/(c4+c2*c5) 
If(m3.LT.(-m2/(dt20-dtl0))) Then 
m3 = -m2/(dt20-dtl0)+ 0.1D0 
Endif 
m4 = m2+m3*(dt20-dtl0) 
m5 = cl+c2*m3 
dtintrvlO = 32-ODO-dtcycO 
write(*,*) ml,m2,m3,m4,m5 
do i = l,nx 
if(tsim.ge.(tinit(i)+dtcycO+dtintrvlO))then 
tinit(i) = tinit(i)+dtcycO+dtintrvlO 
endif 
call velrat(gamma(i),xfrac(i), 
1 tsim.tinit(i),dtl0,dt20,dtcycO,ml,m2,m3,m4,m5) 
gamma(i) - l.ODO 
if(gamma(i).It.O.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'Gamma negative at node:',i,gamma(i),tsim 
stop 
endif 
u_rms = 0.lDO*u_avgO*gamma(i) 
k = 1.5D0*(u_rms**2.ODO) 
epsilon = (k**1.5D0)/dp 
tau(i) = k/epsilon 
u_scl(i)= u_avgO*tauO*gamma(i)/dp 
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return 
END 
subroutine velrat(gamma,xloc,tsim,tinit,dtl,dt2,dtcyc, 
1 ml,m2,m3,m4,m5) 
c ****************************************************************** 
c Computes the velocity ratio gamma u(x,t)/u_0 where u_0 is the 
c no-pulse or unperturbed velocity. Expressions used are provided by 
c BASELL. 17 Jan 2005 
c ****************************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c 
c SCALARS 
c 
c Local : 
c 
integer : : i 
double precision : : gamma,xloc,tsim,tinit,dtl,dt2,dtcyc 
double precision : : ml,m2,m3,m4,m5 
c ****************************************************************** 
if(tsim.le.tinit) then 
gamma = 1.ODO 
else if(tsim.le.tinit+dtl) then 
c gamma = 1.0D0+1.1*(tsim-tinit) 
gamma = 1.ODO+ml*(tsim-tinit) 
else if(tsim.le.tinit+dt2) then 
c gamma - 3.2D0 - 1.359D0*(tsim-tinit-dtl) 
gamma = m2 + m3*(tsim-tinit-dtl) 
else if(tsim.le.tinit+dtcyc) then 
c gamma = 0.21D0+0.79D0* 
c 1 (tsim-tinit-dt2)/(dtcyc-4.2D0) 
gamma » m4+m5*(tsim-tinit-dt2) 
else 
gamma = 1.ODO 
endif 
gamma = 1.0D0+xloc*(gamma-1.0D0) 
if(gamma.It.O.ODO) then 
write(*,*) xloc,tsim 
endif 
return 
END 
Listing of subroutine sspfr 
SUBROUTINE SSPFR(IFLOWO,IFL0W1,IFL0W2,NX,NX_CW0,NX_CW1,NX_CW2, 
1 YMULT_TBPIN2,DT,U.AVGO,TAU,CPHI,MFR0_CW,MFR1_CW, 
2 MFR2_CW,TCW0_0UT, 
2 TCWl.OUT,TCW2_0UT,F_TBPP,F_TBPIN,BC,X,TWALL,TCWO,TCWl,TCW2,F) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Scalars: 
integer.parameter : : nsc=33,nsp=16,nparam=ll,npar=18 
Integer : : i,j,INODE,ISTATE 
integer : : lun,iflowO,iflowl,iflow2,itag,nx,nx_cw0,nx_cwl,nx_cw2 
double precision : : uscl,uscl_cv,dt,tau,cphi,tcwO_OUT, 
1 TCW1_OUT,TCW2_OUT,TWALL_IN,TCWO_IN,TCW1_IN,TCW2_IN,DT_WALL_IN 
double precision : : u.avgO,pbar,dp,d_i,d_o,mfrO_cw,mfrl_cw,mfr2_cw, 
1 RHO.CW,USCL_CW,P_CW,U_CW0,U_CW1,U_CW2,YMULT_TBPIN2,F_TBPP, 
2 F.TBPIN 
double precision,dimensiond:npar) : : par 
double precision,dimensiond:nsc) : : be 
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double precision,dimension(1:nsc+nparam)::scalO,SCALl,SCAL2 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : x,twall,DTWALL 
double precision,dimensiond:nx_cwO) : :tcwO 
double precision,dimension(l:nx_cwl)::tcwl 
double precision,dimension(l:nx_cw2)::tcw2 
Double precision,dimensiond :nsp) :: cc 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,1:nsp): :comp 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,l:nsc)::f 
c Variables pertaining to beat-transfer: 
Double precision :: dx,pl,p2 
Double precision : : u_cw,m_cw,m_cw0,m_cwl,m_cw2 
Double precision : : tt_cw,tt_w 
Double precision : : htc_p,vel,rho_cw 
C Double precision,dimensionCl:2): : t_env 
C DOUBLE PRECISION.DIMENSIONCl:3): : tdot 
c Data 
c 
Integer : : iout 
Double precision : : pi,eps,eps_species 
data pi/3.1415/ 
data iout/ 10/ 
data eps,eps_species/l.0D-20,1.00-20/ 
c ************************************************** 
itag = 1 
pbar = 2800.ODO 
dp = 0. .039D0 ! Inner dia. of pipe 
d_i = 0. .0905D0 ! Inner dia. of coolant j acket 
d_o = 0. .2147D0 ! Outer dia. of coolant jacket 
twall_in = TCW0_0UT 
DT_WALL_IN = O.ODO 
do i=l,nsc 
fCl.i) = bcCi) 
enddo 
TCWOCl) = TCW0.0UT 
TCWlCl) = TCW1_0UT 
TCW2C1) = TCW2_0UT 
COMPUTATIONS FOR ZONE-O 
DO J=1,NSC 
SCALOCJ) = BCCJ) 
ENDDO 
SCAL0CNSC+1) = 
SCALOCNSC+2) = 
SCAL0CNSC+3) = 
SCAL0CNSC+4) = 
SCAL0CNSC+5) = 
SCALOCNSC+6) = 
SCALOCNSC+7) = 
SCALO CNSC+8) = 
SCALOCNSC+9) = 
SCALOCNSC+10)= 
SCALOCNSC+11)= 
TCW0_0UT 
TWALL.IN 
DT_WALL_IN 
U_AVG0 
TAU 
CPHI 
PBAR 
MFRO.CW 
IFLOWO 
F_TBPP 
FTBPIN 
ZONEO: DO IN0DE=1,NX_CW0-1 
CALL INTEGRATECNSC+NPARAM,SCALO,XCINODE).XCINODE+l)) 
do j=l,nsc+nparam 
ifCscalOCj).It. eps_species) then 
scalOCj) = eps_species 
endif 
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enddo 
do j=l,nsc 
f(INODE+1,j) = scalO(j) 
enddo 
TCWO(INODE+1) = SCAL0(NSC+1) 
TWALL(INODE+1) = SCAL0(NSC+2) 
DTWALL(INODE+1) = SCALO(NSC+3) 
if(istate.ne.0) then 
write(45,*) 'istateistate 
endif 
do j=l,nsp 
cc(j) = f(INODE+1,j+1) + f(INODE+1,j+nsp+1) 
enddo 
If(cc(5).gt.SOO.ODO) then 
write(*,*) 'Decomp at :',x(inode)*dp,'Temp =',cc(5) 
Endif 
ENDDO ZONEO 
C 
C COMPUTATIONS FOR ZONE I 
C 
DO J=1,NSC 
SCALl(J) = F(NX_CWO,J) 
ENDDO 
SCAL1(NSC+1) = TCW1_0UT 
SCAL1(NSC+2) = TWALL(NX.CWO) 
SCAL1(NSC+3) = DTWALL(NX_CWO) 
SCAL1(NSC+4) = U_AVG0 
SCAL1(NSC+5) = TAU 
SCAL1(NSC+6) = CPHI 
SCAL1(NSC+7) = PBAR 
SCAL1(NSC+8) = MFR1_CW 
SCAL1(NSC+9) = IFL0W1 
SCAL1(NSC+10) = F.TBPP 
SCAL1(NSC+11)= F.TBPIM 
Z0NE1: DO IN0DE=NX_CW0,NX„CW0+NX_CW1-1 
CALL INTEGRATE(NSC+NPARAM,SCAL1,X(INODE),X(IN0DE+1)) 
do j=l,nsc+nparam 
if(scall(j).It. eps_species) then 
scall(j) = eps_species 
endif 
enddo 
do j=l,nsc 
f(INODE+1,j) = scall(j) 
enddo 
TCWl(INODE+1-NX_CWO) = SCAL1(NSC+1) 
TWALL(INODE+1) = SCAL1(NSC+2) 
DTWALL(INODE+1) = SCAL1(NSC+3) 
if(istate.ne.0) then 
write(45,*) 'istate: 1,istate 
endif 
do j=l,nsp 
cc ( j ) = f(INODE+1,j+1) + f( INODE+1,j+nsp+1) 
enddo 
ENDDO Z0NE1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COMPUTATIONS FOR ZONE II 
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DO J=1,NSC 
SCAL2CJ) = F(NX_CWO+NX_CWl,J) 
ENDDO 
SECOND INITIATOR INJECTION POINT 8 390 METERS.TBPIN INJECTION ONLY. 
SCAL2(4) = SCAL2(4)+BC(4)*YMULT_TBPIN2 
SCAL2C2) = SCAL2(2)-BC(4)*YMULT_TBPIN2 
SCAL2(NSC+1) = TCW2.0UT 
SCAL2(NSC+2) = TWALL(NX_CW0+NX_CW1) 
SCAL2(NSC+3) = DTWALL(NX_CW0+NX_CW1) 
SCAL2(NSC+4) = U_AVGO 
SCAL2CNSC+5) = TAU 
SCAL2(NSC+6) = CPHI 
SCAL2(NSC+7) = PBAR 
SCAL2(NSC+8) = MFR2_CW 
SCAL2(NSC+9) = IFL0W2 
SCAL2(NSC+10) = F.TBPP 
SCAL2(NSC+11)= F_TBPIN 
Z0NE2: DO IN0DE=NX_CW0+NX_CW1,NX-1 
CALL INTEGRATE(NSC+NPARAM,SCAL2,X(INODE),X(IN0DE+1)) 
do j=l,nsc+nparam 
if(sca!2(j).It. eps_species) then 
scal2(j) = eps_species 
endif 
enddo 
do j=l,nsc 
f(INODE+l, j) = sca!2(j) 
enddo 
TCW2(INODE+1-NX_CWO-NX_CW1) = SCAL2(NSC+1) 
TWALL(INODE+1) = SCAL2(NSC+2) 
DTWALL(INODE+1)= SCAL2(NSC+3) 
if(istate.ne.0) then 
write(45,*) 'istate:',istate 
endif 
do j=l,nsp 
cc(j) = f(INODE+1,j+1) + f(INODE+1,j+nsp+1) 
enddo 
ENDDO Z0NE2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INTEGRATE(NVEC,FVEC,T_IN,T.OUT) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER : : J.NVEC 
DOUBLE PRECISION : : T_IN,T_OUT 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSI0N(1:NVEC) : : FVEC 
DLSODA - Parameters and scalars: 
INTEGER,PARAMETER : 
integer,parameter : 
integer.parameter : 
integer : 
double precision : 
DLSODA - Arrays 
NVECMAX = 75 
LRW = 22+(NVECMAX * MAX(16.NVECMAX+9)) 
LIW = 20+NVECMAX 
ITOL,IOPT,ITASK,ISTATE,JT 
RTOL 
integer,dimensiond:LIW) : : IWORK 
double precision,dimensiond:LRW) : : RWORK 
double precision,dimensiond:NVEC) : : ATOL 
DLSODA - External calls: 
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External fsubss,jac 
SETTINGS COMMON TO ALL CALLS OF DLSODA 
RTOL = 1.0D-6 
ABSTOL: DO J=1,NVEC 
ATOL(J) = 1.0D-6 
ENDDO ABSTOL 
ATOL(l) = l.OD-2 
AT0L(2) = l.00-3 
AT01(6) = 1.0D-2 
AT0L(22)= l.OD-2 
ATOL(34)= l.OD-2 
AT0L(35)= 1.0D-6 
AT0L(36)= 1.0D-4 
ITOL = 2 
ITASK = 1 
ISTATE = 1 
IOPT = 1 
J T  = 2  
IWORK(6)-2000 
call DLSODA (fsubss,nsc+nparam,scalO,x(inode),x(inode+l),itol, 
1 Rtol,Atol,itask, 
2 istate,iopt,Rwork,Lrw,Iwork,Liw,Jac,jt) 
CALL DLSODA (FSUBSS, NVEC, FVEC, T_IN, T_OUT, ITOL, RTOL, 
1 ATOL,ITASK,ISTATE,IOPT,RWORK,LRW,IWORK,LIW, 
2 JAC,JT) 
RETURN 
END 
subroutine fsubss(nsc,x,f,fval) 
*************************************************************  
Calls the subroutine rate_ldpe_16 (Nitin Kolhapure ca.2001) 
which computes the source terms fval required by DDASAC. 
************************************************************* 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed scalars: 
Integer 
Double precision 
Parsed arrays : 
double precision,dimensiond :nsc) : : f.fval 
Local scalars: 
Integer,parameter : : nparam = 11,nkinconst=8 
Integer : : nsp 
integer : : i,j,iflow,itag 
double precision : : pl,p2,pl0 
double precision : : uscl,uscl_cw,pbar,c_phi,tan, 
1 gamma_node,tt_cw,tt_w,m_cw,u_cw,uscl_cw,p_cw, 
2 rho_cw,F_TBPP,F_TBPIN,DTT.CW,KTHERM 
double precision : : dp,d_i,d_o,htc_p,u_avg0 
Common blocks: 
Common /constants/u_avgO,dp,d_i,d_o 
Local arrays: 
double precision,dimensiond : (nsc-nparam-l)/2) : : ccl,cc2,cc 
double precision,dimensiond : (nsc-nparam-l)/2) : : fval_rxnl, f val_rxn2 
double precision,dimensiond:nkinconst) : : kinconst 
double precision,dimensiond :2) : : t_env 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSIONCl : 4) : : tdot 
Data 
nsc 
x 
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Double precision : : eps,eps.species,pi 
data eps,eps_species,pi/l.OD-25,1.00-20,3.1415D0/ 
itag = 1 
gamma_node l.ODO 
= 0.039D0 ! Inner dia. of pipe 
= 0.090500 !Inner dia. of coolant jacket 
= 0.2147D0 ! Outer dia. of coolant jacket 
= 16.0D0*1.0D5 
dp 
d_i 
d_o 
P-CW 
Define nsp: 
nsp = (nsc-nparam-l)/2 
NSP = 16 
TT_CW = F(2*NSP+2) 
TT.W = F(2*NSP+3) 
DTT_CU = F(2*NSP+4) 
U_AVG0 = F(2*NSP+5) 
TAU = F(2*NSP+6) 
C_PHI = F(2*NSP+7) 
PBAR = F(2*NSP+8) 
M.CW = F(2*NSP+9) 
IFLOW = F(2*NSP+10) 
f_TBPP = F(2*NSP+11) 
f.TBPIN = F(2*NSP+12) 
GAMMA_NODE = F(2*NSP+13) 
USCL = U_AVGO*TAU/DP 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*p_cw + 7.9894d-15*p_cw*p_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tt_cw 
1 - 2.51925d-3*tt_cw*tt_cu 
u_ cw = (m_c«*(1000.0DO/3600.0DO))/ 
1 (rho_cv*pi*0.25D0*(d_o*d_o - d_i*d_i)) 
USCL_CW = U_CW*TAU/DP 
INITIALISE ARRAY: 
DO 1=1,NSC 
FVAL(I) = O.ODO 
ENDDO 
Compute the source terms due to micromixing: 
pi = f(l) 
p2 = 1. ODO-f (1) 
fval(l) = eps 
species:do i=l,nsp 
fval(i+l) = (c_phi/2.0D0)*(pl*f(i+nsp+1)-p2*f(i+1)) 
fval(i+nsp+l) = -(c_phl/2.0D0)*(pl*f(i+nsp+l)-p2*f(i+1)) 
enddo species 
Compute the source terms due to chemistry: 
local_means: do i=l,nsp 
ccl(i) = max(eps_species,f(i+l)/pl) 
cc2(i) = max(eps.species,f(i+nsp+l)/p2) 
enddo local_means 
if(nsp.eq. 16) then 
call chemsource_16(nsp,itag,ccl,fval_rxnl,pbar,gamma_node, 
1 f_TBPP,f_TBPIN,kinconst) 
call chemsource.16(nsp,itag,cc2,fval_rxn2,pbar,gamma_node, 
1 f_TBPP,f_TBPIN,kinconst) 
else 
call chemsource_12(nsp,ccl,fval_rxnl,pbar) 
call chemsource_12(nsp,cc2,fval_rxn2,pbar) 
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endif 
c Compute terms due to coolant heat-transfer: 
do j=l,nsp 
cc(j) = f (j+1) + f (j+nsp+1) 
enddo 
t_env(l) = f(6)/pi 
t_env(2) = f(22)/p2 
call ht_s spf r(nsp,c c,t _env,tt _cw,tt_w, 
1 pbar,iflow,m_cw,dp,d_i,d_o,pi,p2, 
2 tdot,ht c_p,u.avgO) 
F(2*NSP+3) = TT_W 
c Final source terms 
fval(l) = fval(l) 
scalars:do i=l,nsp 
fval(i+l) = (fval(i+1)+tau*pl*fval_rxnl(i))/uscl 
fval(i+nsp+1)= (fval(i+nsp+1)+tau*p2*fval_rxn2(i))/uscl 
enddo scalars 
c Coolant corrections for temperature terms 
fval(6) = fval(6)+(tau*pl*tdot(1))/uscl 
fval(22) = f val(22) + (tau*p2*tdot(2))/uscl 
FVAL(2*NSP+2) = TAU*TDOT(3)/USCL.CW 
FVAL(2*NSP+3) = F(2*NSP+4) 
KTHERM = 9.0D-6 
FVAL(2*NSP+4) = TD0T(4)*(DP**2.ODO/KTHERM) 
c FVAL(2*NSP+3) = F(2*NSP+4) 
c WRITE(*,*) FVAL(2*NSP+3),FVAL(2*NSP+4),F(2*NSP+4) 
return 
End 
SUBROUTINE JAC 
RETURN 
END 
Listing of subroutines for convection sub-problem. 
subroutine convect(imesh,nx,ns,nc,a,kappa,dt,bc,x,vel,f) 
c ************************************************************* 
c Subroutine to convect the inlet profiles 
c ************************************************************* 
c External/parsed variables: 
c 
integer : : imesh,nx,ns,nc 
double precision : : a,kappa,dt 
double precision, dimensionCl:ns) : : be 
double precision, dimensionCl:nx) : : vel,x 
double precision, dimensionCl:nx,1:ns) : : f 
c Internal variables: 
c 
integer :: i,j 
double precision: : bc_spec 
double precision, dimensionCl:nx) : : f_spec 
c Component-wise convection : 
c 
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do j=l,ns 
bc.spec - bc(j) 
do i=l,nx 
f_spec(i) = f(i,j) 
enddo 
call weno5rk3(imesh,nx,a,kappa,vel,dt,bc_spec,f_spec) 
do i=l,nx 
f (i,j) = f_spec(i) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine weno5rk3(imesh,nx,a,kappa,vel, dt,be,f) 
c *********************************************************** 
c Subroutine to solve the linear advection equation using 
c a fifth-order WENO, third-order R-K solver. The algorithm 
c is explained in the file weno.tex. 
c *********************************************************** 
c Notes: 
c 
c Thi subroutine performs the 3-rd order RK advancement in time 
c (TVD) in the WENO scheme. The RHS being integrated is the 5th 
c order WENO reconstruction of the convective fluxes. 
c The convection is done for one scalar(in ID) and a driver routine can 
c be written for multiple scalars. Below is a glossary of the 
c arguments to the subroutine. 
c 
c imesh 
c 
c 
c nx 
c a,kappa 
c 
c vel 
c dt 
c be 
c f 
c 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c External/Parsed variables : 
c 
integer : : imesh,nx 
double precision : : a,kappa,dt,bc 
double precision,dimensiond:nx) : : f,vel 
c Internal variables : 
c 
integer : : i 
double precision : : grid_jacl,grid_jac2 
double precision,dimensiond :nx) : : wflx 
double precision,dimensiond :nx) : : ftemp 
c Time advancement : 
c 
c The time advancement is done using a third-order Runge-Kutta 
c solver. Briefly stated, the algorithm works in the following 
c manner. At every stage, the time advancement is done by first 
c computing the fluxes for that stage and using the fluxes 
c so computed in updating the solution vector. The method is 
c highly storage-efficient since the intermediate vectors are 
: mesh parameter. Used to choose between the 
structured and quadratic grids. 
: Max. no. of grid points 
: Parameters used in specifying the grid spacing. 
(refer to subroutine grid) 
: velocity of convection. 
: time step (CFL based) 
: inlet boundary conditions 
: Array containing node values. 
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overwritten - for temporary storage, only one scratch array 
needed. 
Stage 1 : 
f(1) = be 
call wenoflux(nx,vel,f,wflx) 
stagel:do i= 2,nx 
call grdjac(i,imesh,a,kappa,grid_jacl,grid_jac2) 
ftemp(i) = f(i) + grid_jacl*dt*vel(i)*(wflx(i-l)-wflx(i)) 
enddo stagel 
Stage 2 : 
ftemp(l) = be 
call wenoflux(nx,vel,ftemp,wflx) 
stage2:do i= 2,nx 
call grdjac(i,imesh,a,kappa,grid_jacl,grid_jac2) 
ftemp(i) = (3.ODO/4.ODO)*f(i) 
1 +(1.ODO/4.ODO)*ftemp(i) 
2 +(1.0D0/4.ODO)*grid_jacl*dt*vel(i)*(wflx(i-l)-wflx(i)) 
enddo stage2 
Stage 3 : 
ftemp(l) = be 
call wenoflux(nx,vel.ftemp,wflx) 
stageS:do i= 2,nx 
call grdjac(i,imesh,a,kappa, gr id_ j ac 1, gr id_ j ac2 ) 
f(i) = (1.0D0/3.0D0)*f (i) 
1 +(2.0D0/3.0D0)*ftemp(i) 
2 +(2.0DO/3,ODO)*grid_jacl*dt*vel(i)*(wflx(i-l)-wflx(i)) 
enddo stage3 
return 
END 
subroutine wenoflux(nx,vel,f,wflx) 
*************************************************** 
Subroutine to compute the fluxes in the linear 
advection equation using a fifth-order WENO scheme. 
*************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
External/parsed variables : 
integer : : nx 
double precision : : vel 
double precision,dimensiond:nx) : : vel.f 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) : : wflx 
Internal variables : 
integer : : i 
double precision : : eps,sum_alpha 
double precision : : d_0,d_l,d_2 
double precision : : alpha_0,alpha_l,alpha_2 
double precision : : w_0,w_l,w_2 
double precision : : beta_0,beta_l,beta_2 
double precision,dimension(-l:nx+2): : rawflx 
double precision,dimension(1:nx) : : roespd 
double precision,dimensiond :nx) : : iflx_0,iflx_l,iflx_2 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) : : eflx_0,eflx_l,eflx_2 
double precision,dimensiond:nx) : : iwflx.ewflx 
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c Data : 
c 
data eps/1.0D-20/ 
c Description of variables : 
c 
c alpha_<r>, r = 0,1,2 
c w_<r>, r = 0,1,2 
c d_<r>, r = 0,1,2 
c 
c 
c beta_<r>, r=0,1,2 
c 
c Description of arrays : 
c 
c roespd : Roe speed vector 
c rawflx : This is the flux computed using f(i) at every node, 
c iflx_<r>, r= 0,1,2 : Left flux at every cell interface (i-1/2 flux) 
c eflx_<r>, r= 0,1,2 : Right flux at every cell interface (i+1/2 flux) 
c iwflx : Weno approximated left flux (i-1/2) 
c ewflx : Weno approximated right flux (i+1/2) 
c Form the raw fluxes (cell averages) : 
c 
do i=l,nx 
c rawflx(i) = vel(i)*f(i) 
rawflx(i) = f(i) 
enddo 
c Set up guard-cell information : 
c 
rawflx(O) = rawflx(l) 
rawflx(-l) « ravflx(2) 
rawflx(nx+l) = rawflx(nx) 
rawflx(nx+2) = rawflx(nx-l) 
c Compute Roe Speed : 
c 
do i = 1,nx-l 
if(f(i+l)-f(i).ne.0.0D0) then 
roespd(i) = (rawflx(i+1)-rawflx(i))/(f(i+l)-f(i)) 
else 
roespd(i) = (rawflx(i+1)-rawflx(i))/eps 
endif 
enddo 
roespd(nx)=roespd(nx-l) 
c Third order(raw) reconstruction: 
c 
c At every node, construct both left and right fluxes based on a third-order 
c reconstruction polynomial. 
nodes : do i=l,nx 
eflx_0(i) = (1.0D0/3.0D0)*rawflx(i) 
1 +(5.0D0/6.ODO)*rawflx(i+1) 
2 +(-1.0D0/6.0D0)*rawflx(i+2) 
eflx_l(i) = (-1.0D0/6.0D0)*rawflx(i-l) 
1 +(5.0D0/6.0D0)«rawflx(i) 
2 +(1.ODO/3.0D0)*rawflx(i+1) 
eflx_2(i) = (1.0D0/3.0D0)*rawflx(i-2) 
1 +(-7.0D0/6.ODO)*rawflx(i-l) 
We use the same notation but different 
values for these parameters depending on 
the sign of the Roe speed (direction 
in which the wind blows). 
Smoothness indicators 
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2 +(1.1D1/6.ODO)*rawflx(i) 
c Compute the smoothness indicators : 
c 
beta_0 = (1.3D1/1.2D1) 
1 *((rawflx(i)-2.0D0*rawflx(i+l)+rawflx(i+2))**2.0D0) 
2 + (1.0D0/4.0D0) 
3 *((3.ODO*rawflx(i)-4.0D0*rawflx(i+l)+rawflx(i+2))**2.0D0) 
beta_l = (1.3D1/1.2D1) 
1 *((rawflx(i-l)-2,ODO*rawflx(i)+rawflx(i+l))**2.0D0) 
2 + (1.0D0/4.0D0) 
3 *((rawflx(i-l)-rawflx(i+1))**2.ODO) 
beta_2 = (1.3D1/1.2D1) 
1 *((rawflx(i-2)-2.0D0*rawflx(i-l)+rawflx(i))**2.0D0) 
2 + (1.ODO/4.ODO) 
3 *((rawflx(i-2)-4.0D0*rawflx(i-1)+3.ODO*rawflx(i))**2.ODO) 
if(roespd(i).ge.O.ODO) then 
d_0 = 3.ODO/IO.ODO 
d_l = 3.0D0/5.0D0 
d_2 = 1.0D0/10.ODO 
else 
d_0 = l.ODO/lO.ODO 
d_l = 3.0D0/5.0D0 
d_2 = 3.0D0/10.0D0 
endif 
alpha.0 = d_0/((eps+beta_0)**2.ODO) 
alpha.1 = d_l/((eps+beta_l)**2.ODO) 
alpha.2 = d_2/((eps+beta_2)**2.0D0) 
sum.alpha = alpha_0+alpha.l+alpha_2 
w_0 = alpha.O/sum.alpha 
w.l = alpha.l/sum.alpha 
w_2 = alpha_2/sum_alpha 
c Fifth order flux : 
wflx(i) = w_0*eflx_0(i)+w_l*eflx_l(i)+w_2*eflx_2(i) 
enddo nodes 
c Correction for Gamma-term (mbmothib:18Jul'05): 
c 
c do i=l,nx-l 
c wflx(i)=wflx(i)-f(i)*(vel(i+l)-vel(i)) 
c enddo 
c wflx(nx)=wflx(nx-l) 
return 
END 
Listing of subroutines for diffusion sub-problem. 
subroutine diffuse(imesh,nx,ns,nc,a,kappa,diff,diff_T,dt,bc,x,f) 
c ************************************************************** 
c Subroutine to diffuse the species that have been convected 
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mixed and have undergone reaction. 
************************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer : : imesh,nx,ns,nc 
double precision : : a,kappa,dt 
double precision,dimensionCl:ns) :: be 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) :: x.diff,diff_T 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,1:ns) :: f 
Internal variables: 
integer : : i,j 
double precision:: bc_spec 
double precision, dimensionCl:nx) :: f_spec 
Component-wise diffusion : 
do j=l,ns 
bc_spec = bcCj) 
do i=l,nx 
f_specCi) = f(i,j) 
enddo 
if(Cj.eq.6).or.Cj.eq.22)) then 
call diffrk3Cimesh,nx,a,kappa,diff_T,dt,bc_spec,f_spec) 
else 
call diffrk3Cimesh.nx,a,kappa,diff,dt,bc_spec,f.spec) 
endif 
do i=l,nx 
f(i,j) = f.specCi) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine diffrk3Cimesh,nx,a,kappa,diff,dt,bc,f) 
*****************************************************  
Subroutine to time advance the discretizes RHS of the 
diffusion equation. 
*******************************************************  
IMPLICIT NONE 
External/Parsed variables : 
integer : : imesh,nx 
double precision : : a,kappa,dt.be 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) :: f.diff 
Internal variables : 
integer : : i 
double precision : : grid.jacl, grid_jac2 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : wflx 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : ftemp 
Stage 1 : 
fCI) = be 
stagel:do i= 2,nx-l 
call grdj ac C i,imesh,a,kappa,grid.j acl,grid.j ac2) 
ftempCi) = fCi) + dt* 
1 Cgrid_jac2*diff Ci)*CfCi+l)-fCi))+ 
2 Cgrid_jacl*grid_jacl)*diffCi)*CfCi+l)-2.0D0*fCi)+fCi-1)) 
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enddo stagel 
ftemp(nx) = ftemp(nx-l) 
c Stage 2 : 
ftemp(l) = be 
stage2:do i=2,nx-l 
call grdjac(i,imesh,a,kappa,grid_j acl,grid_j ac2) 
ftemp(i) = (3.0D0/4.0D0)*f(i) 
1 +(1,0D0/4.0D0)*ftemp(i) 
2 +(1.ODO/4.ODO)*dt* 
3 (grid_jac2*(ftemp(i+l)-f(i))+ 
4 (grid_jacl*grid_jacl)*diff(i)* 
5 (ftemp(i+l)-2.0D0*ftemp(i)+ftemp(i-l))) 
enddo stage2 
ftemp(nx) = ftemp(nx-l) 
c Stage 3: 
ftemp(l) = be 
stage3: do i=2,nx-l 
call grdj ac(i,ime sh,a,kappa,grid_jacl,grid_jac2) 
f(i) - (1.0D0/3.0D0)*f(i) 
1 +(2.0D0/3.0D0)*ftemp(i) 
2 +(2.0D0/3.ODO)*dt* 
3 (grid,jac2*(ftemp(i+1)-ftemp(i))+ 
4 (grid_jacl*grid_j acl)*diff(i) * 
5 (ftemp(i+l)-2.0D0*ftemp(i)+ftemp(i-l))) 
enddo stage3 
f(nx) = ftemp(nx-l) 
return 
END 
Listing of subroutines for heat-transfer. 
subrout ine coolant_sspfr(nx,nx_cw0,nx.cwl,nx_cw2, 
1 nc.ns,iflow,vel,m_cw0,m_cwl,m_cw2,di_p,do_p,do_cw, 
2 pbar,tau,dt,x,twall,tcwO,tcwl,tcw2,f) 
c **************************************************** 
c Version 0.0 : mbmothib : 03 Oct 2003 
c Subroutine to compute the heat transfer effects. 
c 
c Version 0.1 : mbmothib : 17 Mar 2004 
c Included wall thermal conduction. 
c **************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Parsed variables : 
c 
integer, parameter : : ntemp = 4 
integer : : nx,nx_cw0,nx.cwl,nx_cv2,nc,ns,iflow 
double precision : : uscl,u_cw,vel,m_cw0,m_cwl,m_cw2,pbar,tau,dt 
double precision : : di_p,do_p,do_cw 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : x,twall 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx_cwO)::tcw0 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx_cwl)::tcwl 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx_cw2)::tcw2 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,l:ns) : : f 
c Local variables: 
c 
integer :: i,j 
double precision : : eps 
double precision : : k_cw,epsilon.cw,k,epsilon 
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double precision : m_cw,tt_cw,tt_w 
double precision : pl,p2,htc_p 
double precision : rho_cw,pi 
double precision dimensionCl 2) : t_env 
double precision dimensionCl nc) : cc 
double precision dimensionCl 4) : tdot 
Data 
data eps/1.00-15/ 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,nc 
cc(j) = f(i,j+l) + f(i,j+nc+l) 
enddo 
pi = max(eps„f(i,1)) 
p2 = 1.0D0-pl 
t_env(l) = f(i,6)/pl 
t_env(2) = f(i,22)/p2 
if(i.le.nx_cwO) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tt_cw = tcwO(i) 
else 
tt_cw = tcwO(nx_cwO+l-i) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cwO 
elseif (i.le.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tt_cw = tcwl(i-nx_cwO) 
else 
tt_cw = tcwl(nx_cwl+l-(i-nx_cwO)) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cwl 
else 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tt_cw = tcw2(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl) 
else 
tt_cw = tcw2(nx_cw2+l-(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl)) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cw2 
endif 
tt_w = twall(i) 
call ht_sspfr(nc,cc,t_env,tt_cw,tt_w, 
1 pbar,iflow,m_cw,di_p,do_p,do_cw,pi,p2, 
2 tdot,htc_p,vel) 
rho_cw = 1000.ODO 
pi = 22.0D0/7.ODO 
u_cw = (m_cw*(1000.0D0/3600.ODO))/ 
1 (rho_cw*pi*0.25D0*(do_cw*do_cw- do_p*do_p)) 
uscl = u_cw*tau/di_p 
write(*,*) tdot(1),tdot(2),uscl,dt,tau 
t_env(l) = t_env(l)+(tau*dt*tdot(l)/uscl) 
t_env(2) = t_env(2)+(tau*dt*tdot(2)/uscl) 
tt_cw = tt.cw + tau*dt*tdot(3) 
tt_w = tt_w + tau*dt*tdot(4) 
f(i,6) = t_env(l)*pl 
f(i,22) = t_env(2)*p2 
if(i.le.nx_cwO) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
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tcwO(i)=tt_cw 
else 
tcwO(nx_cwO+l-i)=tt_cw 
endif 
elseif (i.le.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tcwl(i-nx_cwO)=tt_cw 
else 
tcwl(nx_cwl+l-(i-nx_cwO))=tt_cw 
endif 
else 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tcw2(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl)=tt_cw 
else 
tcw2(nx_cw2+l-(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl))=tt_cw 
endif 
endif 
twall(i) = tt_w 
enddo 
return 
End 
subroutine coolant(nx,nx_cw0,nx_cwl,nx_cw2, 
1 nc,ns,iflowO,iflowl,iflow2,vel, 
2 m_cw0,m_cwl,m_cw2,di_p,do_p,do.cw, 
3 pbar,tau,dt,x,gamma,twall,tcwO,tcwl,tcw2,f) 
c **************************************************** 
c Version 0.0 : mbmothib : 03 Oct 2003 
c Subroutine to compute the heat transfer effects. 
c 
c Version 0.1 : mbmothib : 17 Mar 2004 
c Included wall thermal conduction. 
c **************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Parsed variables: 
c 
* integer, parameter : : ntemp = 4 
integer : : nx,nx.cwO,nx.cwl,nx_cw2,nc,ns,iflow, 
1 iflowO,iflowl,iflow2 
double precision : : vel,m_cw0,m_cwl,m_cw2,pbar,tau,dt 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) : : x,gamma,twall 
double precision,dimension(l:nx_cwO)::tcw0 
double precision,dimension(l:nx_cwl)::tcwl 
double precision,dimensiond :nx_cw2)::tcw2 
double precision,dimensiond :nx, l :ns) : : f 
c Local variables: 
c 
integer 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
1 
double precision 
double precision,dimension(l:2) 
double precision,dimensiond :nc) 
double precision,dimensiond:4) 
c Data 
c 
data eps/1.OD-15/ 
c write(*,*) iflowO,iflowl,iflow2 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,nc 
cc(j) = f(i,j+l) + f(i,j+nc+1) 
enddo 
i,j,node 
eps 
k_cw,epsilon_cw,k,epsilon 
tt_cw,tt_w,m_cw,di_p, 
do_p,do_cw 
pl,p2,htc_p 
t_env 
cc 
tdot 
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pi = max(eps,f(1,1)) 
p2 = l.ODO-pl 
t_env(l) = f(i,6)/pl 
t_env(2) = f(i,22)/p2 
if(i.le.nx_cuO) then 
if(iflowO.eq.O) then 
tt_cw = tcwO(i) 
else 
tt_cw = tcwO(nx_cwO+l-i) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cwO 
iflow= iflowO 
elseif (i.le.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
if(iflowl.eq.O) then 
tt.cw = tcwl(i-nx_cwO) 
else 
tt_cw = tcwl(nx_cwl+l-(i-nx_cwO)) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cwl 
iflow= iflowl 
else 
if(iflow2.eq.O) then 
tt_cw = tcw2(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl) 
else 
tt_cw = tcw2(nx_cw2+l-(i-nx_cwO-nx_cwl)) 
endif 
m_cw = m_cw2 
iflow= iflow2 
endif 
tt_w = twall(i) 
node = i 
call ht(node,nc,cc,t_env,tt_cw,tt_v, 
1 pbar,iflow,m_cw,di_p,do_p,do_cw,pi,p2, 
2 tdot,htc.p,vel*gamma(i)) 
t_env(l) = t_env(l)+tau*dt*tdot(l) 
t_env(2) = t_env(2)+tau*dt*tdot(2) 
tt_cu = tt_cw + tau*dt*tdot(3) 
tt_w = tt_w + tau*dt*tdot(4) 
f(i,6) = t_env(l)*pl 
f (i,22) = t_env(2)*p2 
if(i.le.nx_cwO) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tcwO(i)=tt_cw 
else 
tcwO(nx_cwO+l-i)=tt_cw 
endif 
elseif (i.le.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tcwl(i-nx_cwO)=tt_cw 
else 
tcwl(nx_cwl+l-(i-nx_cwO))=tt_cw 
endif 
else 
if(iflow.eq.O) then 
tcw2(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl)=tt_cw 
else 
tcw2(nx_cw2+l-(i-nx_cw0-nx_cwl))=tt_cw 
endif 
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endif 
twall(i) = tt_v 
enddo 
return 
End 
Listing of auxiliary subroutines. 
subroutine initial(initstate,lun,nx,nxl,ns,ncomp,plO,yil, 
1 yi2,ymult22,yCTA,temp,f) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Parsed variables 
integer : : initstate,lun,nx,nxl,ns.ncomp 
double precision : : plO.yil,yi2,ymult22,yCTA,temp 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx) : : x 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,1:ns) : : f 
c Local variables 
integer : : i,j 
double precision : : eps,T_init,mmf _init 
double precision,dimensionCl:ncomp) : : dfin 
double precision,dimensionCl:nx,1 :ncomp) : : comp 
c Data 
data eps/1.00-15/ 
data T_init/1.67D2/ 
data iranf_init/l.000/ 
c ******************************************************************* 
c Set species concentrations 
c 
if Cncomp.eq.16) then 
call strmin_16 Cncomp,yil,yi2,yCTA,temp,df in) 
else 
call strmin_12 Cncomp,dfin) 
endif 
mmf_lnit = dfinCl) 
T.init = temp 
ifCinitstate.ne.2) then 
do i=l,nx 
ifCinitstate.eq.O) then 
do j=l,ncomp 
compCi,j) = dfinCj) 
enddo 
elseif Cinitstate.eq.1) then 
do j"l,ncomp 
compCi,j) = eps 
enddo 
compCi,1) = mmf_init 
compCi,5) = T_init + 273.15D0 
endif 
if Ci.eq.nxl) then 
compCi,3) = dfinC3)*ymult22 
endif 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
fCi.l) = plO 
do j = 1, ncomp 
fCi,j+1) = compCi,j)*plO 
f(i,j+ncomp+1) = compCi,j)*CI.ODO-plO) 
enddo 
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enddo 
endif 
write(45,*) 'The initial conditions are :' 
write(45,*) 'Temperature :',T_init 
write(45,*) 'Monomer mass fraction :',mmf_init 
call flush(45) 
return 
END 
subroutine initcu(nx,fO,f) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer : : nx 
double precision : : f0 
double precision,dimension(l:nx) : : f 
Local variables 
integer : : i 
double precision : : eps 
Data 
data eps/1.OD-15/ 
************************************************************* 
do i=l,nx 
f(i) = fO 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine initwall(nx,f0,f) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer : : nx 
double precision : : fO 
double precision, dimensiond :nx) :: f 
Local variables 
integer : : i 
double precision : : eps 
Data 
data eps/1.OD-15/ 
******************************************** 
do i=l,nx 
f(i) = fO 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine restart(lun,nx,nc,tinit,x,f,twall,tcw) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
External variables: 
integer :: lun,nx,nc 
double precision : : tinit 
double precision,dimensiond:nx) :: x,twall,tew 
double precision,dimensiond:nx, 1:2*nc+l) :: f 
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Internal variables: 
integer : : i,j 
integer : : nlines,status 
double precision,allocatable,dimensionC:) : : xtemp 
double precision,allocatable,dimensionC:,:) : : ftemp 
Read file and store data: 
openClun) 
writeC*,*) 'Reading restart file :',lun 
readClun,*,iostat=status) tinit 
do i=l,nx 
readClun,*,iostat=status) 
1 xCi),CfCi,j),j=l,2*nc+l),twall(i),tewCi) 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine strmin_16Cnc,y_TBPP,y_TBPIN,y_CTA,temp,y) 
Variables 
integer,parameter : : nii=2,nxi=l,np=3,nr=3,nro2=3.nrsec 
integer : : status 
integer : : nc 
double precision : : eps,y_TBPP,y_TBPIN,y_CTA 
double precision : : temp 
double precision, dimensionCl:nc) : : y 
double precision,dimensionCl: 14): : sample 
Data 
data eps/1.OD-15/ 
openCunit=299,st atus='unknown',action='read') 
do 
readCl99,*,iostat=status) CsampleCi),i=l, 14) 
ifCstatus.ne.O) exit 
enddo 
Inlet profile: 
do k = l,nc 
yCk) = eps 
enddo 
Monomer mass fraction 
yCl) = 1.ODO 
Initiator mass fractions : 
ICI) ==> Initiator 1 CTBPP) 
IC2) ==> Initiator 2 CTBPIN) 
ymult_TBPP = l.ODO 
ymult_TBPIN = l.ODO 
y(2) = 5.9288D-6*ymult_TBPP 
y(2) = y_TBPP 
yC3) = 1.03424D-5*ymult_TBPIN 
yC3) = y.TBPIN 
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c Modifier mass fraction 
c ymult.CTA = l.ODO 
do j=l,nxi 
y(l+nii+j) = y.CTA 
enddo 
c Correct y(l): 
c 
y(l) = y(l) - (y(2)+y(3)+y(4)) 
c5 Temperature (170.0) 
y(2+nii+nxi)= temp + 273.15d0 
ytini=y(2+nii+nxi) 
c6 Oxygen mass fraction 
y(3+nii+nxi)= eps 
c7,8,9 Moments of polymer 
y(7) = eps 
y(8) = eps 
y (9) = eps 
clO Concentration of DB 
y(4+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cil Concentration of LCB 
y(5+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cl2 Concentration of SCB 
y(6+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cl3 Concentration C 
y(7+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cl4 Concentration CH4 
y(8+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cl5 Concentration C2H6 
y(9+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
cl6 Concentration C2H2 
y(10+nii+nxi+np)= eps 
if(nc.eq.1) then 
write(45,*) 'Testing one scalar' 
yd) = 1 
elseif (10+nii+nxi+np.gt.nc) then 
vrite(*,*) 'number of variables > nc!' 
stop 
endif 
end 
subroutine setinlet(nsp,nsc,plO,df in,f in) 
c *********************************************************************** 
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This subroutine sets the inlet conditions for the various scalars being 
transported. The inlet stream compositions of the various species are 
used to compute the inlet(boundary) values of the scalars. 
************************************************************************ 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed scalars: 
integer : : nsc.nsp 
double precision : : plO 
Parsed arrays : 
double precision,dimensiond :nsp) : : df in 
double precision,dimensiond :nsc) : : fin 
Local scalars: 
integer : : i 
double precision : : pl,p2,eps,eps_p 
Local arrays : 
double precision,dimensiond:nsp) : : phi_l,phi_2 
Data 
data eps,eps_p/l.OD-15,1.00-6/ 
Inlet conditions 
Construction of f :(p_l <s_alpha>_l <s_alpha>_2) where <s_alpha>_i are 
weighted concentration vectors in Env. 1 and Env.2 respecively. 
pi = plO 
p2 = max(1.ODO-pl,eps_p) 
pi = 1.0D0-p2 
Hot initiator - cold monomer 
do i=l,nsp 
phi_l(i) = eps 
phi_2(i) = eps 
enddo 
Species concentrations fixed in either environment : 
Env 1 : consists of monomer+all of the initiator 
Env 2 : consists of only monomer 
phi_l(2) = dfin(2)/pl 
phi_l(3) = dfin(3)/pl 
phi_l(4) = dfin(4)/pl 
phi.1(1) = 1.ODO-(phi.l(2)+phi_l(3)+phi.l(4)) 
phi_l(5) = dfin(5) 
phi_2(l) = l.ODO 
phi_2(5) = (dfin(5)-pl*phi_l(5))/p2 
phi_2(5) = dfin(5) 
Compute the <s> terms in either environment : 
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fin(l) = pi 
do i=l,nsp 
f ind+1) 
fin(i+l+nsp) 
enddo 
return 
END 
subroutine pulse_in(pl0,dtl,dt2,t,tl,beta2,nf,ncomp,df in,bc2) 
*************************************************************** 
Subroutine to compute the fluctuating input boundary conditions. 
The pulse for the feed is sent as a square wave whose 
timeperiod and hence frequency are dependent on the time tl 
initialised to 0.0. This value gets incremented when 
the square wave completes one time period. 
The value that tl obtains at the end ofone time period is the 
value of t at that instant. 
The pulsed feed is followed by a period of 'sleeping' when 
the feed concentration is drops below the average (no pulse) 
concentration. The parameters betal and beta2 determine the 
concentrations when the feed is pulsed. 'beta2' determines the magnitude 
of the pulse and 'dtl' determines the pulse period. 'dt2' 
determines the period where there 
is no pulse. Fixing 'dtl','dt2' and 'betal1 
(the magnitude of concentration when the 
pulse is not present) determines 'beta2' i.e., 
the magnitude of the pulse. 
The relation between 'dtl','dt2','betal' and 'beta2' 
has been derived based on conservation 
of average concentration (i.e., non-pulsed concentration - bel). 
******************************************************************* 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer : : nf,ncomp 
double precision : : pl0,dtl,dt2,t,tl,beta2 
double precision, dimensiond : ncomp) : : df in 
double precision,dimensiond :nf) : : bc2 
Local variables 
integer : : i,j 
double precision : : eps,betal 
double precision,dimension(1 :ncomp)::dfinl 
Data 
data eps/1.OD-15/ 
**********************************************************************  
Determine 'betal': 
betal - ((dtl+dt2)-beta2*dtl)/dt2 
Pulsed input : 
do i =1,ncomp 
dfinl(i) = 0.0D0 
enddo 
= pi * phi_l(i) 
= p2 * phi_2(i) 
if(t.lt.tl+dtl) then 
dfinl(2) = dfin(2) * max(eps,beta2) 
dfinl(3) = dfin(3) * max(eps,beta2) 
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dfinl(4) = dfin(4) * max(eps,beta2) 
df inl(1) = l.ODO - (dfinl(2)+dfinl(3)+dfinl(4)) 
df inl(B) = dfin(5) 
elseif(t.It.tl+dtl+dt2) then 
dfinl(2) = dfin(2) * max(eps,betal) 
dfinl(3) = dfin(3) * max(eps,betal) 
dfinl(4) = dfin(4) * max(eps,betal) 
df inl(1) = l.ODO - (dfinl(2)+dfinl(3)+dfinl(4)) 
dfinl(5) = dfin(5) 
else 
dfinl(2) = dfin(2) 
dfinl(3) = dfin(3) 
dfinl(4) = dfin(4) 
df inl(1) = l.ODO - (dfinl(2)+dfinl(3)+dfinl(4)) 
df inl(5) = dfin(5) 
else 
tl = t 
dfinl(2) = dfin(2) * max(eps,beta2) 
dfinl(3) = dfin(3) * max(eps,beta2) 
dfinl(4) = dfin(4) * max(eps,beta2) 
dfinl(l) = l.ODO - (dfinl(2)+dfinl(3)+dfinl(4)) 
dfinl(5) = dfin(5) 
endif 
call setinlet(ncomp,nf.plO.dfinl,bc2) 
return 
END 
subroutine compose(nx,ns,nc,f,comp) 
****************************************************************  
Subroutine to construct the species composition vector from the 
the vector of scalars. The reconstruction is done 
in the "opposite" direction to what was done in subroutine 
setinlet, i.e., given p_l, <s>_l and <s>_2 for a species, the 
concentration of the species in question can be computed from the 
-se values using the relation: 
<c> = <s>_l + <s>_2 
***************************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer : : nx.ns,nc 
double precision,dimensiond:nx, 1 :ns) : : f 
double precision,dimensiond:nx, 1 :nc) : : comp 
Local variables 
integer : : i,j 
double precision : : pl,sl,s2 
****************************************************************** 
Reconstruct the composition vector 
do i = l,nx 
pi = f(i,1) 
do j = l,nc 
si = f(i,j+l) 
s2 = f(i,j+nc+l) 
comp(i,j) = si + s2 
enddo 
enddo 
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return 
END 
subroutine tecwrt(nx,nx_cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2, ns ,nc,nkinconst, 
1 lun,istep,t,tsim,dp,x,gamma,kinconst,twall,tcwO,tcwl,tcw2, 
2 comp.f) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
Parsed variables 
integer :: nx,nx_cwO,nx_cwl,nx_cw2, 
1 ns.nc,nkinconst,lun,istep 
double precision :: t,tsim,dp,curr_sensor 
1 TWRITE 
double precision,dimensiond :nx) 
double precision,dimensiond :nx_cwO) 
double precision,dimensiond :nx_cwl) 
double precision,dimensiond :nx_cw2) 
double precision,dimensiond :nkinconst) 
double precision,dimension(1:nx,1:nc) 
double precision,dimensiond:nx, 1 :ns) 
Local variables 
x,gamma,twall 
tcwO 
tcwl 
tcw2 
kinconst 
comp 
f 
integer :: i,j,COUNT 
double precision :: pl,p2 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSIONd: 16) : : SENSOR,SENSOR.TEMP, 
1 SENSOR.GAMMA, SENSOR_TWALL, SENS0R_TCW 
*************************************************************** 
SENSOR(1) = 78.2D0 
SENSOR(2) = 104.3D0 
SENSOR(3) = 130.ODO 
SENS0R(4) = 156.ODO 
SENS0R(5) = 182.ODO 
SENS0R(6) = 208.ODO 
SENSOR(7) = 234.ODO 
SENSOR(8) = 260.ODO 
SENSOR(9) = 286.ODO 
SENS0R(10)= 312.ODO 
SENS0R(11)= 338.ODO 
SENS0R(12)= 364.ODO 
SENSOR(13)= 390.ODO 
SENS0R(14)= 416.ODO 
SENS0R(15)= 442.ODO 
SENS0R(16)= 468.ODO 
SENSOR d) = 10.ODO 
SENS0R(2) = 20.ODO 
SENS0R(3) = 30.ODO 
SENS0R(4) = 40.ODO 
SENS0R(5) = 50.ODO 
SENS0R(6) = 60.ODO 
SENS0R(7) = 70.ODO 
SENS0R(8) = 80.ODO 
SENS0R(9) = 90.ODO 
SENSOR(10)= 100.ODO 
SENS0R(11)= 110.ODO 
SENS0R(12)= 120.ODO 
SENS0R(13)= 130.ODO 
SENS0R(14)= 140.ODO 
SENS0R(15)= 150.ODO 
SENS0R(16)= 160.ODO 
if(istep.eq.1) then 
open(unit = lun,position ='append') 
open(unit = lun+l,position='append') 
write(lun,*) 
1 'VARIABLES = "X","y_M","y.I.l","y_I_2","y_C_T_A","T_r_x. 
2 "T_w_a_l_l","T_c_w","Gamma","Lambda_0", 
3 "Lambda_l","Lambda_2"' 
write(lun+l,*) 
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1 'VARIABLES = "X","pi",,"y_I_l-l","y_I_2-l", 
2 "y_C_T_A-l","T_r_x_n-1","y_M-2","y_I_l-2","y_I_2-2", 
3 "y_C_T_A-2" , "T_r_x_n-2" ' 
TWRITE = O.ODO 
endif 
if(mod(istep-l,250).eq.O) then 
IFCTSIM.GE.TWRITE+1 .ODO) THEN 
WRITEC45,*) 'WRITING OUTPUT AT',TSIM,'TWRITE = ',TWRITE 
TWRITE = TWRITE+l.ODO 
writeClun,*) 'ZONE T= "t :',tsim,'",I =',nx 
writeClun+1,*)'ZONE T= "t :',tsim,'",I =',nx 
COUNT = 1 
DO 1=1,NX 
pi = fCi.l) 
p2 = 1.ODO-pl 
ifCi.le.nx.cwO) then 
writeClun,*) xCi)*dp,CrealCcompCi,j)),j=l,4), 
1 real(compCi,5))-273.0D0, 
1 realCtwallCi))-273.0D0, 
1 realCtcwOCnx_cwO+l-i))-273.ODO,realCgammaCi)), 
1 realCcompCi,7)),realCcompCi,8)), 
1 realCcompCi,9)) 
elseifCi.le.nx_cwO+nx_cwl) then 
writeClun,*) xCi)*dp,CrealCcompCi,j)),j=l,4), 
1 realCcompCi,5))-273.0D0, 
1 realCtwallCi))-273.ODO, 
1 realCt cwlCnx_cwl+1-C i-nx_cwO)))-273.ODO, 
1 realCgammaCi)).realCcompCi,7)), 
1 realCcompCi.8)),realCcompCi,9)) 
else 
writeClun,*) xCi)*dp,CrealCcompCi,j)),j=l,4), 
1 realCcompCi,5))-273.ODO. 
1 realCtwallCi))-273.ODO, 
1 realCtcw2Cnx_cw2+l-Ci-nx_cwO-nx_cwl)))-273.ODO, 
2 realCgammaCi)).realCcompCi,7)), 
2 realCcompCi,8)).realCcompCi,9)) 
endif 
writeClun+1,*) xCi)*dp,CrealCf Ci,j)/pl).j=l,6), 
1 CrealCfCi,j)/p2),j=2+nc,6+nc) 
writeClun+2,*)xCi)*dp,CrealCfCi,j)),j=l,ns) 
if(compCi,5).gt.600.ODO) then 
writeClun+3,*) 'Decomp occured at Node'.i, 
1 'Distance from inlet=',xCi)*dp, 'Local temp :', 
1 compCi,5),'Time :',tsim 
call flushClun+3) 
STOP 
endif 
ENDDO 
SENSOR TEMPERATURES: 
COUNT = 1 
DO 1=1,NX 
if CxCi)*dp.ge.SENSORCCOUNT)) then 
SENSOR_TEMP CCOUNT) = comp(i,5)-273.15D0 
SENSOR.TWALL(COUNT)= twall(i)-273.ODO 
if(I.le.nx_cwO) then 
SENSOR_TCW(COUNT) = tcw0(nx_cw0+l-i)-273.0D0 
elseif(I.le.nx_cw0+nx_cwl) then 
SENS0R_TCWCC0UNT) = tcwlCnx_cwl+l-Ci-nx_cwO))-273.ODO 
else 
SENSOR_TCWCCOUNT) = tcw2Cnx_cw2+l-Ci-nx_cwO-nx_cwl)) 
1 -273.ODO 
endif 
SENS0R_GAMMA C COUNT) = gammaCi) 
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COUNT = COUNT+1 
endif 
IFCCOUNT.GE.17) EXIT 
ENDDO 
WRITECLUN+4,*) (SENSOR_TEMP(COUNT),C0UNT=1,16) 
WRITE(LUN+5,*) gamma(nx),(SENSOR_GAMMA(COUNT),C0UNT=1,16) 
WRITE(LUN+7,*) (SENSOR_TWALL(COUNT),C0UNT=1,16) 
WRITE(LUN+8,*) (SENSOR_TCW(COUNT),C0UNT=1,16) 
CALL FLUSH(LUN+4) 
CALL FLUSHCLUN+5) 
CALL FLUSH(LUN+7) 
CALL FLUSH(LUN+8) 
ENDIF 
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call flush(lun) 
call flush(lun+l) 
return 
END 
subroutine chemsource_16(nc,itag,y,ydot,pbar,gamma_node, 
1 f_TBPP,f_TBPIN,kinconst) 
This subroutine returns the reaction rates using BASF kinetics 
with 16 variables (QSSA for free radicals). 
The kinetic scheme is coupled with the kinetics for ethylene 
decomposition. 
Changes : 
a) mbmothib : 10 Feb 2004 : deltaHr value changed to 94893.0D0 
using the value reported in NHK thesis. 
b) mbmothib : 13 Feb 2004 : made changes to the deltaHr values 
using the rate_ldpe_16.f file in /t3/mbmothib/Envirn4/Basf from 
NHK. Change was made to include temperature and pressure effects 
deltaHR. 
implicit double precision(a-h, k-z) 
implicit integer(i,j) 
integer, parameter : : nii=2, nxi=l, np=3, nr=3, nro2=3, nrsec=3 
double precision, parameter : : eps = l.d-20 
double precision,dimensiond:8) : : kinconst 
integer nc.itag 
dimension ydot(nc),y(nc),mup(5),mur(5),muro2(5),mursec(5), 
1 kdi(5),ksri(5),ksrx(5),ktrx(5),gi(5),gx(5), 
2 gri(5),grx(5),mi(5),mri(5),mx(5),mrx(5),fi(5) 
This section defines the number of species and number of moments 
associated with each species. 
nil = no. of initiators 
nxi = no. of modifiers 
np = moments of p; 
np = 0, 1, 2 from balance equations ; 
np = 3,4 are approximated using first three moments, 
nr = moments of R; nr = 0,1,2 
nro2 = moments of R02; nro2 = 0,1,2 
nrsec = moments of R,sec; 
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nrsec = 0,1,2; 
nrsec = 3,4 is approximated as above. 
This section redefines variable, y(i), in terms of 
program variables. 
gm = y(l) 
gml = gm 
do jl = 1, nii 
gi(jl) = yd+jl) 
gml = gml + gi(jl) 
enddo 
do j2 = 1, nxi 
gx(j2) « y(l+nii+j2) 
gml = gml + gx(j2) 
enddo 
gml = max (mind.dO,gml) ,0.d0) 
tt = y(2+nii+nxi) 
go2 = y(3+nii+nxi) 
do j3 = 1, np 
mup(j3) = y(3+nii+nxi+j3) 
enddo 
muOp = mup(l) 
mulp = mup(2) 
mu2p = mup(3) 
if (mulp*mu0p .gt. eps) then 
mu3p = mu2p*(2.d0*mu2p*mu0p - mulp*mulp)/(mulp*mu0p) 
else 
mu3p = O.dO 
endif 
mup(4) = mu3p 
call mol_wt(nii,nxi,mm,mo2,mi,mri,mx,mrx) 
call mol_wt_dec(mc,mch4,mc2h6,mc2h2) 
Efficiency of initiation reaction. 
do i = 1, nii 
fi(i) = 0. 6d0 
enddo 
Efficiencies : 
mbmothib: 10 Feb 2004 : from F-0 M (1997) 
fi(l) : efficiency of TBPP 
fi(2) : efficiency of TBPIN 
fi(l) = 0.624D0 
Changed efficiency of TBPP to 1.0 (mbmothib : 21 Sep 2005) 
fi(l) = f_TBPP 
fi(2) = f_TBPIN 
Physical and Thermodynamical Constant Calculation. 
ttO is given in terms of K 
vO is given in terms of cm"3/mol 
pO is given in terms of pascal 
ttO = 800.dO 
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vO = 990. dO 
pO — 8.58d6 
ppascalO » pO 
patmO - pO/1.013d5 
c 
c ppascal is the operating pressure. 
c mbmothib: 10 Feb 2004 : from F-0 M(1997) 
c changed pressure pbar from 2962 bar to 3100 bar 
c pbar = 3100.ODO 
ppascal = pbar * l.d5 
patm = ppascal/1.013d5 
c 
c (mm*pn) ==> Number average of molecular weight. 
c pn ==> Number average of degree of polymerisation. 
if (muOp -gt. O.dO) then 
pn = mulp/muOp 
else 
pn = 1. dO 
endif 
c 
c compute physical properties 
c 
rhom = fun_rhom( ppascal, tt ) 
rhop = fun.rhop( ppascal, tt ) 
rho = fun_rho( gml, rhom, rhop ) 
rho = rho/gamma_node ! Kick valve density correction : mbmothib 20 May 2005 
etap = fun_etap(ppascal, tt, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
etam = fun_etam(ppascal, tt) 
c 
if (gp.gt.O.dO.and.etap.gt.O.dO) then 
etar - fun_etar(gml, etap, etam) 
else 
etar = l.dO 
endif 
c 
cpm = fun.cpm(ppascal, tt) 
cpp = fun.cpp(tt) 
cp = gml*cpm + (l.dO - gml)*cpp 
deltaHr = -89580.dO 
c mbmothib : 10 Feb 2004 : from NHK thesis : 
c 
c deltaHr = -94893.ODO 
c deltaHr = -84242.088d0 - 0.209d0*tt - 1,04d-10*ppascal 
deltaHr = -94893.ODO - 0.209d0*tt - 1.04d-10*ppascal 
deltaHd = -126357.dO 
c 
c Get kinetic rate constants 
call rate.con.16(patm,tt,etar,gml,nii,nxi,itag, 
1 kp,kdi,kt,ktd,ktc,kpsec,ktrm,ktrx,kps cb, 
2 kth,kdo2,kr,kdr,ktrp,kbeta,ksri,ksrx) 
call rate_con_dec(patm,tt,kl,k6rootkt) 
c Computed constant 
c 
sumnii=0.dO 
do j-l,nii 
sumnii = sumnii + 2.dO*f i(j)*kdi(j)*gi(j)*mm*mm/ 
1 (rho*mi(j)) 
enddo 
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This section computes QSSA values for the free radicals 
initiator free radicals 
do i4=l,nii 
aa - 2.dO*fi(i4)*kdi(i4)*gi(i4)*mri(i4)*mm 
bb = mi(i4)*rho*ksri(i4)*gm 
gri(i4) = aa/bb 
enddo 
mu"R_0 
aa » sumnii + 2.d0*kdo2*go2*gm*mm/mo2 
bb = ktc + ktd 
mur(l) = sqrt(abs(aa/bb)) 
muOr = mur(1) 
modifier free radical 
do i=l,nxi 
aa = ktrx(i)*gx(i)*muOr*mrx(i) 
bb = mx(i)*ksrx(i)*gm 
grx(i) = aa/bb 
enddo 
mu"Rsec 
do i=l,nrsec 
aa = rho*ktrp*muOr*mup(i+1) 
bb = mm*kbeta + rho*kpsec*gm 
mursec(i) = aa/bb 
enddo 
muOrsec = mursec(l) 
mulrsec = mursec(2) 
mu2rsec = mursec(3) 
mu"R_l 
sumnxi3=0.dO 
do j=l,nxi 
sumnxi3 = sumnxi3 + ktrx(j)*gx(j)*mm/mx(j) 
enddo 
delta = (ktc + ktd)*mu0r + ktrm*gm + sumnxi3 + ktrp*mulp 
alpha = sumnii + 2.d0*kdo2*go2*gm*mm/mo2 + 
1 2.dO*kth*gm*gm*gm*rho/mm + sumnxi3*mu0r + 
2 ktrm*gm*muOr + kpsec*(muOrsec + mulrsec)*gm + 
3 mm*kbeta*(mulrsec + muOrsec)/(2.d0*rho) 
aa = alpha + kp*gm*muOr 
mur(2) = aa/delta 
mulr = mur(2) 
mu~R_2 
alpha = sumnii + 2.d0*kdo2*go2*gm*mm/mo2 + 
1 2.dO*kth*gm*gm*gm*rho/mm + sumnxi3*mu0r + 
2 ktrm*gm*muOr + 
3 kpsec*(muOrsec + 2.d0*mulrsec + mu2rsec)*gm + 
4 mm*kbeta*(2.d0*mu2rsec + 3.d0*mulrsec + muOrsec)/ 
5 (6.d0*rho) 
aa = alpha + kp*gm*(2.d0*mulr + muOr) 
mur(3) = aa/delta 
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mu2r = mur(3) 
mu~R02 
do i=l,nro2 
aa « rho*kr*go2*mur(i) 
bb = mo2*kdr 
muro2(i) = aa/bb 
enddo 
mu0ro2 - muro2(l) 
mulro2 = muro2(2) 
mu2ro2 = muro2(3) 
Computed constants 
sumnii=0.dO 
do j*l,nii 
sumnii = sumnii + ksri(j)*gri(j)*mm/mri(j) 
enddo 
sumnxil-O.dO 
sumnxi2=0.d0 
do j=l,nxi 
sumnxil = sumnxil + ksrx(j)*grx(j)*mm/mrx(j) 
sumnxi2 = sumnxi2 + ktrx(j)*muOr*gx(j)*mm/mx(j) 
enddo 
This section defines the set of DDE's 
ydot(i) = dy(i)/dt 
- f_i(y(j),j«l,12) for each i. 
monomer (line 4 is due to ethylene decomposition) 
ydot(l) = - (rho/mm)* 
1 ( ( sumnii + kdo2*go2*mm/mo2 + ktrm*mu0r 
2 + kp*muOr + 2.d0*kth*gm*gm*rho/mm + sumnxil 
3 + kpsec*muOrsec )*gm 
4 + (1.5d0*kl+k6rootkt*(kl/2.d0)**0.5) * gm**2 ) 
initiators 
do i=l,nii 
ydot(l+i) = - kdi(i)*gi(i) 
enddo 
modifiers 
do i=l,nxi 
ydot(l+nii+i) = - (rho/mm)*ktrx(i)*muOr*gx(i) 
enddo 
temperature 
ydot(2+nii+nxi) = (- l.d3*(deltaHr/cp)*(rho/mm**2)* 
1 ( kp*muOr*gm + ktc*mu0r*mu0r + ktd*mu0r*mu0r 
2 + sumnii*gm + kdo2*go2*gm*mm/mo2 
3 + kdr*mu0ro2*mm/rho - kr*go2*mu0r*mm/mo2) ) 
4 +( - 1.d3*(deltaHd/cp)*(rho/mm**2)* 
5 (1.5d0*kl+k6rootkt*(kl*2.dO)**0.5) * gm**2 ) 
02 
ydot(3+nii+nxi) = kdr*mu0ro2*mo2/mm 
1 - (rho/mm)*( kdo2*gm + kr*mu0r)*go2 
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mu~P_0 
gamabsl = mm*kbeta*(mulrsec + muOrsec)/(2.dO*rho) 
gamabs2 = mm*kbeta*(2.dO*mu2rsec + 3.d0*mulrsec + muOrsec)/ 
1 (6.d0*rho) 
ydot(3+nii+nxi+l) - (rho/mm)* 
1 ( ktd*mu0r*mu0r + ktrm*mu0r*gm + sumnxi2 
2 + 0.5d0*ktc*mu0r*mu0r ) + kbeta*muOrsec 
mu"P_l 
gama = ktd*muOr + ktrm*gm + ktrp*mulp + sumnxiS 
ydot(3+nii+nxi+2) = (rho/mm)*( gama*mulr + gamabsl 
1 - ktrp*mu0r*mu2p + ktc*muOr*mulr ) 
mu"P_2 
ydot(3+ni i+nxi+np) = (rho/mm)* 
1 (gama*mu2r + gamabs2 - ktrp*mu0r*mu3p 
2 + ktc*(mulr*mulr + mu0r*mu2r) ) 
SCB 
ydot(4+nii+nxi+np) = (rho/mm)*kpscb*mu0r 
LCB 
ydot(5+nii+nxi+np) * (rho**2/mm**2)*kpsec*gm*muOrsec 
DB 
ydot(6+nii+nxi+np) = (rho**2/mm**2)* 
1 ( ktrm*gm*muOr + kbeta*muOrsec*mm/rho 
2 + ktd*muOr*muOr ) 
C 
ydot(7+nii+nxi+np) = (rho/mm**2) * mc * gm**2 * 
1 (kGrootkt * (kl/2.d0)**0.5) 
CH4 
ydot(8+nii+nxi+np) = (rho/mm**2) * mch4 * gm**2 * 
1 (kl/2.d0 + kGrootkt * (kl/2.d0)**0.5) 
C2H6 
ydot(9+nii+nxi+np) = (rho/mm**2) * mc2h6 * gm**2 * 
1 (1.5*kl) 
C2H2 
ydot(10+nii+nxi+np) = (rho/mm**2) * mc2h2 * gm**2 * kl 
Rate constant array for output: 
mbmothib: 01 Aug 2005 : 
kinconst(1) = kp 
kinconst(2) = ktc 
kinconst(3) - ktd 
kinconst(4) = ktrm 
kinconst(5) = kth 
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kinconst(6) 
kinconst(7) 
kinconst(8) 
= kpsec 
= kl 
= kGrootkt 
end 
subroutine rate_con_16(patm,tt,etar,gm,nii,nxi,itag_k, 
1 kp,kdi,kt,ktd.ktc,kpsec,ktrm,ktrx,kpscb, 
2 kth,kdo2,kr,kdr,ktrp,kbet a,ksri,ksrx) 
c 
c The routine is used to obtain the kinetic constants 
c using BASF correlations (itag_k = 1) 
c 
c Provisions are made for 
c simplified kinetics from Tsai k Fox, 1996 (itag_k = 2) 
c as well as Kolhapure 6 Fox, 1998 (itagjk = 3) 
c 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i.j) 
INTEGER nii,nxi 
DIMENSION kdi(5),ksri(5),ksrx(5),ktrx(5) 
Common /titparam/kdO_tbpp,kdO_tbpin,kGrootkt_0,ea_kdO_tbpp, 
1 ea_kdO_tbpin,ea_k6rootkt 
c 
if (itag_k.lt.1 -or. itag.k.gt.3 ) then 
write(*,*)'rate_con: Not identifying kinetic scheme' 
write(*,*)'Input value of itag for suitable kinetics' 
stop 
endif 
c kp 
c kt ==> 
c ktd ==> 
c ktc ==> 
Rate constant of 
Rate constant of 
Rate constant of 
Rate constant of 
Propagation, 
termination, 
termination by 
termination by 
disproportionation. 
combination. 
cl = 1.13dl0 
c2 = 0.832d0 
c3 - 8.04d-6 
c4 = 3,312d0 
c5 = 1.248d0 
c6 = -9.03d0 
kpO = 1,88d7*exp( - (34.3d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-27.Odd))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kp = kpO*( l.dO/( 1.dO + kpO*etar/cl ) ) 
ktO = 1.622d9*exp( - (4.6d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(15.8d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kt = kt0*( (c2/etar) + c3*gm*kp ) 
ktdl= c4*exp( - c5/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - cG*(patm - 1,d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktd = kt/(l.dO + ktdl) 
ktc = kt - ktd 
if (ktc.It.O.dO) then 
write(*,*) 'Negative rate constant !', kt, ktd,gm,kp 
ktc = O.dO 
endif 
c kdi(i) ==> Rate constant of Initiator Decomposition 
c K l )  ==> Initiator 1 (TBPP) 
c 1(2) ==> Initiator 2 (TBPIN) 
c 1(3) ==> Initiator 3 (TBPEH) 
c 1(4) ==> Initiator 4 (DTBP) 
c mbmothib: 10 Feb 2004 : V_a for kdi(2) 
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changed from 6.1 to 8.7 from NHK thesis 
kdi(l) = 6.30dl4*exp( - (125.4d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*1.6d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kdi(l) = kdi(l)/2.0D0 
kdi(2) = 8.7D14*exp( - (140.OdO)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*10.OOldO)/(82.06d0*tt)) 
Corrections for the initiator rate constants 
mbmothib: 17 Nov 2005 
II : TBPP; 12 : TBPIN; 13 : TBPEH; 14 : DTBP 
cl = 6.10D14 
c2 = 15011.ODO 
c3 = 0.0367D0 
c4 = 0.0D0 
kdi(l) = cl*exp(-(c2+patm*l.01325*(c3-c4*patm*l.01325))/tt) 
cl = 4.40D15 
c2 = 17700.ODO 
c3 = O.2D0 
c4 = O.ODO 
kdi(2) = cl*exp(-(c2+patm*l.01325*(c3-c4*patm*l.01325))/tt) 
kdi(3) = 1.54dl4*exp( - (124.9d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*10.dO)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kdi(4) = 1.41dl5*exp( - (151,4d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*10.IdO)/(82.06d0*tt)) 
kpsec ==> Rate constant of formation of long chain branches. 
kpsec = 7.0d6*exp( - (44.6d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-27.dO))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktrm ==> Rate constant of transfer to monomer. 
ktrm = 3.42d8*exp( - (75.95d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-5.6d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktrx(l)==> Rate constant of transfer to modifier X(l). 
ktrx(l) = 2.20d6*exp( - (29.15d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-14.9d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kpscb ==> Rate constant of intramolecular transfer to polymer. 
kpscb = 1.5d8*exp( - (44.8d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-23.2d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktrp ==> Rate constant of formation of secondary radicals. 
kbeta ==> Rate constant of beta-scission of secondary radicals, 
ksri(i)==> Rate constant of start with initiator radical, i=l,nii 
ksrx(i)—> Rate constant of start with modifier radical, i=l ,nxi. 
ktrp = 5.847d7*exp( - (49.2d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-3.37d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kbeta = 7.8d6*exp( - (38.73d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*(-30.8d0))/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kpsec = kp 
do i=l,nii,1 
ksri(i)=kpsec 
enddo 
do i=l,nxi,l 
ksrx(i)=kpsec 
enddo 
kth ==> Rate constant of thermal initiation. 
kdo2 ==> Rate constant of oxygen initiation (fast). 
kr ==> Rate constant of oxygen initiation (retardation). 
kdr ==> Rate constant of oxygen initiation (slow). 
The values sent by Dr. Frank 0. Haehling in email message in Oct. 
kth = O.dO 
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mbmothib: 27 Oct 2005 
kth = 8.625D15*exp( - (238.2dO)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*8.OdO)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kdo2= 1.dO 
kr = 1 .dO 
kdr = l.dO 
Simplified kinetics from Kuochen and Fox, 1996. 
if (itag_k.ge.2) then 
kdi(l) = kdO_tbpp*exp( - (ea_kdO_tbpp/8.314D-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*2.5D0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kdi(l) = kdO_tbpp*exp( - (ea_kdO_tbpp/8.314D-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*1.6D0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kdi(2) = kdO_tbpin*exp( - (ea_kdO_tbpin)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*6.IdO)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kp = I.d3*5.887d4*exp( - (3.572d3/tt) 
1 + (patm*23.72d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktd = 0.5*l.d3 *1.075d6*exp( - (1.5d2/tt) 
1 + (patm*14.49d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktrm = 1.d3*5.823d2*exp( - (5.561d3/tt) 
1 + (patm*20.65d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
no termination by combination 
ktc = O.dO 
kt = ktd 
kpsec = O.dO 
mbmothib: 25 March 2006 : Corrections : 
Il : DTBP; 12: TBPIN 
kdi(1) = 1.41dl5*exp( - (151,4d0)/(8.314d-3*tt) 
1 - (patm*10.ld0)/(82.06d0*tt)) 
cl = 4.40D15 
c2 = 17700.ODO 
c3 = 0.2D0 
c4 = O.ODO 
kdi(2) = cl*exp(-(c2+patm*l.01325*(c3-c4*patm*l.01325))/tt) 
Chain transfer mechanisms 
Backbiting k_bb =kpscb 
m kpscb = 2.95d7*exp( - (9016.dO - 0.5690*patm)/(l,987d0*tt) ) 
m ktrp = 1.Ild6*exp( - (9000.dO + 0.1065*patm)/(l.987d0*tt) ) 
m kbeta = 1.04dl2*exp( - (20000.dO - 0.465*patm)/(l,987d0*tt) ) 
m 
ksri(l) = O.dO 
ktrx(l) and ksrx(l) as well as kdi(2,3,4), ksri(2,3,4) will 
be ineffective due to initial conditions. 
Same as above but, in format given in Kolhapure and Fox, 1998 
kpscbl = 1.d3*2.950d4*exp( - (4.537d3/tt) 
1 + (patm*23.5d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
ktrpl = 1.d3*1.110d3*exp( - (4.535d3/tt) 
1 - (patm*4.4d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
kbetal = 1,d3*l,040d9*exp( - (10.065d3/tt) 
1 + (patm*19.2d0)/(82.06d0*tt) ) 
endif 
return 
END 
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subroutine mol_wt(nii.nxi,min,mo2,mi,mri,mx,mrx) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i.j) 
integer nii.nxi 
dimension mi(5),mri(5),mx(5),mrx(5) 
mm = 28.dO 
mo2 = 32.dO 
mi(l) = 174.2d0 
mi(2) = 230.3d0 
do i=l,nii 
mri(i) = mi(i)/2.d0 
enddo 
mx(l) = 58.08d0 
do i=l,nxi 
mrx(i) = mx(i)/2.d0 
enddo 
return 
END 
subrout ine rate_con_dec(patm,tt,kl,k6rootkt) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
c Common /fitparam/kd0_tbpp,kl_0,k6rootkt_0,ea_kd0_tbpp,ea_kl, 
c it ea_k6rootkt 
c if (ttt.gt.lOOO) write(*,*)'constants',ttt 
ttt = min (tt, 1000.dO) 
gas.const = 1.987D0 
kl0_old = 4.003D19 
k6rootkt0_old = 1.587D20 
Ea_kl_old = 6.5D4 
Ea_k6rootkt_old = 6.5D4 
tempO = 326.0DO+273-ODO 
alpha = 1. 
ODO 
factor =(1.ODO-alpha)/alpha 
klO_neu = klO_old*exp(Ea_kl_old*factor/(gas_const*tempO)) 
k6rootkt0_neu = k6rootkt0_old 
1 *exp(Ea_k6rootkt_old*factor/(gas_const*temp0)) 
Ea_kl_new = Ea_kl_old/alpha 
Ea_k6rootkt_new = Ea_k6rootkt_old/alpha 
kl = kl0_neu*exp(-(Ea_kl_new-O.1937*patm)/(gas_const*ttt)) 
kGrootkt = k6rootkt_new* 
1 exp(-(Ea_k6rootkt_newO+,32185*patm)/(I.987d0*ttt)) 
return 
END 
subroutine mol_wt_dec(mc,mch4,mc2h6,mc2h2) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
mc - 12.dO 
mch4 = 16.dO 
mc2h6 = 30.dO 
mc2h2 = 26 . dO 
return 
END 
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function fun_rhom( ppascal, tt ) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
Input : 
ppascal = Pressure in Pascal. 
tt » Temperature in K. 
rhom ==> Density of Monomer. 
fun_rhom = 594.622d0 + (1.111567d-6)*ppascal 
1 - (1.80291d-15)*(ppascal**2) - (0.697152d0)*tt 
2 + (5.74242d-10)*ppascal*tt + (1.34356d-4)*(tt**2) 
return 
END 
function fun_rhop( ppascal, tt ) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i.j) 
Input : 
ppascal = Pressure in Pascal. 
tt = Temperature in K. 
rhop -"> Density of Polymer. 
fun_rhop = l.dO/( (9.61d-4) + (7.d-7)*tt - (5.3d-13)*ppascal ) 
end 
function fun_rho( gm, rhom, rhop ) 
implicit double precision(a-h, k-z) 
implicit integer(i,j) 
gp = l.dO - gm 
rhoinv = ( (gm/rhom) + 
fun.rho = l.dO/rhoinv 
Following is the value 
fun_rho = 4.44D2 
write(*,*) fun_rho 
return 
END 
function fun_etap(ppascal, tt, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
implicit double precision(a-h, k-z) 
implicit integer(i,j) 
common /temp/ttref,ttl 
ttl = 600.ODO 
ttref = ttO 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
etapl = ( (32.25d0)*(l.d0 - (tt/ttO)) ) 
etap2 = ( (9.d0*ppascal/ppascal0) + etapl**(9./5.) )**(5./9.) 
etap3 = sqrt(etapl)*etap2*((ppascal0*v0)/(69.d0*8.314d6*tt)) 
etap4 = 10.**( etap3 - 4.33d0) 
fun_etap = etap4*((0.001d0*mm*pn)**(5.83)) 
else 
etapl = ( (32.25d0)*(1.dO - (ttl/ttO)) ) 
etap2 = ( (9.d0*ppascal/ppascal0) + etapl**(9,/5.) )**(5./9.) 
etap3 = sqrt(etapl)*etap2*((ppascalO*vO)/(69.d0*8.314d6*ttl)) 
etap4 = 10.**( etap3 - 4.33d0) 
fun_etap = etap4*((0.001d0*mm*pn)**(5.83)) 
endif 
(gp/rhop) ) 
from Kuochen's paper. 
return 
END 
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function fun_etam(ppascal, tt) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
common /temp/ttref,ttl 
if(tt.lt.ttref) then 
fun_etam - l.d-6*(26.4 + ,475*exp(tt/1272.d0) + 
1 (8.21d-7 -9.83d-10*tt)*ppascal -
2 ((1.163d8 + 7.75d5 *tt)/(ppascal)) ) 
else 
fun_etam = l.d-6*(26.4 + .475*exp(tt1/1272.dO) + 
1 (8.21d-7 -9.83d-10*ttl)*ppascal -
2 ((1.163d8 + 7.75d5 *ttl)/(ppascal)) ) 
endif 
return 
END 
function fun_etar(gm, etap, etam) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
common /temp/ttref,ttl 
gp = l.dO - gm 
fun_etar = (etap/etam)**( 0.72d0*gp + 0.28d0*sqrt(gp) ) 
return 
END 
function fun_cpm(ppascal, tt) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
common /temp/ttref,ttl 
if(tt.lt.ttref) then 
fun_cpm = 486.805d0 + (4.11461d-6)*ppascal 
1 + (1.8344d-15)*(ppascal**2) + 2.42463d0*tt 
2 - (5.09182d-9)*ppascal*tt - (6.63688d-5)*(tt**2) 
else 
fun_cpm = 486.805d0 + (4.11461d-6)*ppascal 
1 + (1.8344d-15)*(ppascal**2) + 2.42463d0*ttl 
2 - (5.09182d-9)*ppascal*ttl - (6.63688d-5)*(ttl**2) 
endif 
return 
END 
function fun_cpp(tt) 
IMPLICIT double precision(a-h, k-z) 
IMPLICIT integer(i,j) 
common /temp/ttref,ttl 
if(tt.lt.ttref) then 
fun_cpp = 4.358d3 + 3.474d0*tt 
else 
fun_cpp - 4.358d3 + 3.474d0*ttl 
endif 
return 
END 
subroutine ht(node,neq, y,t_env,tt_cw,tt_w, 
1 pbar,iflow,m_cwO,di_p,do_p,do_cv,pl,p2, 
2 tdot,htc_p,vel) 
c ************************************************************** 
c Versions: 
c 
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mbmothib: modified 23 Mar 2004 : condition for computing 
eta_r. See below for details. 
mbmothib: modified 3 Apr 2004 : Changed sign on the coolant 
heat transfer term and the wall heat transfer term. See 
below for details. 
*************************************************************** 
parameter (nii=2, nxi=l, np=3) 
parameter (eps = l.d-20) 
implicit double precision(a-h, k-z) 
implicit integer(i,j) 
integer neq,node 
dimension y(neq),mup(5),gi(5),gx(5) 
dimension tdot(4),t_env(2) 
This section defines the number of species and number of moments 
associated with each species. 
nii = no. of initiators 
nxi = no. of modifiers 
np = moments of p; np=0,1,2=3; np=3,4 are approximated using first 
three moments. 
This section redefines variable, y(i), in terms of 
program variables. 
u = vel 
gml = y(l) 
do jl=l,nii 
gi(jl) = y(l+jl) 
gml = gml + gi(jl) 
enddo 
do j2=1,nxi 
gx(j2) = y(l+nii+j2) 
gml = gml + gx(j2) 
enddo 
gml = max(min(l.dO.gml),0.d0) 
tt = y(2+nii+nxi) 
tt_avg = tt 
do j3=l,np 
mup(j3) = y(3+nii+nxi+j3) 
enddo 
muOp = mup(l) 
mulp = mup(2) 
gm = gml 
mm - 28.dO 
Physical and Thermodynamical Constant Calculation. 
ttO is given in terms of K 
ttO = 800.dO 
vO is given in terms of cnT3/mol 
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vO = 990.dO 
c 
c pO is given in terms of pascal 
pO = 8.58d6 
ppascalO = pO 
patmO = pO/1.013d5 
c 
c ppascal is the operating pressure.[UNITS OF ppascal is bar] 
c b 
c main pbar=3100.dO 
c lit pbar=2178.d0 
ppascal = pbar*l.d5 
patm « ppascal/1.013d5 
c 
c (mm*pn) ==> Number average of molecular weight, 
c pn ==> Number average of degree of polymerisation. 
if (muOp .gt. O.dO) then 
pn=mulp/muOp 
else 
pn = 1. dO 
endif 
c 
c compute physical properties 
c 
rhom = fun_rhom( ppascal, tt ) 
rhop = fun_rhop( ppascal, tt ) 
rho = fun_rho( gml, rhom, rhop ) 
etap = fun^etap(ppascal, tt, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
etam = fun_etam(ppascal, tt) 
c 
gp = 1.0 - gml 
c 
c mbmothib: 23 Mar 2004 : added the condition 
c etam.gt.0.0D0. 
c 
if (gp.gt.0.dO.and.etap.gt.O.dO.and.etam.gt.O.OdO) then 
etar = fun.etar(gml, etap, etam) 
else 
etar = l.dO 
endif 
c 
eta = etar * etam 
c 
cpm = fun_cpm(ppascal, tt) 
cpp = fun_cpp(tt) 
c 
c b 
cp = gml*cpm + (l.dO - gml)*cpp 
c comment cb indicates BASF data. 
dit cp = 2510. dO 
c 
ttl = 600.ODO 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
lamdam = 6.28d-2 + 4.19d-10*ppascal + 16.28/tt 
lamdap = 0.274 + 2.91d-10*ppascal + 10.47/tt 
lamda = gml*lamdam + gp*lamdap - 0.72*(lamdap-lamdam)*gml*gp 
else 
lamdam - 6.28d-2 + 4.19d-10*ppascal + 16.28/ttl 
lamdap - 0.274 + 2.91d-10*ppascal + 10.47/ttl 
lamda = gml*lamdam + gp*lamdap - 0.72*(lamdap-lamdam)*gml*gp 
if(lamda.It.0.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'Lamda negative : stopping, Temp:',tt 
endif 
endif 
c COOLING WATER is denoted by suffix "_cw". 
c 
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pbar.cw = 16.OdO 
ppa_cw = pbar_cw*l.d5 
patm.cw = ppa_cw/1.013d5 
c 
c mass flow rate (ton/h) = 92 
c 
c m_cw = 92.d0*(1000./3600) 
m_cw = m_cwO*(1000./3600) 
c 
c diameters 
c 
c comment cb indicates BASF data. 
cb 
c di_p = 0.0390d0 
dit di_p = 0.0380d0 
c do_p = 0.0929d0 
di_cw = do_p 
c do_cw = 0.2049d0 
c Specific areas per unit length of pipe 
c area.p = (22./7.)*di„p 
c area_cw = (22./7.)*di_cw 
area_p = di_p / 2. 
area.cw = di_cw / 2. 
c cross-sectional area 
acs_p = (22-/28.) * (di_p**2.) 
acs.cw = (22./28.) * (do_cw**2. - di_cw**2.) 
acs_wall = (22.0D0/28.ODO)*(do_p**2.0D0-di_p**2.ODO) 
c equivalent diameter 
de_cw = (do_cw**2. - di_cw**2.)/di_cw 
c 
c physical properties of water 
c 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*ppa_cw + 7.9894d-15*ppa_cw*ppa_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tt_cw - 2.51925d-3*tt_cw*tt_cw 
c 
eta_cw = 1.78002d-2 + 0.196212d-12*ppa_cw + 1.9216d5/(tt_cw**3.) 
1 - 5.85181/tt_cw - 1.49314d-5*tt_cw 
c 
cp_cw - 1088.48 - 0.0727996d-3*ppa_cw - 4.50653d-14*ppa_cw*ppa_cw 
1 + 2.00098d-22*(ppa_cw**3.) + 30.2008*tt_cw 
2 + 3.8857d-7*ppa_cw*tt_cw - 9.65535d-2*tt_cw*tt_cw 
3 - 5.33869d-10*ppa_cw*tt_cw*tt_cw - 1.01712d-4*(tt_cw**3.) 
c literature value 
cp_cw = 4228.37d0 
lamda_cw= -301.908d-3 - 0.56231ld-9*ppa_cw + 2.37113d-18*ppa_cw* 
1 ppa_cw + 4.76515d-3*tt_cw + 3.11351d-12*ppa_cw*tt_cw 
2 - 0.0057549d-3*tt_cw*tt_cw 
c 
c heat transfer coefficient for water (in annulus) based on do_p 
c ref. Eqn. 6.2 in Kern (HTC for turbulent flows). 
c 
c htc_cw = 0.027 * ((de_cw*m_cw)/(acs_cw*eta_cw))**0.8 * 
c 1 (cp_cw*(eta_cw/lamda_cw))**(!./3.) * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
if (ignore.ne.0) then 
Pr_cw = eta.cw * (cp_cw/lamda_cw) 
Re_cw = (de_cw*m_cw)/(acs_cw*eta_cw) 
zeta.cw = (1.82 * loglO(Re_cw) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta_cw.It.0.dO) then 
write(*,*)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabySc = zeta_cw/8.d0 
Nu_cw = (zetabySc * (Re_cw- 1000) * Pr_cw)/ 
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1 (1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabySc)* (Pr_cw**(2./3.) - 1)) 
htc.cwl = Nu_cw * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
endif 
Nominal value of Pr 
mbmothib : 16 Nov. 2005 
Using data compiled from NIST WEBBB00K 
If((tt.cw.ge.140.ODO+273.ODO).and.(tt_cw.le.150.ODO+273.ODO)) then 
cp_cw = 4.28D3 
eta_cw = 189.0D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
If((tt_cw.gt.150.ODO+273.ODO).and.(tt_cw.le.160.ODO+273.ODO)) then 
cp_cw = 4.3203 
eta_cw » 176.0D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
If ((tt_.cv.gt. 160. ODO+273 .ODO). and. (tt _cw .le.170. ODO+273. ODO)  then 
cp_cw = 4.3503 
eta_cw = 164.5D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
Pr_cw = 1.12D0 
Pr_cw = eta_cw * (cp_cu/lamda_cw) 
Write(*,*) Pr_cw 
Re_cw = (de_cw*m_cw)/(acs_cw*eta_cv) 
zeta.cw = (1.82 * loglO(Re_cw) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta_cw.It.0.dO) then 
write(*,*)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabySc = zeta_cw/8.d0 
Nu_cw = (zetabySc * (Re_cw-1000) * Pr_cw)/ 
1 (1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabySc)* (Pr_cw**(2./3.) - 1)) 
Dittus-Boelter equation for heating: 
Nu_cw = 0.0243D0*(Re_cv**0.8D0)*(Pr_cw**0.4D0) 
htc.cwl = Nu_cw * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
htc_cw = Nu_cw * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
heat transfer coefficient 
velocity of reaction mixture with flow rate =11 kg/s 
b =30 TPD 
u_mass = 1000.000*1000/(24*3600) 
u = u_mass /(rho*acs_p) 
Pr = eta * (cp/lamda) 
Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
Re_temp = Re 
else 
Re = Re_temp 
endif 
zeta = (1.82 * loglO(Re) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta.lt.O.dO) then 
write(45,*)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabyS = zeta/S.dO 
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c Nu = (zetabyS * (Re - 1000) * Pr)/(1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabyS)* 
c 1 (Pr**(2./3.) - 1)) 
c mbmothib : 09 Apr 2004 : 
c if(Nu. lt.O.ODO) Nu = 1.0D3 
c htc_p = Nu * (lamda/di_p) 
Pr = eta * (cp/lamda) 
c Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
c Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
Re = (di_p*vel*rho)/eta 
Re_temp = Re 
else 
Re = Re_temp 
endif 
IF(PR.GT.2000) THEN 
write(*,*) 'Prandtl number:',Pr 
ENDIF 
zeta = (1.82 * loglO(Re) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta.lt.O.dO) then 
write(45,*)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabyS = zeta/B.dO 
Nu = (zetabyS * (Re - 1000) * Pr)/(1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabyS)* 
1 (Pr**(2./3.) - 1)) 
C 
C MBMOTHIB: 18 OCT 2005 
C 
IF((RE.GT.2300) .AND. (RE.LT. 1-0D6))THEN 
NU = (ZETABYS*(RE-1000.ODO)*PR)/(1.0D0+12.7D0*SQRT(ZETABYS) 
1 *(PR**(2.0D0/3.ODO)-1.ODO)) 
ELSEIF(RE.GT.l.0D4)THEN 
NU = 0.0265*(RE**0.8D0)*(PR**0.4D0) 
ELSEIF(RE.LT.2300.ODO) THEN 
NU = (Re*Pr*di_p/1040.ODO)**(1.ODO/3.ODO) ! Limiting Nu for laminar flow and long tubes 
Write(*,*) 'Nu=',Nu,'Pr=',Pr 
ELSE 
WRITE(*,*) 'RE NOT IN RANGE OF AVAILABLE CORRELATIONS' 
ENDIF 
ETAM_WALL = fun_etam(ppascal, tt_w) 
ETAP_WALL = fun_etap(ppascal, tt_w, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
ETAR.WALL = fun_etar(gml, etap_WALL, etam_WALL) 
ETA.WALL = ETAR_WALL*ETAM_WALL 
VISC.RAT = ETA/ETA_WALL 
c WRITE(*,*) 'VISC_RAT',VISC_RAT 
NU = NU*(VISC_RAT**0.14D0) 
C IF(NU.LT.2300.ODO) THEN 
C WRITE(*,*) NU 
C ENDIF 
C 
c Nu = 1.0D4 
c mbmothib : 09 Apr 2004 : 
c if(Nu. lt.O.ODO) Nu = 1.0D3 
htc_p = Nu * (lamda/di_p) 
if(htc_p.lt.0.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'HTC_p is negative :', htc.p 
write(45,*) 'Temp : ', tt 
write(45,*) 'Nu : ', Nu, 'lamda : ', lamda 
write(45,*) 'Re : ', Re, 'Pr :',Pr 
write(45,*) 'ZetabyS :' , zetabyS 
write(45,*) 'eta :', eta, 'rho :', rho, 'u :' 
write(45,*) 'At node:'.node 
stop 
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endif 
Physical properties of steel 1.6580 (wall material) : 
rho_steel = 8000.ODO 
cp_steel = 1.5834D2+1.6875*tt„w-(2.8094D-3)*(tt_w**2.ODO) 
1 +(1.9344D-6)*(tt_w**3.ODO) 
Heat fluxes : 
qdot.pl = - area.p * htc_p * (t_env(l)-tt_w) 
qdot_p2 = - area.p * htc_p * (t_env(2)-tt_w) 
qdot_w = area_p*htc_p*(tt_avg-tt_w) 
1 -area_cw*htc_cw*(tt_w-tt_cw) 
qdot.cw = area_cw*htc_cw*(tt_w - tt_cw) 
qdot.cw =0.0 
Rates of temperature change : 
mbmothib : 03 Apr. 2004. 
Temp, change terms for coolant have the same term for both values 
of iflow ( co-/counter-flow configurations) since the flow 
configuration is accounted for in subroutine coolant. 
As far as heat transfer terms are concerned, iflow does not have an 
effect on the signs of the flux terms. 
tdot(l) = + qdot_pl / (rho*cp*acs_p) 
tdot(2) = + qdot_p2 / (rho*cp*acs_p) 
tdot(3) = + qdot_cw /(rho_cw* cp_cw*acs_cw) 
tdot(4) = + qdot_w/(rho_steel*cp_steel*acs_wall) 
return 
END 
subrout ine ht_sspfr(neq,y,t_env,tt_cw,tt_w, 
1 pbar,iflow,m_cw0,di_p,do_p,do_cv,pi,p2, 
2 tdot,htc_p,vel) 
************************************************************** 
Versions: 
mbmothib: modified 23 Mar 2004 : condition for computing 
eta_r. See below for details. 
mbmothib: modified 3 Apr 2004 : Changed sign on the coolant 
heat transfer term and the wall heat transfer term. See 
below for details. 
***************************************************************  
implicit double precision(a-h, k-z) 
implicit integer(i.j) 
INTEGER NII,NXI,NP 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPS 
parameter (nii=2, nxi=l, np=3) 
parameter (eps = l.d-20) 
integer neq 
dimension y(neq),mup(5),gi(5),gx(5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION tdot(4),t_env(2) 
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This section defines the number of species and number of moments 
associated with each species. 
nii = no. of initiators 
nxi = no. of modifiers 
np = moments of p; np=0,1,2=3; np=3,4 are approximated using first 
three moments. 
This section redefines variable, y(i), in terms of 
program variables. 
u = vel 
gml = y(l) 
do j1=1,nii 
gi(jl) = y(l+jl) 
gml = gml + gi(jl) 
enddo 
do j2=1,nxi 
gx(j2) = y(l+nii+J2) 
gml = gml + gx(j2) 
enddo 
gml = max(min(l .dO.gml) , O.dO) 
tt = y(2+nii+nxi) 
tt_avg = tt 
do j3=l,np 
mup(j3) = y(3+nii+nxi+j3) 
enddo 
muOp = mup(l) 
mulp = mup(2) 
gm = gml 
mm * 28.dO 
Physical and Thermodynamical Constant Calculation. 
ttO is given in terms of K 
ttO = 800.dO 
vO is given in terms of cnT3/mol 
vO = 990.dO 
pO is given in terms of pascal 
pO = 8.58d6 
ppascalO - pO 
patmO = p0/1.013d5 
ppascal is the operating pressure.[UNITS OF ppascal is bar] 
b 
main pbar=3100.d0 
lit pbar=2178.d0 
ppascal = pbar*l.d5 
patm = ppascal/1.013d5 
(mm*pn) ==> Number average of molecular weight. 
pn ==> Number average of degree of polymerisation. 
if (muOp .gt. O.dO) then 
pn=mulp/muOp 
else 
pn = l.dO 
endif 
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c compute physical properties 
c 
rhom = fun_rhom( ppascal, tt ) 
rhop = fun_rhop( ppascal, tt ) 
rho = fun_rho( gml, rhom, rhop ) 
etap = fun^etap(ppascal, tt, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
etam = fun_etam(ppascal, tt) 
c 
gp = 1.0 - gml 
c 
c mbmothib: 23 Mar 2004 : added the condition 
c etam.gt.O.ODO. 
c 
if (gp.gt.O.dO.and.etap.gt.O.dO.and.etam.gt.O.OdO) then 
etar = fun_etar(gml, etap, etam) 
else 
etar = l.dO 
endif 
c 
eta - etar * etam 
c 
cpm = fun.cpm(ppascal, tt) 
cpp = fun_cpp(tt) 
c 
c b 
cp = gml*cpm + (l.dO - gml)*cpp 
c comment cb indicates BASF data. 
clit cp = 2510.dO 
c 
ttl = 600.ODO 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
lamdam = 6.28d-2 + 4.19d-10*ppascal + 16.28/tt 
lamdap = 0.274 + 2.91d-10*ppascal + 10.47/tt 
lamda = gml*lamdam + gp*lamdap - 0.72*(lamdap-lamdam)*gml*gp 
else 
lamdam - 6.28d-2 + 4.19d-10*ppascal + 16.28/ttl 
lamdap = 0.274 + 2.91d-10*ppascal + 10.47/ttl 
lamda = gml*lamdam + gp*lamdap - 0.72*(lamdap-lamdam)*gml*gp 
if(lamda.lt.O.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'Lamda negative : stopping, Temp:',tt 
endif 
endif 
c COOLING WATER is denoted by suffix "_cw". 
c 
pbar_cw « I6.0d0 
ppa_cw = pbar_cw*l.d5 
patm_cw = ppa_cw/1.013d5 
c 
c mass flow rate (ton/h) = 92 
c m_cw = 92.d0*(1000./3600) 
m_cw = m_cwO*(1000./3600) 
c 
c diameters 
c 
c comment cb indicates BASF data. 
cb 
c di_p = 0.0390d0 
clit di_p - 0.0380d0 
c do_p = 0.0929d0 
di_cw = do_p 
c do_cw - 0.2049d0 
c Specific areas per unit length of pipe 
c area_p = (22./7.)*di_p 
c area_cw = (22-/7.)*di_cw 
area_p = di_p / 2. 
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area.cw = di.cw / 2. 
c cross-sectional area 
acs_p = (22./2S.) * (di_p**2.) 
acs_cw = (22-/28.) * (do_cw**2. - di_cw**2.) 
acs.wall = (22.0D0/28.ODO)*(do_p**2.0D0-di_p**2.ODO) 
c equivalent diameter 
de_cw = (do_cw**2. - di_cw**2.)/di_cw 
c 
c physical properties of water 
c 
rho_cw = 860.388 + 0.355592d-6*ppa_cw + 7.9894d-15*ppa_cw*ppa_cw 
1 + 1.20347*tt_cw - 2.51925d-3*tt_cw*tt_cw 
c 
eta_cw = 1.78002d-2 + 0.196212d-12*ppa_cw + 1.9216d5/(tt_cw**3.) 
1 - 5.85181/tt_cw - 1.49314d-5*tt_cw 
c 
cp_cw = 1088.48 - 0.0727996d-3*ppa_cw - 4.50653d-14*ppa_cw*ppa_cw 
1 + 2.00098d-22*(ppa_cw**3.) + 30.2008*tt_cw 
2 + 3.8857d-7*ppa_cw*tt_cw - 9.65535d-2*tt_cw*tt_cw 
3 - 5.33869d-10*ppa_cw*tt_cw*tt_cw - 1,01712d-4*(tt_cw**3.) 
c literature value 
cp_cw = 4228.37d0 
lamda_cw= -301.908d-3 - 0.56231ld-9*ppa_cw + 2.37113d-18*ppa_cw* 
1 ppa_cw + 4.76515d-3*tt_cw + 3.11351d-12*ppa_cw*tt_cw 
2 - 0.0057549d-3*tt_cw*tt_cw 
c 
c heat transfer coefficient for water (in annulus) based on do_p 
c ref. Eqn. 6.2 in Kern (HTC for turbulent flows). 
c 
c htc_cw = 0.027 * ((de_cw*m_cw)/(acs_cw*eta_cw))**0.8 * 
c 1 (cp_cw*(eta_cw/lamda_cw))**(l./3.) * (lamda.cw/de_cw) 
c ignore = 1 
c if (ignore.ne.0) then 
c Pr.cw = eta_cw * (cp_cw/lamda_cw) 
c 
C Nominal value of Pr 
c 
c mbmothib : 16 Nov. 2005 
c Using data compiled from NIST WEBBB00K 
c 
If((tt_cw.ge.140.0D0+273.0D0).and.(tt_cw.le.150.ODO+273.ODO)) then 
cp_cw = 4.28D3 
eta_cw - 189.0D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
If ( (tt_cw.gt. 150.ODO+273.ODO) .and. (tt_.cw.le. 160.0D0+273.ODO) ) then 
cp_cw = 4.32D3 
eta_cw = 176.0D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
If((tt_cw.gt.160.ODO+273.ODO).and.(tt_cw.le.170.0D0+273.ODO)) then 
cp_cw = 4.35D3 
eta_cw = 164.5D-6 
lamda_cw = 0.68D0 
endif 
c Pr_cw = 1.12D0 
Pr.cw = eta_cw * (cp_cw/lamda_cw) 
c Write(*,*) Pr_cw 
Re_cw = (de_cw*m_cw)/(acs_cw*eta_cw) 
zeta_cw = (1.82 * logl0(Re_cw) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta_cw.lt.O.dO) then 
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write(*, *)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabySc = zeta_cw/8.d0 
Nu_cw = (zetabySc * (Re_cw-1000) * Pr_cw)/ 
1 (1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabySc)* (Pr_cw**(2./3.) - 1)) 
c Dittus-Boelter equation for heating: 
c 
Nu_cw = 0.0243DO*(Re_cw**0.8DO)*(Pr_cw**0.4DO) 
c htc_cwl = Nu_cw * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
htc_cw = Nu_cw * (lamda_cw/de_cw) 
c endif 
c 
c heat transfer coefficient 
c 
c 
c velocity of reaction mixture with flow rate = 11 kg/s 
cb = 30 TPD 
c u_mass = 1000.000*1000/(24*3600) 
c u = u_mass /(rho*acs_p) 
c 
Pr = eta * (cp/lamda) 
c Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
if(tt.lt.ttO) then 
c Re = (di_p*u*rho)/eta 
Re = (di_p*vel*rho)/eta 
Re _temp = Re 
else 
Re = Re_temp 
endif 
IF(PR.GT.2000) THEN 
write(*,*) 'Prandtl number:',Pr 
ENDIF 
zeta = (1.82 * loglO(Re) - 1.64)**(-2.) 
if (zeta.It.O.dO) then 
write(45,*)'rate_ldpe_16.f: negative zeta values' 
stop 
endif 
zetabyS = zeta/B.dO 
Nu = (zetabyS * (Re - 1000) * Pr)/(1. + 12.7 * sqrt(zetabyS)* 
1 (Pr**(2./3.) - 1)) 
C 
C MBMOTHIB: 18 OCT 2005 
C 
IF ( (RE. GT. 2300) . AND. (RE. LT. 1. 0D6)  THEN 
NU = (ZETABYS*(RE-1000.ODO)*PR)/(1.ODO+12.7D0*SQRT(ZETABYS) 
1 *(PR**(2.0D0/3.0D0)-1.ODO)) 
ELSEIF(RE.GT.1.0D4)THEN 
NU = 0.0265*(RE**0.SDO)*(PR**0.4D0) 
ELSE 
WRITE(*,*) 'RE NOT IN RANGE OF AVAILABLE CORRELATIONS' 
ENDIF 
ETAM_WALL = fun.etam(ppascal, tt_w) 
ETAP_WALL = fun_etap(ppascal, tt_w, ppascalO, ttO, vO, mm, pn) 
ETAR_WALL = fun_etar(gml, etap_WALL, etam.WALL) 
ETA.WALL = ETAR_WALL*ETAM_WALL 
VISC.RAT = ETA/ETA_WALL 
c WRITE(*,*) 'VISC_RAT',VISC_RAT 
NU = NU*(VISC_RAT**0.14D0) 
C IF(NU.LT.2300.0D0) THEN 
C VRITE(*,*) NU 
C ENDIF 
C 
c Nu = 1.0D4 
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c mbmothib : 09 Apr 2004 : 
c if(Nu. lt.O.ODO) Nu = l.003 
htc_p = Nu * (lamda/di_p) 
c ================================== 
C MBMOTHIB: 24 OCT 2005. 1705 HRS 
C ADDED FOULING CORRECTION 
C CORRECTION APPLIED IS ARBITRARY. 
C ================================ 
HTC.P = NU*LAMDA/DI_P 
c write(*,*) Nu 
if(htc_p.lt.0.ODO) then 
write(45,*) 'HTC_p is negative :', htc_p 
write(45,*) 'Temp : ', tt 
write(45,*) 'Nu : ', Nu, 'lamda : ', lamda 
write(45,*) 'Re : ', Re, 'Pr :',Pr 
write(45,*) 'ZetabyS :' , zetabyS 
write(45,*) 'eta :', eta, 'rho :', rho, 'u :',u 
stop 
endif 
c Physical properties of steel 1.6580 (wall material) : 
c 
rho_steel = 8000.ODO 
cp_steel = 1.5834D2+1.6875*tt_w-(2.8094D-3)*(tt_w**2.ODO) 
1 +(1.9344D-6)*(tt_w**3.ODO) 
c Heat fluxes : 
c 
C tt_w = (area_p*htc_p*tt_avg+area_cw*htc_cw*tt_cw)/ 
C 1 (area_p*htc_p+area_cw*htc_cw) 
qdot.pl = - area_p * htc.p * (t_env(l)-tt_w) 
qdot_p2 = - area_p * htc_p * (t_env(2)-tt_w) 
qdot_w = area_p*htc_p*(tt_avg-tt_w) 
1 -area_cw*htc_cw*(tt_w-tt_cw) 
qdot.cw = area_cw*htc_cw*(tt_w - tt_cw) 
c qdot.cw =0.0 
C WRITE(*,*) t_env(l),t_env(2),TT_w,tt_cw 
c Rates of temperature change : 
c 
c mbmothib : 03 Apr. 2004. 
c Temp, change terms for coolant have the same term for both values 
c of iflow ( co-/counter-flow configurations) since the flow 
c configuration is accounted for in subroutine coolant. 
c As far as heat transfer terms are concerned, iflow does not have an 
c effect on the signs of the flux terms. 
c 
tdot(l) = + qdot.pl / (rho*cp*acs_p) 
tdot(2) = + qdot_p2 / (rho*cp*acs_p) 
IF(IFLOW.EQ.O) THEN 
tdot(3) = + qdot.cw /(rho.cw* cp_cw*acs_cw) 
ELSE 
TDOT(3) = -qdot.cw /(rho.cw* cp_cw*acs_cw) 
ENDIF 
tdot(4) = + qdot_w/(rho_steel*cp_steel*acs_wall) 
return 
END 
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